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The Office of Inspector General recently concluded an investigation into allegations of 
collusion and misconduct by Presidio Trust employees during the bidding process for a cultural 
facility to be located in the Mid-Crissy Area of the Presidio of San Francisco, CA. The 
congressional complaint from Congresswoman Jackie Speier, U.S. Representative for 
California's 14th Congressional District, specifically alleged that employees privately ruled out 
George Lucas' proposal before the bids were received, continued to plot against Lucas' proposal 
throughout the evaluation process, and colluded with Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy 
(Conservancy) by encouraging that organization to submit a proposal. 

Our investigation did not substantiate these allegations. The Trust followed its project 
policies and procedures, published all project documentation on its official website, and sought 
public input throughout the process. In addition, the Trust contacted several potential proponents, 
including the Conservancy, but doing so was permissible under the Presidio Trust Act. 

We are providing the attached report of investigation to you for your information. We 
intend to publish the results of this investigation on our website, in redacted or summary form, 
within 30 days from the date of this memorandum. Ifyou have any questions, please contact 
Matthew Elliott, Assistant Inspector General, Office oflnvestigations, at 202-208-5745. 
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 
 

 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 
In late July 2015, the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) Office of Inspector General (OIG) 
received a congressional complaint letter from Congresswoman Jackie Speier, U.S. Representative for 
California's 14th Congressional District, alleging that Presidio Trust (Trust) employees improperly 
influenced the Trust’s decisions during the evaluation of proposals to build a cultural facility in the 
Mid-Crissy area of the Presidio in San Francisco, CA. Based on internal Trust emails obtained from a 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, the complaint alleged that Trust employees privately 
ruled out filmmaker George Lucas’ proposal before the bidding process had begun, plotted against 
Lucas’ bid throughout the evaluation process, and colluded with the Golden Gate National Parks 
Conservancy by encouraging that organization to submit a proposal. Congresswoman Speier requested 
that OIG investigate whether any Trust employees engaged in misconduct, the Trust’s bidding process 
was fair and followed relevant policies and procedures, and the Trust had sufficient safeguards to 
prevent the alleged misconduct from occurring in future contracting processes. 
 
We did not substantiate the allegations against the Trust employees. The Trust followed its project 
policies and procedures, published all project documentation on its official website, and sought public 
input throughout the process. Lucas’ proposal failed to meet the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines 
(Guidelines), which were published in the request for concept proposals and request for proposals as 
well as on the Trust’s public website. The board notified Lucas it would not select his project if his 
proposed building did not conform to the Guidelines. Further, the employee emails collected during the 
FOIA process were revealed after the board canceled the project; the board, therefore, was unaware of 
the negative comments between the Mid-Crissy project manager and the contracted advisor until after 
it had rendered its decision. The project manager subsequently resigned from her position at the Trust 
and the advisor’s contract ended when the project was canceled. We referred this report to the Presidio 
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Trust for information only. 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
Presidio Trust 
 
The Presidio Trust’s (Trust) key partners are NPS and the nonprofit Golden Gate National Parks 
Conservancy (GGNPC). The Trust is managed by a seven-member board of directors. The President of 
the United States appoints six members of the board, and the Secretary of the Interior designates the 
seventh member.  
 
Federal laws and regulations governing procurement by Federal agencies, including the Federal 
Acquisition Regulations, do not apply to the Trust. Instead, the Presidio Trust Act mandates that the 
Trust obtain “reasonable competition” before entering into leases and other use and occupancy 
agreements with third parties (Attachment 1). The Trust may solicit and accept donations of funds, 
property, supplies, or services from individuals, foundations, corporations, and other private or public 
entities to carry out its duties. In 2013, the Trust became financially self-sustaining, as mandated by 
Congress. 
 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 
 
In late July 2015, DOI OIG received a complaint letter from the office of Congresswoman Jackie 
Speier, 14th District, CA, alleging that Trust employees improperly influenced the Trust’s decisions 
during the evaluation of proposals to build a cultural facility in the Mid-Crissy area of the Presidio in 
San Francisco, CA (Attachment 2). Based on internal Trust emails obtained from a Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) request, the letter alleged that two Trust employees—former Trust Project 
Manager Tia Lombardi and contracted advisor Brent Glass—privately ruled out filmmaker George 
Lucas’ proposal before the bidding process had begun, plotted against Lucas’ bid throughout the 
evaluation process, and colluded with GGNPC by encouraging it to submit a proposal. 
Congresswoman Speier requested that OIG investigate whether— 
 

• any Trust employees engaged in misconduct; 
• the Trust’s bidding process was fair and followed relevant policies and procedures; and 
• the Trust had sufficient safeguards to prevent the alleged misconduct from occurring in future 

contracting processes. 

In 2010, Lucas presented the Trust board with an unsolicited conceptual proposal to build a digital arts 
museum, which would house Lucas’ digital arts collection, on the Mid-Crissy site. While Lucas’ 
proposal had no drawings because he wanted to hold an international competition for the final building 
design, the proposed building concept was an ornate Beaux-Arts architecture.1 The Trust was not 
offering the Mid-Crissy site at that time, but it notified Lucas that it would solicit and evaluate any 
proposals through a competitive process. Lucas Project Manager Angelo Garcia told us that, because 
Lucas had successfully navigated the competitive and historic review processes to build the Letterman 
Digital Arts Center on Presidio grounds, they felt comfortable with the process (Attachment 3). 

                                                 
1 A French style of architecture that influenced American architecture from 1880 – 1920. The San Francisco War Memorial Opera 
House, constructed in 1932, is an example of Beaux-Arts architecture. Characteristics include a flat roof, arched windows, arched and 
pedimented doors, statuary, and classical architectural details. Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beaux-Arts_architecture 

http://www.presidio.gov/presidio-trust/about/Pages/board-and-executive-team.aspx
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Former Trust Executive Director Craig Middleton said that the Trust had learned from a failed project 
that damaged its credibility with the public that the best way to earn and keep the public trust was to 
adhere to a competitive process for new projects, seek public participation, and provide transparency 
regarding Trust actions and decisions. In the case of the failed project, the Trust had created guidelines 
after accepting the project proposal. For the Mid-Crissy project, the Trust gathered input from NPS, the 
National Trust for Historic Preservation, and the public to develop the Mid-Crissy Area Design 
Guidelines prior to reviewing any proposals for the Mid-Crissy site (Attachment 4). Lombardi told us 
that the Guidelines indicated appropriate architectural parameters for the site and were met with 
enthusiasm and support by the Trust staff and community stakeholders (Attachment 5). 
 
According to Chief of Strategy and Communications Joshua Steinberger, the Trust wanted to generate 
enthusiasm and wide participation from as many proponents as possible to gather the best project ideas 
because it had been entrusted with ensuring the best use of the public land (Attachment 6). In 
December 2011, the Trust published the Guidelines on its official website and hired Glass to assist 
with the project solicitation and evaluation processes (Attachments 7 and 8). 
 
The Trust ensured that the project solicitation and selection process was fair and transparent by holding 
public meetings, setting clear guidelines and goals, seeking competition, and deliberating in a public 
setting (see Attachment 6). At the outset, the board explicitly reserved the authority to not accept any 
proposals and suspend the project (Attachment 9).  
 
The Trust initiated the request-for-concept-proposal (RFCP) process in November 2012 by advertising 
the project on its website, in press releases, and through presentations at conferences that Lombardi 
and Glass conducted (see Attachment 6 and Attachment 10). The Trust actively sought proposals 
from entities other than Lucas to ensure a robust competitive process (see Attachment 4). There was no 
particular emphasis to solicit a proposal specifically from GGNPC. According to DOI-designated 
board member John Reynolds, contacting GGNPC to gauge its interest in the project would have been 
“perfectly legitimate” and aligned with the Trust’s goal of reaching potential bidders and obtaining the 
best proposals from which to choose (see Attachment 9). 
 
Using the goals stated in the RFCP and the Guidelines to review and evaluate the proposals, the Trust 
board winnowed the submissions received in response to the RFCP from 16 to 5. The Trust board 
interviewed the five semifinalist proponents, including Lucas, and selected three finalists, again 
including Lucas (see Attachments 6, 10, and Attachments 11 and 12). The Trust issued a request for 
proposals directed only at the three finalists on May 2013 (see Attachment 12). 
 
In September 2013, Middleton removed Lombardi from the Mid-Crissy project manager position 
based on a complaint of a board member and others that Lombardi was not as objective as she should 
be (see Attachment 4). Lombardi allegedly told museum directors at a conference that the Trust did not 
want Lucas’ project; one of the attending museum directors later relayed this comment to Lucas’ “front 
person,” Garcia (see Attachment 3). Although Middleton did not believe that Lombardi’s personal 
opinion of the Lucas proposal affected how she conducted the process, he felt that even the hint of bias 
was sufficient cause to remove her (see Attachment 4). Later in September 2013, the Trust received 
and posted the three final proposals, and the finalists publicly presented and answered questions.  
 
The Trust board met with the finalists to provide feedback about the strengths and weaknesses of each 
of their proposals. Several Trust staff members described the Lucas team as being the least responsive 
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and cooperative of the three finalists, believing the Lucas team delayed providing building schematics 
because they knew that the building height exceeded the limit stated in the Guidelines  
(see Attachments 4 and 6). Garcia acknowledged that the renderings of the proposed Lucas museum 
had probably been submitted late because the team felt that the Trust did not want the project at the 
Mid-Crissy site (see Attachment 3).  
 
The Trust board and staff met with Lucas’ team twice as often as they met with the other two finalists 
because of the “recalcitrance of the Lucas folks to consider the information . . . [the Trust’s] 
requirements”. Reynolds stated that Lucas was “not amenable in any way” to addressing the issues 
identified by the board and completely ignored the board’s suggestions. He felt that the other two 
finalists were not only receptive, but anxious to incorporate the board’s suggestions regarding their 
projects (see Attachment 9).  
 
In November 2013, the board extended the deadline for finalized proposals to mid-January 2014, 
because the Lucas team had not submitted the finalized project plans in time (Attachment 7). The 
public criticized the Trust for what it perceived as a bias in favor of Lucas due to the additional time 
allowed for Lucas to produce his building plans (see Attachment 4).  
 
Lucas was inflexible and unwilling to modify the architecture to meet the Guidelines, which limited 
building height in the Mid-Crissy area to 45 feet and stated that the architecture must be compatible 
with the setting. Lucas’ 65-foot building would have obscured the view of the Golden Gate Bridge 
from the Presidio main post and other public areas (see Attachment 6). The ornate style of the building 
also concerned the board members, who believed the architectural style was inappropriate for the 
Presidio and would not pass the historic review process (see Attachment 4).  
 
Garcia acknowledged that the building proposal was a reaction to the Trust’s rejection of Lucas’ idea 
to hold an international architectural competition for the design of his museums (see Attachment 3). He 
admitted there was “no doubt” that the Lucas team tried to exceed the building height limit, but he felt 
that the building itself incorporated elements from other buildings at the Presidio. After the initial 
proposal was rejected, the Lucas team hired a second architect and the Trust gave the firm building 
designs that met its specifications. Garcia felt that the Trust wanted Lucas to pay for a museum that 
they designed, but said Lucas was not willing to pay $300 million for what Trust Acting Executive 
Director Michael Boland wanted. The board offered Lucas an alternate site in the Presidio where he 
would have fewer restrictions on the building, but Lucas did not respond to the offer (Attachments 4, 6, 
and 9).  
 
In January 2014, NPS sent the Trust a letter encouraging it to delay action on the Mid-Crissy project 
and to reject any project that did not meet the Guidelines (Attachment 13). Other foundations and 
associations that were already investing money in the Presidio also recommended that the board defer 
making any decisions about the project at that time (see Attachment 7).  
 
Garcia told us that Lucas’ team launched a campaign to convince local politicians and high-powered 
business people that his project was “the best, perfect thing” for San Francisco; Lucas hoped the 
external pressure would sway the Trust to select his project (see Attachment 3). Middleton felt that the 
“political stakes were quite high” on this project because Lucas pressured the Trust to do what he 
wanted through his influential supporters, including California Senator Dianne Feinstein, San 
Francisco Mayor Ed Lee, and California Governor Jerry Brown (see Attachment 4). Garcia noted that 
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it probably had been the wrong decision to create pressure from outside the process to try to change the 
minds of the board members and commented that it didn’t work (see Attachment 3).  
 
The board announced its decision not to proceed with any of the proposals at a press conference on 
February 3, 2014 (Attachment 14). Steinberger believed that Lucas had “compelling” personal 
reasons to want his project on the Mid-Crissy site, but his proposed museum’s lack of connection to 
the Presidio and the non-conforming architectural style created an impasse between Lucas and the 
board (see Attachment 6). Reynolds stated that, of the three finalists, the board had favored the Lucas 
proposal, but did not award the project to Lucas because his building failed to meet the Guidelines  
(see Attachment 9).  
 
Lombardi felt that the Trust “bent over backwards” to accommodate Lucas and that it had been his 
“project to lose” (see Attachment 5). Middleton believed that the Trust had gone as far as it could to 
accommodate Lucas while still keeping the process fair for the other proponents. In the end, the board 
voted unanimously against the project (see Attachment 4). The board also voted unanimously to 
postpone the project indefinitely; it had publicly stated from the beginning that if no proposal was 
deemed acceptable for the site, it would not go through with the project (see Attachment 6).  
 
On February 10, 2014, the Trust received a FOIA request regarding the project evaluation process 
(Attachment 15). Trust FOIA Officer Steven Carp told us that Lucas supporters made the FOIA 
request for internal Trust communications and believed that the underlying reason was to prove that 
the Trust had decided prematurely and unfairly to reject Lucas’ proposal (see Attachment 11).  
 
Carp believed that the FOIA response documents actually showed that the Trust board had “gone out 
of its way” to accommodate Lucas, even providing board members’ personal emails, which were not 
subject to FOIA requests. Within the approximately 37,000 emails gathered by Carp was a short series 
of emails sent between Lombardi and Glass, which he felt undermined the transparency of the proposal 
evaluation process—a process he described as the most open, honest, and scrupulous process he had 
witnessed during his 17-year tenure with the Trust (Attachment 16).  
 
In one email, Lombardi commented that the Lucas building would “NEVER” (emphasis in original) be 
built (Attachment 17); Steinberger felt that, while perhaps the sentiment may have been 
inappropriately communicated, the statement accurately reflected Lombardi’s experience and 
knowledge of Trust projects and the Guidelines (see Attachment 6). He stated that, in reality, the 
proposed Lucas project would never have been approved by the board for the Mid-Crissy site because 
it did not meet the Guidelines. He added that Lombardi had taken no actions to “thwart or sabotage” 
the Lucas project and that she was not a decision maker at the Trust. Lombardi admitted to sending a 
couple of “irritated or snarky” remarks, but she did not believe the email exchange contained anything 
of major significance (see Attachment 5). She added that her input’s effect on the board was next to 
nothing. She added that no one was privy to her emails to Glass and comments regarding the Lucas 
project until the FOIA response was released, months after the board’s decision to cancel the project.  
 
Middleton also believed that the emails—which he categorized as a “gossip session” between two 
individuals—had no effect on the board’s final determination because it had rendered its decision to 
postpone the project months before the emails were revealed (see Attachment 6). He attributed Glass’ 
comments to Lombardi to a lapse in judgment, reflecting his exasperation with the Lucas team’s lack 
of responsiveness throughout the process. While the email exchange had not violated any specific 
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Trust policy, their existence created an embarrassment for the Trust and the potential to generate 
questions about the fairness and integrity of the process (see Attachments 4 and 6).  
 
Reynolds commented that the board was “not reticent at all to reach its own opinions and conclusions”. 
He emphasized that Lombardi and Glass’ email exchange had no effect on the board’s decision making 
process because the members made their own decisions, remained unaware of the comments at the 
time, and adhered to the Guidelines (see Attachment 9).  
 
We attempted to contact the five members of the Presidio Trust board who were appointed by the 
president and were members during 2012 through 2015—William R. Hambrecht, Charlene Harvey, 
Paula Collins, Alex Mehran and Nancy Hellman Bechtle. Harvey, Collins, and  Mehran stated that 
Lombardi and Glass’ derogatory comments did not affect their decisions (Attachments 18, 19, and 
20). Hambrecht and Bechtle did not respond.  
 
In the spring of 2015, Lombardi resigned from her position at the Trust (see Attachment 5). Glass’ 
contracted employment with the Trust ended when the board canceled the Mid-Crissy project  
(see Attachment 6). 
 

SUBJECT(S) 
 
Tia Lombardi, former Public Affairs Officer and Mid-Crissy Project Manager, Presidio Trust 
Brent Glass, Museum Consultant, former contractor for the Presidio Trust 
 

DISPOSITION 
 
We briefed Congresswoman Speier’s staff on the results of our investigation and referred our findings 
to the Secretary of the Interior for appropriate action. 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
 

1. The Presidio Trust Act, enacted November 12, 1996, as amended through December 28, 2001. 
2. Complaint letter from Congresswoman Speier, dated July 27, 2015. 
3. Investigative Activity Report (IAR): Interview of Angelo Garcia, dated March 7, 2016. 
4. IAR: Interview of Craig Middleton, dated February 2, 2016. 
5. IAR: Interview of Tia Lombardi, dated February 3, 2016.  
6. IAR: Interview of Joshua Steinberger, dated January 15, 2016. 
7. IAR: Interview of Brent Glass, dated March 4, 2016. 
8. Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines, dated December 2011. 
9. IAR: Interview of John Reynolds, dated February 29, 2016. 
10. Request-For-Concept-Proposal, dated November 15, 2012. 
11. IAR: Interview of Craig Middleton, dated February 5, 2016. 
12. Request-For-Proposal, dated May 2013. 
13. NPS letter to the Presidio Trust Board Members, dated January 29, 2014. 
14. SFGate article on “Presidio Trust shoots down George Lucas' plan, 2 others,” dated  

February 3, 2014. 
15. FOIA Request Letter sent to Presidio Trust, dated February 10, 2015  
16. IAR: Interview of Steven Carp, dated December 9, 2015.  
17. Emails between Lombardi and Glass, dating January 15 and 16, 2013. 
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18. Email from Harvey, dated June 20, 2016. 
19. Email from Collins, dated June 20, 2016. 
20. Email from Mehran, dated June 30, 2016. 
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6/29/2016 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Mail  DOI OIG Questions  Presidio Trust 


Colon, Kenneth <kenneth_colon@doioig.gov> 


DOI OIG Questions  Presidio Trust
 


charlene harvey <charleneharvey25@gmail.com> Mon, Jun 20, 2016 at 3:46 PM 
To: "Colon, Kenneth" <kenneth_colon@doioig.gov> 


Dear Mr. Colon, I am very happy to answer your questions as a former Presidio Trust Board member about the board’s 
decision not to build a cultural facility in the MidCrissy area of the Presidio. I personally never heard Tia Lombardi or 
Brent Glass speak derogatorily of George Lucas or his proposal. This was a very public and lengthly process over many 
months. I don’t recall Tia or Brent Glass being at the later board meetings when we were discussing the last three 
proposals. I personally went to all the public meetings where all the proposals were discussed and George Lucas was 
often there and all the presenters were treated the same with great interest and respect. I heard from the Trust legal 
staff that there was a law suit and we were given instructions about going thru our computers for email’s but I don’t 
remember when I heard about email’s from Tia and Brent Glass. It was in our local newspaper so I may have learned 
about it there with a follow up explanation from the legal dept. I have served for over 50 years on many community 
boards and I appreciate and understand the correct process for making decisions especially ones that are very public. 
This was as open a process as I think I have ever seen. The reasons why the board decided not to choose any of the 
final proposals were shared with the public and I personally think it was the absoluteluy correct decision. Tia and Brent 
Glass may have written email’s but none of those ever came to a board meeting and if they had, the board would have 
been upset that staff would have ever allowed that to come before us. An independent Board has served the Presidio 
very well and will continue to do so. It seems a shame that someone or a small group just can’t accept the outcome 
because everyone including George Lucas has moved on. I would be very happy to talk with you if you have any 
further questions. I am very proud of my service on the Trust Board and know that my fellow board members and I 
all tried very hard to be as careful and objective as possible in making the right decision for a very special national park. 


On Jun 16, 2016, at 11:09 AM, Colon, Kenneth <



mailto:kenneth_colon@doioig.gov

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=dc4415409e&view=pt&q=Presidio&qs=true&search=query&msg=1556f5a6851a93d0&dsqt=1&siml=1556f5a6851a93d0
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When were you aware of the emails from Tia Lombardi and Brent Glass?


4.      Did the comments from Tia Lombardi and/or Brent Glass have any effect on your decisions
during the evaluation of proposals to build a cultural facility in the MidCrissy area of the
Presidio in San Francisco, CA?


Feel free to reach out to the Presidio Trust if you have any question or want legal guidance
before you respond. 


You can also reach out to me if you have any questions.


Please have your response back no later than close of business of June 27, 2016.


Respectfully,


Ken


 


Kenneth Colón
Special Agent, Special Emphasis Unit


Office of Investigations
Department of the Interior
Office of Inspector General


381 Elden Street, Suite 3000


Herndon VA 20170 


Phone: (703) 4875419
 
 








                     


   


           


               
     


                                          
                                         


                                      
                                        
                                    


                                        
                                         


                                         
                                           


                                   
                                                  


                                       
                                             
                                      
                                             


                                           
                                               


                                             
 


                   


 


                                      
            


                         
                 


                 
                         


                             
                         
                     
                   


                                 
             


                                   
         


                                
              


                              


6/29/2016 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Mail  DOI OIG Questions  Presidio Trust 


Colon, Kenneth <kenneth_colon@doioig.gov> 


DOI OIG Questions  Presidio Trust
 


charlene harvey <charleneharvey25@gmail.com> Mon, Jun 20, 2016 at 3:46 PM 
To: "Colon, Kenneth" <kenneth_colon@doioig.gov> 


Dear Mr. Colon, I am very happy to answer your questions as a former Presidio Trust Board member about the board’s 
decision not to build a cultural facility in the MidCrissy area of the Presidio. I personally never heard Tia Lombardi or 
Brent Glass speak derogatorily of George Lucas or his proposal. This was a very public and lengthly process over many 
months. I don’t recall Tia or Brent Glass being at the later board meetings when we were discussing the last three 
proposals. I personally went to all the public meetings where all the proposals were discussed and George Lucas was 
often there and all the presenters were treated the same with great interest and respect. I heard from the Trust legal 
staff that there was a law suit and we were given instructions about going thru our computers for email’s but I don’t 
remember when I heard about email’s from Tia and Brent Glass. It was in our local newspaper so I may have learned 
about it there with a follow up explanation from the legal dept. I have served for over 50 years on many community 
boards and I appreciate and understand the correct process for making decisions especially ones that are very public. 
This was as open a process as I think I have ever seen. The reasons why the board decided not to choose any of the 
final proposals were shared with the public and I personally think it was the absoluteluy correct decision. Tia and Brent 
Glass may have written email’s but none of those ever came to a board meeting and if they had, the board would have 
been upset that staff would have ever allowed that to come before us. An independent Board has served the Presidio 
very well and will continue to do so. It seems a shame that someone or a small group just can’t accept the outcome 
because everyone including George Lucas has moved on. I would be very happy to talk with you if you have any 
further questions. I am very proud of my service on the Trust Board and know that my fellow board members and I 
all tried very hard to be as careful and objective as possible in making the right decision for a very special national park. 


On Jun 16, 2016, at 11:09 AM, Colon, Kenneth <
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When were you aware of the emails from Tia Lombardi and Brent Glass?


4.      Did the comments from Tia Lombardi and/or Brent Glass have any effect on your decisions
during the evaluation of proposals to build a cultural facility in the MidCrissy area of the
Presidio in San Francisco, CA?


Feel free to reach out to the Presidio Trust if you have any question or want legal guidance
before you respond. 


You can also reach out to me if you have any questions.


Please have your response back no later than close of business of June 27, 2016.


Respectfully,


Ken


 


Kenneth Colón
Special Agent, Special Emphasis Unit


Office of Investigations
Department of the Interior
Office of Inspector General


381 Elden Street, Suite 3000


Herndon VA 20170 


Phone: (703) 4875419
 
 







                             


   


                   
 


               
     


     


   


       
             


       
                       


     
       
             


                     
       
     


 


 


      


 


                   


 


 


 
       


   
           
     
 


   
   


        


                


   


          
  


          
    


    


   


   


6/29/2016 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Mail  Fwd: Paula Collins: Response to OIG Questions for Board Members 


Colon, Kenneth <kenneth_colon@doioig.gov> 


Fwd: Paula Collins: Response to OIG Questions for Board Members 
1 message 


Audra DortchScott <audra_dortchscott@doioig.gov> Mon, Jun 27, 2016 at 6:36 AM 
To: Kenneth Colon <kenneth_colon@doioig.gov> 


Sent from my iPhone 


Begin forwarded message: 


From: "Culver, Scott" < 
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7/1/2016 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Mail  Fwd: OIG Questions for Board Members 


Colon, Kenneth <kenneth_colon@doioig.gov> 


Fwd: OIG Questions for Board Members 
2 messages 


Culver, Scott <scott_culver@doioig.gov> Fri, Jul 1, 2016 at 8:00 AM 
To: Kenneth Colon <kenneth_colon@doioig.gov>, Audra DortchScott <audra_dortchscott@doioig.gov> 


 Forwarded message 

From: Steinberger, Joshua <
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Kenneth Colón
Special Agent, Special Emphasis Unit


Office of Investigations
Department of the Interior
Office of Inspector General


381 Elden Street, Suite 3000


Herndon VA 20170 


Phone: (703) 4875419
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THE PRESIDIO TRUST ACT 

(as amended through December 28, 2001) 



16 U.S.C. § 460bb appendix 

(enacted as Title I of H.R. 4236, P.L. 104-333, 110 Stat. 4097, on November 12, 1996) 



(amended by P.L. 105-83, 111Stat.1607, November 14, 1997) 

(amended by P.L. 106-113, 113 Stat. 1501, November 29, 1999) 



(amended by P.L. 106-176, 114 Stat. 23, March 10, 2000) 

(amended by P.L. 107-107, 115 Stat. 1328, December 28, 2001) 



SEC. 101. FINDINGS. 


The Congress finds that


(1) 	 the Presidio, located amidst the incomparable scenic splendor of the Golden Gate, 
is one of America's great natural historic sites; 


(2) 	 the Presidio was the oldest continuously operating military post in the Nation 
dating from 1776, and was designated a National Historic Landmark in 1962; 


(3) 	 preservafon of the cultural and historic integrity of the Presidio for public use 
recognizes its significant role in the history of the United States; 


(4) 	 the Presidio, in its entirety, is a part of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, 
in accordance with Public Law 92-589; 


(5) 	 as part of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the Presidio's significant 
natural, historic, scenic, cultural, and recreational resources must be managed in a 
manner which is consistent with sound principles of land use planning and 
management, and which protects the Presidio from development and uses which 
would destroy the scenic beauty and historic and natural character of the area and 
cultural and recreational resources; 


(6) 	 removal and/or replacement of some structures within tre Presidio must be 
considered as a management option in the administration of the Presidio; and 


(7) 	 the Presidio will be managed through an innovative public/private partnership that 
minimizes cost to the United States Treasury and makes efficient use of p-ivate 
sector resources. 


SEC. 102. AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 


(a) INTERIM AUTHORITY.-The Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter in this 
title referred to as the ("Secretary") is authorized to manage leases in existence on the date of this 
Act for properties under the administrative jurisdiction of the Secretary and located at the 
Presidio. Upon the expiration of any such lease, the Secretary may extend such lease for a 
period terminating not later than 6 months after the first meeting of the Presidio Trust. The 
Secretary may not enter into any new leases for property at the Presidio to be transferred to the 







Presidio Trust under this title, however, the Secretary is authorized to enter into agreements for 
use and occupancy of the Presidio properties which are assignable to the Trust and are 
terminable with 30 days notice. Prior to the transfer of administrative jurisdiction over any 
property to the Presidio Trust, and notwithstanding section 1341 of title 31 of the United States 
Code, the proceeds from any such lease shall be retained by the Secretary and such proceeds 
shall be available, without further appropriation, for the preservation, restoration, operation and 
maintenance, improvement, repair and related expenses incurred with respect to Presidio 
properties. The Secretary may adjust the rental charge on any such lease for any amounts to be 
expended by the lessee for preservation, maintenance, restoration, improvement, repair and 
related expenses with respect to properties and infrastructure within the Presidio. 


(b) PUBLIC INFORMATION AND INTERPRETATION.-The Secretary shall be 
responsible, in cooperation with the Presidio Trust, for providing public interpretive services, 
visitor orientation and educational programs on all lands within the Presidio. 


(c) OTHER.-Those lands and facilities within the Presidio that are not 
transferred to the administrative jurisdiction of the Presidio Trust shall continue to be managed 
by the Secretary. The Secretary and the Presidio Trust shall cooperate to ensure adequate public 
access to all portions of the Presidio. Any infrastructure and building improvement projects that 
were funded prior to the enactment of this Act shall be completed by the National Park Service. 


(d) PARK SERVICE EMPLOYEES.


(1) Any career employee of the National Park Service, employed at the 
Presidio at the time of the transfer of lands and facilities to the Presidio Trust, shall not be 
separated from the Service by reason of such transfer, unless such employee is employed by the 
Trust, other than on detail. Notwithstanding section 3503 of title 5, United States Code, the 
Trust shall have sole discretion over whether to hire any such employee or request a detail of 
such employee. 


(2) Any career employee of the National Park Service employed at the 
Presidio on the date of enactment of this title shall be given priority placement for any available 
position within the National Park System notwithstanding any priority reemployment lists, 
directives, rules, regulations or other orders from the Department of the Interior, the Office of 
Management and Budget, or other Federal agencies. 


SEC.103. ESTABLISHMENTOFTHE PRESIDIO TRUST. 


(a) ESTABLISHMENT.-There is established a wholly-owned government 
corporation to be known as the Presidio Trust (hereinafter in this title referred to as the "Trust"). 


(b) TRANSFER.


(1) Within 60 days after receipt of a request from the Trust for the transfer 
of any parcel within the area depicted as Area B on the map entitled "Presidio Trust Number l ", 
dated December 7, 1995, the Secretary shall transfer such parcel to the administrative 
jurisdiction of the Trust. Within 1 year after the first meeting of the Board of Directors of the 
Trust, the Secretary shall transfer to the Trust administrative jurisdiction over all remaining 
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parcels within Area B. Such map shall be on file and available for public inspection in the 
offices of the Trust and in the offices of the National Park Service, Department of the Interior. 
The Trust and the Secretary may jointly make technical and clerical revisions in the boundary 
depicted on such map. The Secretary shall retain jurisdiction over those portions of the building 
identified as number 102 as the Secretary deems essential for use as a visitor center. The 
Building shall be named the "William Penn Mott Visitor Center". Any parcel of land, the 
jurisdiction over which is transferred pursuant to this subsection, shall remain within the 
boundary of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. With the consent of the Secretary, the 
Trust may at any time transfer to the administrative jurisdiction of the Secretary any other 
properties within the Presidio which are surplus to the needs of the Trust and which serve 
essential purposes of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The Trust is encouraged to 
transfer to the administrative jurisdiction of the Secretary open space areas which have high 
public use potential and are contiguous to other lands administered by the Secretary. 


(2) Within 60 days after the first meeting of the Board of Directors of the 
Trust, the Trust and the Secretary shall determine cooperatively which records, equipment, and 
other personal property are deemed to be necessary for the immediate administration of the 
properties to be transferred, and the Secretary shall immediately transfer such personal property 
to the Trust. Within 1 year after the first meeting of the Board of Directors of the Trust, the 
Trust and the Secretary shall determine cooperatively what, if any, additional records, 
equipment, and other personal property used by the Secretary in the administration of the 
properties to be transferred should be transferred to the Trust. 


(3) The Secretary shall transfer, with the transfer of administrative 
jurisdiction over any property, the unobligated balance of all funds appropriated to the Secretary, 
all leases, concessions, licenses, permits, and other agreements affecting such property. 


(4) At the request of the Trust, the Secretary shall provide funds to the 
Trust for preparation of the program required under section 104( c) of this title, hiring of initial 
staff and other activities deemed by the Trust as essential to the establishment of the Trust prior 
to the transfer of properties to the Trust. 


(c) BOARD OF DIRECTORS.


(1) IN GENERAL.-The powers and management of the Trust shall be 
vested in a Board of Directors (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") consistir.ig of the following 
7 members: 


(A) The Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary's designee. 


(B) 6 individuals, who are not employees of the Federal 
Government, appointed by the President, who shall possess 
extensive knowledge and experience in one or more of the fields of 
city planning, finance, real estate development, and resource 
conservation. At least one of these individuals shall be a veteran 
of the Armed Services. At least 3 of these individuals shall reside 
in the San Francisco Bay Area. The President shall make the 
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appointments referred to in this subparagraph within 90 days after 
the enactment of this Act and shall ensure that the fields of city 
planning, finance, real estate development, and resource 
conservation are adequately represented. Upon establishment of 
the Trust, the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Trust shall 
meet with the Chairman of the Energy and Natural Resources 
Committee of the United States Senate and the Chairman of the 
Resources Committee of the United States House of 
Representatives. 


(2) TERMS.-Members of the Board appointed under paragraph (l)(B) 
shall each serve for a term of 4 years, except that of the members first appointed, 3 shall serve 
for a term of 2 years. Any vacancy in the Board shall be filled in the same manner in which the 
original appointment was made, and any member appointed to fill a vacan::y shall serve for the 
remainder of the term for which his or her predecessor was appointed. No appointed member 
may serve more than 8 years in consecutive terms, except that upon the expiration of his or her 
term, an appointed member may continue to sene until his or her successor has been appointed. 


(3) QUORUM-Four members of the Board shall constitute a quorum for 
the conduct of business by the Board. 


(4) ORGANIZATION AND COMPENSATION.-The Board shall organize 
itself in such a manner as it deems nnst appropriate to effectively carry out the authorized 
activities of the Trust. Board members shall serve without pay, but may be reimbursed for actual 
and necessary travel and subsistence expenses incurred by them in the performance of the duties 
of the Trust. 


(5) LIABILITY OFD IRECTORS.-Members of the Board of Directors shall 
not be considered Federal employees by virtue of their membership on the Board, except for 
purposes of the Federal Tort Claims Act and the Ethics in Government Act, and the provisions of 
chapter 11 of title 18, United States Code. 


(6) MEETINGS.-The Board shall meet at least three times per year in San 
Francisco and at least two of those meetings shall be open to the public. Upon a majority vote, 
the Board may close any other meetings to the public. The Board shall establish procedures for 
providing public information and opportunities for public comment regarding policy, planning, 
and design issues. The Board may establish procedures for providing public information and 
opportunities for public comment regarding policy, planning, and design issues through the 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area Advisory Commission. 


(7) STAFF.-Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, the Trust is 
authorized to appoint and fix the compensation and duties and terminate the services of an 
executive director and such other officers and employees as it deems necessary without regard to 
the provisions of title 5, United States Code, or other laws related to the appointment, 
compensation or termination of Federal employees. 
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(8) NECESSARY POWERS.-The Trust shall have all necessary and proper 
powers for the exercise of the authorities vested in it. 


(9) TAXES.-The Trust and all properties administered by the Trust and 
all interest created under eases, concessions, permits and other agreements associated with the 
properties shall be exempt from all taxes and special assessments of every kind by the State of 
California, and its political subdivisions, including the City and County of San Francisco. 


(10) GOVERNMENT CORPORATION.


(A) The Trust shall be treated as a wholly-owned Government 
corporation subject to chapter 91 of title 31, United States Code 
(commonly referred to as the Government Corporation Control 
Act). Financial statements of the Trust shall be audited annually in 
accordance with section 9105 of title 31 of the United States Code. 


(B) At the end of each calendar year, the Trust shall submit to the 
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the United States 
Senate and the Committee on Resources of the House of 
Representatives a comprehensive and detailed report of its 
operations, activities, and accomplishments for the prior fiscal 
year. The report also shall include a section that describes in 
general terms the Trust's goals for the current fiscal year. 


SEC. 104. DUTIES AND AUTHORITIES OF THE TRUST. 


(a) OVERALL REQUIREMENTS OF THE TRUST.-The Trust shall manage the 
leasing, maintenance, rehabilitation, repair and improvement of property within the Presidio 
under its administrative jurisdiction using the authorities provided in this section, which shall be 
exercised in accordance with the purposes set forth in section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to 
establish the Golden Gate National Recreation Area in the State of California, and for other 
purposes," approved October 27, 1972 (Public Law 92-589; 86 Stat. 1299; 16 U.S.C. 460bb), 
and in accordance with the general objectives of the General Management Plan (hereinafter 
referred to as the "management plan") approved for the Presidio. 


(b) AUTHORITIES.-The Trust may participate in the development of programs 
and activities at the properties transferred to the Trust, except that the Trust shall have the 
authority to negotiate and enter into such agreements, leases, contracts and other arrangements 
with any person, firm, association, organization, corporation or governmental entity, including, 
without limitation, entities of Federal, State and local governments as are necessary and 
appropriate to carry out its authorized activities. The National Park Service or any other Federal 
agency is authorized to enter into agreements, leases, contracts and other arrangements with the 
Presidio Trust which are necessary and appropriate to carry out the purposes of this title. Any 
such agreement may be entered into without regard to section 321 of the Act of June 30, 1932 
(40 U.S.C. 303b). The Trust may use alternative means of dispute resolution authorized under 
subchapter IV of chapter 5 of title 5, United States Code (5 U.S.C. 571 et seq.). The Trust shall 
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establish procedures for lease agreements and other agreements for use and occupancy of 
Presidio facilities, jncluding a requirement that in e~ring into such agreement the Trust hall 
obtain reasonable competitiog. The Trust may not dispose of or convey fee t itle to any real 
property transferTed to it under this title. F deral laws and reoulations governing procurement b :*" 
Federal agenc ies shall not apply to the 1~t \. ith the exception of laws an regu at1ons related 
to Federal Government contracts governing working conditions and wage rates, including the 
provisions of sections 276a-276a-6 of title 40, United States Code (Davis-Bacon Act), and any 
civil rights provisions otherwise applicable thereto. The Sfrust, in consultation with the 
Administrator of Federal Procurement Policy, shall establish and promulgate grocedures 
applicable to the ifrust's procurement of goods and services including, but not limited to the 
award of contracts on the basis of contractor qualifications, price, commern ially reasonable 
buying practices, and reasonable competition. The Trust is authorized to use funds available to 
the Trust to purchase insurance and for reasonable reception and representation expenses, 
including membership dues, business cards and business related meal expenditures. 


(c) MANAGEMENT PROGRAM-The Trust shall develop a comprehensive 
program for management of those lands and facilities within the Presidio which are transferred to 
the administrative jurisdiction of the Trust. Such program shall be designed to reduce 
expenditures by the National Park Service and increase revenues to the Federal Government to 
the maximum extent possible. In carrying out this program, the Trust shall be treated as a 
successor in interest to the National Park Service with respect to compliance with the National 
Environmental Policy Act and other environmental compliance statutes. Such program shall 
consist of


(1) demolition of structures which in the opinion of the Trust, cannot be 
cost-effectively rehabilitated, and which are identified in the management plan for 
demolition, 


(2) evaluation for possible demolition or replacement those buildings 
identified as categories 2 through 5 in the Presidio of San Francisco Historic Landmark 
District Historic American Buildings Survey Report, dated 1985, 


(3) new construction limited to replacement of existing structures of 
similar size in existing areas of development, and 


(4) examination of a full range of reasonable options for carrying out 
routine administrative and facility management programs. 


The Trust shall consult with the Secretary in the preparation of this program. 


(d) FINANCIAL AUTHORITIES.---{l) To augment or encourage the use of non
Federal funds to finance capital improvements on Presidio properties transferred to its 
jurisdiction, the Trust, in addition to its other authorities, shall have the following authorities 
subject to the Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990 (2 U.S.C. 661 et seq.): 


(A) 	 The authority to guarantee any lender against loss of principal or 
interest on any loan: Provided, That
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(i) the tenns of the guarantee are approved by the Secretary of the 
Treasury; 


(ii) adequate subsidy budget authority is provided in advance in 
appropriations Acts; and 


(iii) such guarantees are structured so as to minimize potential cost 
to the Federal Government. No loan guarantee under this title shall 
cover more than 75 percent of the unpaid balance of the loan. The 
Trust may collect a fee sufficient to cover its costs in connection 
with each loan guaranteed under this title. The authority to enter 
into any such loan guarantee agreement shall expire at the end of 
15 years after the date of enactment of this title. 


(B) 	 The authority, subject to appropriations, to make loans to the 
occupants of property managed by the Trust for the preservation, 
restoration, maintenance, or repair of such property. 


(2) The Trust shall also have the authority to issue obligations to the 
Secretary of the Treasury, but only if the Secretary of the Treasury agrees to purchase 
such obligations to the extent authorized in advance in appropriations Acts. The 
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to use as a public debt transaction the proceeds 
from the sale of any securities issued under chapter 31 of title 31, United States Code, 
and the purposes for which securities may be issued under such chapter are extended to 
include any purchase of such notes or obligations acquired by the Secretary of the 
Treasury under this subsection. Obligations issued under this subparagraph shall be in 
such fonns and denominations, bearing such maturities, and subject to such tenns and 
conditions, including a review of the creditworthiness of the loan and establishment of a 
repayment schedule, as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, and shall 
bear interest at a rate determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, taking into 
consideration current market yields on outstanding marketable obligations of the United 
States of comparable maturities. No funds appropriated to the Trust may be used for 
repayment of principal or interest on, or redemption of, obligations issued under this 
paragraph. 


(3) The aggregate amount of obligations issued under paragraph (2) of 
this subsection which are outstanding at any one time may not exceed $150,000,000. 


(e) DONATIONS.-The Trust may solicit and accept donations of funds, property, 
supplies, or services from individuals, foundations, corporations, and other private or public 
entities for the purpose of carrying out its duties. The Trust is encouraged to maintain a liaison 
with the Golden Gate National Park Association. 


(t) PUBLIC AGENCY.-The Trust shall be deemed to be a public agency for 
purposes of entering into joint exercise of powers agreements pursuant to California government 
code section 6500 and related provisions of that code. 
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(g) PROCEEDS.-Notwithstanding section 1341 of title 31 of the United States 
Code, all proceeds and other revenues received by the Trust shall be retained by the Trust. 
Those proceeds shall be available, without further appropriation, to the Trust for the 
administration, preservation, restoration, operation and maintenance, improvement, repair and 
related expenses incurred with respect to Presidio properties under its administrative jurisdiction. 
The Secretary of the Treasury shall invest, at the direction of the Trust, such excess moneys that 
the Trust determines are not required to meet current withdrawals. Such investment shall be in 
public debt securities with maturities suitable to the needs of the Trust and bearing interest at 
rates determined by the Secretary of the Treasury taking into consideration the current average 
yield on outstanding marketable obligations of the United States of comparable maturity. 


(h) S UITS.-The Trust may sue and be sued in its own name to the same extent 
as the Federal Government. Litigation arising out of the activities of the Trust shall be 
conducted by the Attorney General; except that the Trust may retain private attorneys to provide 
advice and counsel. The District Court for the Northern District of California shall have 
exclusive jurisdiction over any suit filed against the Trust. 


(i) MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT.-The Trust shall enter into a Memorandum 
of Agreement with the Secretary, acting through the Chief of the United States Park Police, for 
the conduct of law enforcement activities and services within those portions of the Presidio 
transferred to the administrative jurisdiction of the Trust. 


G) BYLAWS, RULES, AND REGULATIONS.-The Trust may adopt, amend, repeal, 
and enforce bylaws, rules and regulations governing the manner in which its business may be 
conducted and the powers vested in it may be exercised, including rules and regulations for the 
use and management of the property under the Trust's jurisdiction. The Trust is autmrized, in 
consultation with the Secretary, to adopt and to enforce those rules and regulations that are 
applicable to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area and that may be necessary and 
appropriate to carry out its duties and responsibilities under this title. The Trust shall give notice 
of the adoption of such rules and regulations by publication in the Federal Register. 


(k) DIRECT NEGOTIATIONS.-For the purpose of compliance with applicable 
laws and regulations concerning properties transferred to the Trust by the Secretary, the Trust 
shall negotiate directly with regulatory authorities. 


(I) INSURANCE.-The Trust shall require that all leaseholders and contractors 
procure proper insurance against any loss in connection with properties under lease or contract, 
or the authorized activities granted in such lease or contract, as is reasonable and customary. 


(m) BUILDING CODE COMPLIANCE.-The Trust shall bring all properties under 
its administrative jurisdiction into compliance with Federal building codes and regulations 
appropriate to use and occupancy within 10 years after the enactment of this title to the extent 
practicable. 


(n) LEASING-In managing and leasing the properties transferred to it, the Trust 
shall consider the extent to which prospective tenants contribute to the implementation of the 
general objectives of the General Management Plan for the Presidio and to the reduction of cost 
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to the Federal Government. The Trust shall give priority to the following categories of tenants: 
Tenants that enhance the financial viability of the Presidio and tenants that facilitate the cost
effective preservation of historic buildings through their reuse of such buildings. 


(o) REVERSION.-lf, at the expiration of fifteen years, the Trust has not 
accomplished the goals and objectives of the plan required in section 105(b) of this title, then all 
property under the administrative jurisdiction of the Trust pursuant to section 103(b) of this 
title shall be transferred to the Administrator of the General Services Administration to be 
disposed of in accordance with the procedures outlined in the Defense Authorization Act of 1990 
(104 Stat. 1809), and any real property so transferred shall be deleted from the boundary of the 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. In tre event of such transfer, the terms and conditions 
of all agreements and loans regarding such lands and facilities entered into by the Trust shall be 
binding on any successor in interest. 


(p) EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO NAME AND INSIGNIA.-The Trust shall have the sole 
and exclusive right to use the words 'Presidio Trust' and any seal, emblem, or other insignia 
adopted by its Board of Directors. Without express written authority of the Trust, no person may 
use the words 'Presidio Trust', or any combination or variltion of those words alone or with 
other words, as the name under which that person shall do or purport to do business, for the 
purpose of trade, or by way of advertisement, or in any manner that may falsely suggest any 
connection with the Trust. 


SEC. 105. LIMITATIONS ON FUNDING. 


(a) (1) From amounts made available to the Secretary for the operation of 
areas within the Golden Gate National Recreational Area, not more than 
$25,000,000 shall be available to carry out this title in each fiscal year after the 
enactment of this title until the plan is submitted under subsection (b ). Such sums 
shall remain available until expended. 


(2) After the plan required in subsection (b) is submitted, and for each of 
the 14 fiscal years thereafter, there are authorized to be appropriated to the 
Trust not more than the amounts specified in such plan. Such sums shall 
remain available until expended. Of such sums, funds shall be available 
through the Trust for law enforcement activities and services to be 
provided by the Lhited States Park Police at the Presidio in accordance 
with section 104(i) of this title. 


(b) Within 1 year after the first meeting of the Board of Directors of the Trust, 
the Trust shall submit to Congress a plan which includes a schedule of annual decreasing 
federally appropriated funding that will achieve, at a minimum, self-sufficiency for the Trust 
within 15 complete fiscal years after such meeting of the Trust. No further funds shall be 
authorized for the Trust 15 years after the first meeting of the Board of Directors of the Trust. 


(c) The Administrator of the General Services Administration shall provide 
necessary assistance, on a reimbursable basis, including detailees as necessary, to the Trust in the 
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formulation and submission of the annual bud get request for the administration, operation, and 
maintenance of the Presidio. 


SEC.106. 	GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE STUDY. 


(a) Three years after the first meeting of the Board of Directors of the Trust, the 
General Accounting Office shall conduct an interim study of the activities of the Trust and shall 
report the results of the study to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources and the 
Committee on Appropriations of the United States Senate, and the Committee on Resources and 
Committee on Appropriations of the House of Representatives. The study shall include, but shall 
not be limited to, details of how the Trust is meeting its obligations under this title. 


(b) In consultation with the Trust, the General Accounting Office shall develop 
an interim schedule and plan to reduce and replace the Federal appropriations to the extent 
practicable for interpretive services conducted by the National Park Service, and law 
enforcement activities and services, fire and public safety programs conducted by the Trust 


(c) Seven years after the first meeting of the Board of Directors of the Trust, the 
General Accounting Office shall conduct a comprehensive study of the activities of the Trust, 
including the Trust's progress in meeting its obligations under this title, taking into consideration 
the results of the study described in subsection (a) and the implementation of plan and schedule 
required in subsection (b ). The General Accounting Office shall report the results of the study, 
including any adjustments to the plan and schedule, to the Committee on Energy and Natural 
Resources and the Committee on Appropriations of the United States Senate, and the Committee 
on Resources and Committee on Appropriations of the House of Representatives. 


SEC. 107. 	CONDITIONAL AUTHORITY TO LEASE CERTAIN HOUSING UNITS 
WITHIN THE PRESIDIO. 


(a) AVAILABILITY OF HOUSING UNITS FOR LoNG-TERM ARMY LEASE.
Subject to subsection ( c ), the Trust shall make available for lease, to those persons designated by 
the Secretary of the Army and iOr such length of time as requested by the Secretary of the Army, 
22 housing units located within the Presidio that are under the administrative jurisdiction of the 
Trust and specified in the agreement between the Trust and the Secretary of the Army in 
existence as of the date of the enactment of this section. 


(b) LEASE AMOUNT.-The monthly amount charged by the Trust for the lease of 
a housing unit under this section shall be equivalent to the monthly rate of the basic allowance 
for housing that the occupant of the housing unit is entitled to receive under section 403 of 
title 37, United States Code. 


(c) CONDITION ON CONTINUED AVAILABILITY OF HOUSING UNITS.-Effective 
after the end of the four-year period beginning on the date of the enactment of this section, the 
Trust shall have no obligation to make housing units available under subsection (a) unless, 
during that four-year period, the Secretary of the Treasury purchases new obligations of at least 
$80,000,000 issued by the Trust under section 104( d)(2). In the event that this condition is not 
satisfied, the existing agreement referred to in subsection (a) shall be renewed on the same terms 
and conditions for an additional five years. 
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On January 21, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agents (SA) Lori Choquette and Tim 
Larson interviewed Craig Middleton, former Executive Director for the Presidio Trust (Trust) in San 
Francisco, CA, regarding allegations of collusion and misconduct by Trust employees during the 
proposal evaluation process for the construction of a cultural institution on Presidio property (Mid-
Crissy project). At Middleton’s invitation, Trust Chief of Strategy and Communications Joshua 
Steinberger also attended the interview. Middleton and Steinberger signed Employee Voluntary 
Interview forms. The following is a summary of the information Middleton provided during the 
interview, which was recorded with his consent. 


Middleton formerly worked for Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi in Washington DC; Pelosi represented 
San Francisco and when the district lines were revised, the Presidio became part of her district. The 
Presidio was a U.S. Army base that closed in 1989; about that time, Middleton returned to California to 
work for Greg Moore at the Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy (Conservancy). He served as a 
staff member to the Conservancy council working with the National Park Service (NPS) to determine 
how to manage the Presidio. After the Trust was established in 1996 and former President Clinton 
appointed the board, Middleton became the first Trust staff employee. Jim Meadows became the first 
Trust executive director, a position he held for 4 years; Middleton became the interim executive 
director for 1 year after Meadows left and was hired as the permanent executive director in 2002. He 
resigned from the executive director position in February 2014 and ceased serving in that capacity in 
June 2014, but continued to work for the Trust as a senior advisor until the end of January 2016.  


Middleton’s goals for the Trust included creating an organization that was flexible enough to achieve 
financial self-sufficiency; the Trust achieved that goal at the end of fiscal year 2012. He also wanted to 
make the Presidio a relevant place for present and future generations while still recognizing its past 
significance. Middleton stated that the Trust adopted its strategic plan in the past year and that he 
decided it was a good time move onto something else. He said that everyone, including George Lucas, 
wanted to set their projects on the Mid-Crissy site. While Middleton generally enjoyed politics, he 
admitted that the Mid-Crissy project process was “really tough.” He added that he had worked at the 
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Trust for 18 years and did not want to tackle another big project. 


Middleton explained that the executive director was not a member of the board, but rather the person 
the board held responsible for Presidio and staff operations. He often met with the board and its 
committees and served as a go-between for the Trust board and staff. Middleton recalled only two or 
three board votes that were not decided unanimously, for which he credited the board’s in-depth 
discussions of issues. 


Middleton was active in the Mid-Crissy project, which consumed much of his time. He ensured the 
staff and board followed the evaluation and selection process because of hard lessons the Trust had 
learned in the past. For example, former board member Don Fisher presented an unsolicited project to 
the Trust in its early days; he proposed to pay for the construction of a museum on the Presidio that 
would house his vast collection. Fisher already had formulated the idea and the plans for the building, 
a glass structure, when he approached the board. The Trust then created design guidelines for the 
proposed site, the timing of which created community opposition; the public accused the Trust of 
designing the guidelines to suit the Fisher building, instead of the other way around. The Trust learned 
from that arduous and ultimately unsuccessful proposition that the public expected it to select projects 
through a competitive process. Middleton carried the institutional memory of that process and brought 
informed recommendations to the new board members.  


Middleton stated that the Mid-Crissy process was similar to the process used for the Letterman Digital 
Arts Campus (LDAC) project around 2005. During that process, George Lucas competed against other 
proponents for the site. After winning the project, Lucas’ proposal navigated the historic review and 
public comment process; thus, Lucas had traversed the long process of building a project on Federal 
land at least once before. Middleton added that Lucas knew the board from the LDAC project and that 
he remained one of the Trust’s largest tenants. 


Middleton recommended that the board delay the competition for the Mid-Crissy site until the design 
guidelines were established. The board created the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines (Guidelines) 
with input from NPS, the National Trust for Historic Preservation, and the public. Establishing the 
guidelines prior to soliciting proposals for the site helped educate the potential proponents about the 
project requirements before they submitted proposals.  


The board took issue with Lucas’ proposal for the Mid-Crissy site. One member worried that the 
programming was unclear and insufficiently linked to the Presidio. Most members thought the Lucas 
museum would become a great draw for children, but the board unanimously felt that the architecture 
was wrong for the site. Lucas’ building exceeded the Guidelines’ specified maximum height of 45 feet. 
Middleton commented that the Bechtle Foundation had given the land, the largest gift in NPS history, 
for the purpose of preserving the view. Lucas’ 65-foot building would obscure the view of the Golden 
Gate Bridge from the Presidio main post and other public areas. The ornate style of the building, which 
incorporated caryatids and a dome inspired by the Palace of Fine Arts, also caused concern. The board 
felt that the architecture was inappropriate for the Presidio, as a national historic landmark, and that the 
building would not pass the historic review process. 


Lucas proposed his unsolicited museum idea to the board in 2010. The board never promised Lucas the 
Mid-Crissy site for his project. Having worked in this arena for 20 years at that point, it seemed clear 
to Middleton that obtaining approval for the building would have been difficult, even if the board had 
chosen it. The board explained this to Lucas and his team during many conversations. The board felt 
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strongly that the Lucas project presented a great opportunity and they wanted to make it work, but the 
building was inappropriate and would not be approved by historic process. The board presented Lucas 
with examples of structures that would be compatible with the site for clarity. For fairness, Middleton 
ensured that he interacted with the other two finalists each time he met with the Lucas team. He stated 
that the Conservancy had programmatic issues that he worked with them to address, and that the third 
finalist lacked the financial ability to complete the project. The Trust sent a letter to each of the 
finalists providing an additional month for them to produce their best possible product and listing the 
weaknesses each needed to address. Lucas knew that his building was his project’s main problem and 
that he would lose the project if he refused alter it, but the board never stated that Lucas would get the 
project if he changed the building. 


The Lucas team felt that Lucas was being treated unfairly by being forced to compete. The Trust 
actively sought proposals from other entities to take part in the competition. Middleton told Lucas that 
the Trust would conduct a robust competitive process, but thought that Lucas might not have expected 
the Trust to “beat the bushes” so vigorously. The Trust hired Brent Glass to advise the board 
throughout the solicitation and evaluation process and sent him to conferences to present the project 
opportunity to potential applicants. Middleton emphasized that the Trust had to safeguard the public 
land—the competitive process was designed to choose from the best possible projects for the site, not 
to thwart the Lucas project. The board wanted to ensure that potential proponents would not be 
dissuaded by Lucas’ fame and wealth by creating a way for them to compete without having to spend 
much money; thus the board solicited project ideas first through a request for concept proposals 
(RFCP). The board then winnowed the responses and invited select proponents, including Lucas, to 
submit formal proposals. 


Middleton stated that all proponents found supporters to lobby the board, but that Lucas pressured the 
Trust to do what he wanted through his influential supporters, including California Senator Dianne 
Feinstein, San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee, and California Governor Jerry Brown. Middleton said that 
even Congresswoman Pelosi, who understood the Presidio, felt that the Lucas project had the potential 
to be a good thing and was hard-pressed to understand why the Trust would not approve it. Senator 
Feinstein’s letter stated that the Trust should choose the Lucas project even though the planned 
building was 65 feet tall. Middleton felt that the “political stakes were quite high” on this project. 


Middleton attended the board meeting held with Lucas to inform him that the project was being 
postponed indefinitely. The board met with Lucas as a courtesy because he was an institutional friend 
and longtime tenant. The board again asked Lucas if he was willing to change the building, but never 
promised that he would be awarded the site for his project. The board tried to accommodate Lucas by 
offering him a site near the prestigious new Presidio entrance, where he would be permitted to build 
the 65 foot museum, but Lucas never responded. Middleton did not believe that the relationship 
between Lucas and the Trust remained good after the meeting, but he felt that the process had been 
very fair. He could not conceive a credible argument to refute the fairness of the transparent process. 
He thought that some people may have disagreed with the decision to solicit proposals, but he felt that 
strategy had made the process even fairer. Middleton believed that the Trust had gone as far as it could 
to accommodate Lucas while still keeping the process fair for other proponents. 


Middleton kept the Mid-Crissy project very close, acting as a gatekeeper between the staff and board. 
He stated that nothing went from the staff to the board without first going through him, and that he did 
not pass everything to the board. He wanted the process to be fair and unbiased by personal opinions. 
He explained that Mid-Crissy project manager Tia Lombardi’s role was to organize the staff meetings, 
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provide progress reports, develop the solicitations, and gather the responses. A panel of staff members 
completed a matrix evaluation and ranked the final three proposals based on several categories, which 
precluded any one opinion from affecting the outcome. The staff evaluations were divided between the 
Lucas and Conservancy projects. 


Middleton stated that the project attracted many high profile people because it was an important site. 
Angelo Garcia and other members of the Lucas team felt that Lucas was not being well-served by 
Lombardi. Lombardi told Middleton that she disliked the Lucas project. Middleton believed that her 
opinion was based on her personal taste as well as her experience at the Trust, which had educated her 
about the styles of architecture that would pass a historic review. Lombardi remembered that the failed 
Fisher project—which proposed a “glass box” building that was inappropriate for the site—had been 
costly to the Trust’s reputation. Based on the concern of a board member and others who had 
expressed concern that Lombardi was not as objective as she should be, Middleton removed her from 
the project manager position. Although he did not believe that Lombardi’s personal opinion of the 
Lucas proposal affected how she had conducted the process, he felt that even the hint of bias was 
sufficient to remove Lombardi.  


Much later, when Middleton saw the email comments between Lombardi and Glass—produced in 
response to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request—he was very upset with Lombardi. He did 
not believe that the emails had been shared with anyone other than Lombardi and Glass prior to the 
FOIA response, but he felt that the existence of the emails would generate questions about the fairness 
of the evaluation process because it looked like the project manager was biased against the Lucas 
proposal. He emphasized that the process was conducted in an extremely fair manner, which did not 
end the way Lucas wanted, but that the result was in the best interests of the Presidio. Middleton firmly 
believed that those emails—which he categorized as a “gossip session” between two individuals—had 
no effect on the board’s final determination because it had rendered its decision to postpone the project 
months before the emails were revealed.  


While Middleton could cite no specific policies that Lombardi’s emails violated, he stated that the 
Trust had always been quite concerned about integrity. Middleton described the Trust as an agency 
mired in controversy from its inception because the privatization of a national park had sparked much 
criticism. Based on that criticism, the Trust had worked long and hard to earn the public trust, which 
was put at risk when the emails between Lombardi and Glass were released. Middleton did not believe 
the emails made a “damn bit of difference” in the outcome of the project; he said they were more of an 
embarrassment than an issue. He had worked closely with Lombardi for many years, during which she 
had displayed complete commitment to the Presidio and the Trust. He stated that Lombardi was candid 
about her opinion, which he appreciated and felt originated from good intentions. He “hope[d] this 
doesn’t turn into a witch hunt where Tia is the witch.” He expressed his disappointment about the 
emails with Lombardi in what he said became an emotional meeting that concluded with her 
resignation from the Trust.  


Middleton met Glass years ago when Glass was the head of the American History Museum in 
Washington, DC. He respected Glass, whom he described as “brilliant,” but felt that Glass’ email 
responses to Lombardi were “unworthy of him.” He attributed Glass’ comments to a lapse in 
judgment, reflecting his exasperation with the Lucas team’s lack of responsiveness throughout the 
process. Middleton stated that Glass was an optimist who saw a real opportunity in the Lucas project if 
the Trust shaped the project programmatically and architecturally. Glass formerly had served as the 
Pennsylvania state historic preservation officer and had much experience in the architectural realm; 
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Middleton believed that Glass likely realized that Lucas would not compromise on his building. Glass 
interacted with and offered feedback to the board members at board meetings and during interviews 
with the finalists, which were always held in a group setting.  


Middleton felt that the other two finalists were significantly more responsive to requests the Trust 
made than Lucas’ team had been. He believed that the Lucas team delayed providing building 
drawings because they knew that the building was too tall. The public criticized the Trust for what it 
perceived as a bias in favor of Lucas due to the additional time allowed for Lucas to produce his 
building plans. Middleton thus found it interesting that some people claimed the process was biased 
against Lucas, when, if anything, the Trust went “overboard” trying to make that project work. In the 
end, the board—a group of people who wanted the Lucas project to succeed—voted unanimously 
against the project. 


Middleton encouraged the current Trust staff to complete design guidelines for the entire span of the 
Presidio so that when they received another unsolicited proposal, they would be prepared instead of 
reactive. He felt that accusations of bias could dissuade the Trust board and staff from taking on big 
projects in the future. 
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Interview of Joshua Steinberger 


On January 11, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agents (SA) Lori Choquette and Tim 
Larson interviewed Joshua Steinberger, Chief of Strategy and Communications for the Presidio Trust 
(Trust) in San Francisco, CA, regarding allegations of collusion and misconduct by Trust employees 
during the proposal evaluation process for the construction of a cultural institution on Presidio property 
(Mid-Crissy project). At Steinberger’s invitation, Media and Government Relations Senior Advisor 
Dana Polk and Legal Analyst Steven Carp were also present during the interview. All three Trust 
employees signed Employee Voluntary Interview forms. The following is a summary of the 
information Steinberger, Carp, and Polk provided during the interview, which was recorded with all 
parties’ consent. 


Steinberger, who was a senior manager for the Mid-Crissy project, had worked at the Trust for 11 
years. Carp has served as the Trust’s Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) officer for over 17 years; he 
played no direct role in the Mid-Crissy project, but attended and recorded the minutes at the board 
meetings. Polk, who had worked at the Trust for over 15 years, handled Trust interactions with the 
public and press on the Mid-Crissy project. 


Steinberger stated that the Trust preserves and protects the Presidio for the American people. In 2011, 
Trust staff drafted the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines (Guidelines) after the board conducted a 
deliberative process with the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the National Park Service, 
signatories of the Trust’s programmatic agreement. The goals for the Mid-Crissy project—to enhance 
the visitors’ experience, to ensure that proposed structures were compatible with the natural setting, to 
determine whether proposals were responsive to the pre-existing Guidelines, and to reach a broad 
cross-section of the community—complemented the Trust’s mission and were referenced in all 
requests for concept proposals (RFCP) and requests for proposals (RFP). While the Trust was seeking 
proposals that would create financially viable projects, the board did not require a proponent to fully 
fund its concept. 
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As stated in the Trust Act, the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) do not apply to the Trust, but the 
Trust had an official procurement policy which was available on its website. Carp opined that the FAR 
did not apply to the Trust to allow it to enter into leases and create a “nimble and dynamic” 
organization. He stated that there was no policy for new construction like the proposed Mid-Crissy 
project, but that the Trust was guided by the tenet of reasonable competition. He added that the Trust 
had policies for non-residential leases on existing buildings within the Presidio. Steinberger stated that 
competition is important to the Trust because it was entrusted with ensuring the best use of the public 
land. 


Polk added that the board’s goal for the Mid-Crissy project was to create a dynamic visitor destination 
and that the Lucas project would have attracted many visitors. She described the transition of the Trust 
mission before and after it achieved financial self-sufficiency: the first part of the Trust mission had 
been to build the necessary revenue to support the future existence of the park, while the current 
strategic plan addressed serving a broad range of the public rather than just the local population. 


Steinberger explained that the RFCP was used to emphasize the importance of the site, generate 
enthusiasm for the project, and establish a hardy but not onerous standard. Soliciting concepts before 
requesting project proposals was a way for the board to entertain the best ideas and, based on an 
analysis of those ideas and public input, to invite selected proponents to submit their proposals. The 
Trust advertised the RFCP on its official website, in press releases, through paid advertisements, and 
through presentations at conferences conducted by Trust advisor Brent Glass and former Trust 
employee Tia Lombardi. The board invited the RFCP finalists to respond to the RFP.  


Steinberger stated that the Trust ensured fairness in the project solicitation and selection process by 
ensuring transparency, holding public meetings, setting clear guidelines and goals, seeking 
competition, and deliberating in a public setting. The board made all the decisions, but used public 
input to better inform its findings. Steinberger commented that the board and Trust management 
exerted a tremendous amount of deliberation in evaluating the proposals. The financial viability of 
George Lucas’ proposal was rated highly, but there were other considerations to weigh besides money. 
He felt that the Trust board went “above and beyond” to advertise the project goals at every public 
meeting, but believed that most public comments expressed strong personal opinions regarding the 
proposed projects rather than tailored assessments based on the stated goals. Polk explained that the 
project proponents recruited activists, provided them with talking points, and brought them to the 
public meetings to raise the points they had been fed. Carp stated that the board received a lot of 
political pressure from powerful people with strong opinions regarding the Mid-Crissy project, but that 
the board members made it clear that they would not bow to the pressure. The board was adamant 
about doing what was best for the public and the Presidio, and they were particularly concerned about 
building a structure worthy of that iconic spot.   


The board culled the 16 proposals submitted in response to the RFCP to 3 finalists by critically reading 
the concept proposals to determine which were financially viable and addressed the stated Mid-Crissy 
project goals. The board discussed the projects with the evaluation assistance of Glass, a hired museum 
consultant, and sought comments through a public meeting before making the first cut. It did not use a 
numerical rating or scoring system, but the board reached a unanimous decision about which proposals 
to cut and which to keep. Then the board interviewed the final three proponents, which included Lucas, 
and invited them to respond to the RFP. Steinberger recalled that the board members during the Mid-
Crissy project decision-making process were Nancy Bechtle, Dave Grubb, Bill Hambrecht, Charlene 
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Harvey, John Reynolds, Alex Mehran, and Paula Collins, but that only Reynolds, Mehran, and Collins 
remained on the current board.  


In 2005, Lucas, who was one of three finalists in a competitive, time-consuming, and expensive 
process, won the contract and built the Letterman Digital Arts campus on Presidio land. As such, 
Lucas had experienced successfully the Government contracting process at least once before 
submitting his proposal for the Mid-Crissy project. At the time of this interview, Lucas remained the 
leaseholder of the Letterman Digital Arts campus, although the business had been sold to Disney. 
Lucas had never held a seat on the Trust board. 


Lucas proposed his project idea to the board in 2010, before the board solicited RFCP’s. Lucas had a 
“grand idea” that he planned to finance personally, but the board informed him that the Mid-Crissy 
site, which the Presidio Trust Management Plan had designated for cultural use, was not being offered 
at that time. Steinberger believed that Lucas had a vision for the site, was passionate about his personal 
collection, and felt that a Beaux-Arts style of architecture was the proper format to embody his vision. 
Lucas made “modest tweaks” to his design during the proposal evaluation process, but the proposed 
building never came close to meeting the Guidelines. Steinberger stated that Lucas was inflexible and 
unwilling to modify the architecture to meet the Guidelines, which limited building height to a 
maximum of 45 feet to preserve the view of the Golden Gate Bridge from Presidio main post structures 
and public areas. In addition, the public and the board were not satisfied with the Lucas project’s nexus 
to the Presidio; Steinberger commented that this proposal was the “least connected to place” of the 
three finalists. He believed that Lucas had compelling, personal reasons to want his project there, but 
the lack of a direct link to the Presidio and the non-conforming architectural style created an impasse 
between Lucas and the board. 


Steinberger stated that the board communicated with the three finalist teams, identifying the strengths 
and weaknesses of their respective projects to obtain the best proposals from each of them. The board, 
however, spent the most time working with Lucas and his team because that project had the most 
issues to address. Polk added that some board members felt the Lucas project was close to meeting the 
criteria, but Lucas made it difficult by not compromising on the building. Carp stated that the Lucas 
team did not exhibit the level of cooperation that the Trust sought from a tenant partner and that the 
board members were disappointed and frustrated with Lucas. Lucas not as forthcoming as the other 
proponents; for instance, he initially refused and then delayed providing the schematics for his 
proposed building, while the other proponents responded in a timely manner to the board’s request for 
their drawings. Carp believed that the FOIA documents demonstrated that the Trust went out of its way 
to accommodate Lucas rather than being biased against him, and felt that the other two finalists might 
be upset to learn of the extensive efforts the Trust had made to work with Lucas. 


The board ultimately canceled the Mid-Crissy project solicitation because none of the finalists’ 
proposals completely satisfied the goals of the project. The board, however, remained hopeful about 
working with Lucas in the future because they felt that he had submitted the strongest proposal. The 
board offered him another site in the Presidio for his project, but Lucas never responded to the offer. 
The board voted unanimously to postpone the project indefinitely and had publicly stated from the 
beginning that not doing the project was always a viable option if no proposed project was deemed 
acceptable for the site. After postponing the project, the Trust made no plans to redevelop the Mid-
Crissy site in the near future. 
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Steinberger explained that the Trust hired Glass as an advisor on the Mid-Crissy project because of his 
expertise in the museum and cultural arena. Glass knew how to create a world-class facility, contact 
potential respondents, craft proper solicitation language, and evaluate proposals. Glass was paid on a 
retainer and was considered a contractor to the Trust. Glass was paired with former Trust employee 
Lombardi, who was the Mid-Crissy project manager. Glass’ relationship with the Trust ended when the 
project was canceled. 


Lombardi and Glass attended a board meeting when the original 16 concept proposals were received; 
they provided copies of the proposed projects to board members and gave a brief summary of each. As 
the Mid-Crissy project manager, Lombardi was the most acquainted with the proposals and, based on 
her experience at the Trust, could provide professional judgment about the compliance of the proposals 
with the stated goals of the project; she was not a decision maker, however, and did not present her 
opinion of the proposals to the board. Lombardi had exchanged emails with Department of the Interior-
designated board member John Reynolds, who Polk stated was frustrated because he felt like the rest 
of the board did not value his input.  


No one had seen the emails about the Lucas project exchanged by Lombardi and Glass before the 
FOIA request was processed; Carp stated that none of the emails had been forwarded by Lombardi to 
any other recipients besides Glass, and that the contents would have remained confidential if not for 
the FOIA request. Carp commented that the board was comprised of independent thinkers who would 
not have heeded a Trust staffer’s opinions anyway. Steinberger and Carp agreed that the comments in 
emails had no impact on the board’s decision. 


Steinberger took part in every deliberation and stated that the board never discussed Lombardi’s 
comments because they were unaware of them. The community, however, expressed concern that 
Lombardi was too vocal with her opinions about the Lucas project—before the FOIA and emails were 
public, Lombardi had made other comments—so the board requested her removal from the project 
manager position to avoid the appearance of a conflict of interest.  


While the Trust had no specific internal communications policy other than what general ethics policies 
covered, employees knew that their communications via Government electronic devices were subject 
to public requests for information. Steinberger stated that Lombardi’s comments were inconsistent 
with the spirit and professionalism of the Trust’s code of conduct as a Federal agency. He added that 
the email comments affected the Trust’s relationship with Glass in a similar way; the board and staff 
felt that Glass had failed to perform his contracted duties with the kind of professionalism they 
expected from a consultant. 


Lombardi, who had been with the Trust for approximately 13 years, served as the director of cultural 
and community affairs; the Mid-Crissy project was a special project assigned to her. After Lombardi’s 
email comments were uncovered through the FOIA response process, she resigned her position at the 
Trust. Steinberger stated that she should have known that her comments were without the bounds of 
the organization’s code of conduct. Lombardi had dedicated a major portion of her career to the Trust 
and Steinberger believed that she interpreted the Lucas design as a form of hubris. He explained that 
she resented Lucas’ lack of community inclusion during the project design, which may have caused her 
to react in an unprofessional manner; he added, however, that public servants must uphold the public 
trust, and her comments failed to do that. He believed that Lombardi’s comment that the Lucas 
building would “NEVER” be built, while perhaps inappropriately communicated, accurately reflected 
her experience and knowledge of Trust projects and the Guidelines. He stated that, in reality, the Lucas 
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proposed project would never have been approved by the board for the Mid-Crissy site because it did 
not meet the specifications. Steinberger did not believe Lombardi had any personal feelings against the 
project, but that she felt bullied by Lucas’ aggressive and uncooperative approach of exerting influence 
on the board to proceed with the project. Steinberger stated that Lombardi had taken no actions to 
“thwart or sabotage” the Lucas project.  


Agent’s Note: Steinberger shared that the Trust gave Lombardi the “hard choice” to voluntarily 
resign her position or to be terminated due to her email comments regarding the Lucas project. The 
Trust signed a non-disclosure agreement with Lombardi to keep the nature of her exit from the agency 
confidential, so this information should be restricted to OIG employees. 


Founding Trust executive director Craig Middleton served as the liaison between the board and staff. 
Middleton was a paid Federal employee, not an appointee or a decision maker, who oversaw the day-
to-day operations of the Trust. He was intimately involved in Mid-Crissy project and he accompanied 
the board to meetings with the three finalist proponents. Middleton voluntarily resigned from his the 
executive director position, but remained a Trust senior advisor until the end of January 2016. 
Steinberger did not believe that pressure regarding the Mid-Crissy project precipitated Middleton’s 
resignation. Michael Boland, the Trust’s Chief of Planning, Projects, and Programs, served as the 
interim executive director after Middleton resigned.  


Steinberger concluded that the Trust evaluated the Mid-Crissy proposal in an exceedingly transparent 
manner and that it was proud of the result because it upheld the public trust tenets of the agency. 
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CULTURAL 
INSTITUTION 







POWER OF PLACE 


T o say that the G. olden Gate and the bridge that spans it, tl.iat the San Franeisco Bay and the region that takes its name, have the power to 
inspire is to repeat something that was already commonplace when John Fremont gave the dramatic strait its storied name in the 1840s. 


Whether because of its grandeur, its continental distance from the nation's birthplace, or the outsized characters that made their own rules, 


fortunes, and fables, the Golden Gate occupies a singular place in the American psyche. 


The Golden Gate has always held out tl1e promise of the future. For the US Army, San Francisco Bay gave physical expression to the 
nation's "manifest destiny" and the Presidio of San Francisco helped anchor the rise of tl1e United States as a world power. To the 49ers, the 
industrialists, and the developers that followed, the "golden" state meant something literal, reflecting the optimism and confidence of the 


country, but also threatening the ecology and beauty of the Bay, North America's largest estuary. A renewed vision of tl1e San Francisco Bay 
galvanized citizens a hundred years later to save it from development, and love of place stirred them again to preserve the open spaces and 


natural areas left by the Army as our nation's largest urban national park, the Golden Cate National Recreation Area. 


Since World War II, tbe Bay Area has been home to the nation's most dynamic, influential, and even harmonious culture of consc1vation, 


scientific researd1, technological innovation, and successful enterprise. The Golden Gate Bridg(~ stands with the Statue of Liberty as one of our 


nation's most powerful symhols of hope and opportunity. 


Every ambition for the Presidio, and each step taken to preserve it, has been inspired by this legacy. Restoration of a segment of the salt 
marsh that was once the whole of the Bay's shoreline has transformed an arc of San Francisco's northern waterfront into Crissy Field, one of 


our nation's most visited and highly acclaimed "21st centmy" park sites. The Presidio's diverse landscapes are thriving, from forested ridges to 
coastal dunes, demonstrating new approaches to resource management in urban environments. More than 300 historic buildings have been 


rehabilitated and a new community living and working in the park is sustaining the Presidio's social character. as well as teaching us lessons that 
resonate wherever people and the environment intersect. 


The transformation of the former Commissary site is not simply another in a series of Presidio opportunities, it is an extraordinary opportunity to 
create a cultural facility of international distinction, befitting its location at the Golden Gate and honoring the power of place. 
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GOALS 



The Trust identified the following goals for a 
cultural facility at the former Commissary site 
in its initial request for concept proposals. They 
reflect the high har we arc setting for this project 
and remain the principal criteria by which the 
final proposals will be evaluated: 


1. 	 Enhance the visitor experience of the 

Presidio. 



2. 	 Provide programmatic offerings that are 

fresh and vital, that connect to broader 

themes, and that stimulate imagination 

and creativity. Offer cross-disciplinary 

programming that can be effective in 

advancing knowledge that has broad 

and lasting relevance. 



3. 	 Be compatible with the natural and 

cultural setting along the Crissy Marsh 

and San Francisco Bay and conform 

to the Trust's Mid-Crissy Area Design 

Guidelines and LEED requirements. 



4. 	 Complement current uses and activity 

in the Presidio, and integrate well with 

plans for Crissy Field and the Main Post. 



5. 	 Welcome a broad cross-section of the 

community in a manner that reflects 

and reaffirms the public nature of the 

Presidio. 



6. 	 Be economically viable. 


Crissy Promenade 
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A NEW GATEWAYTO CRISSY FIELD ANDTHE MAIN POST 


In 1989 when the US Army built the Commissary, Crissy Field was the Presidio's industrial back of house. By 2001, its acres of asphalt and most of its 
buildings had been replaced with landscaped open spaces and natural areas, and Crissy Field was soon considered one of the region's premier recreational 
destinations and model park sites. A key provision of the 2002 Presidio Trust Management Plan: Land Use Policies for Area B ofthe Presidio of San Francisco 
(PTMP) is a balanced use of the Presidio's extensive built space: one-third housing, one-third commercial uses, and one-third for cultural, educational, and 
public-serving activities. The 93,000-square foot former Commissary, one of the largest aud most prominently located buildings in the Presidio, is specifically 
called out in PTMP for a public cultural use that woul<l be fitting in a National Historic Landmark District an<l national park site as well as compatible with 
the stunning physical transformations that were then just completed. 


Contemporary park making - adapting unique places for the benefit of all - is unfolding around the world atop abandoned railway lines, along reclaimed 
river banks, in decommissioned military lands, and in many other, often surprising places. The Mid-Crissy Area where the former Commissary stands is 
undergoing a transformation that promises to equal the spectacular improvements completed in 2001 at Crissy Field and ongoing throughout the Presidio. 
The 1937 Doyle Drive is being replaced with a parkway that features a landscaped bluff over the roadway, reconnecting the heart of the Presidio to the 
waterfront. The "bluff' will be a magnificent new park setting and the Bay Area's next great destination. The former Commissary will be its new gateway 
facility. 


GUIDELINES AND CONCEPTS 
In 2011, the Trust completed the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines, which stipulate the elements critical to redeveloping the Mid-Crissy area in a manner 
that enhances the whole of Crissy Field and protects is diverse resources. The Guidelines build on PTMP and were developed with participation of the 
National Park Service and community members. The Guidelines have also undergone regulatory consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer, the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the National Park Service, and signatories to the Trust's PTMP Programmatic Agreement. 


In November 2012 the Trust issued a Request for Concept Proposals for a cultural use for the former Commissary. The Trust received sixteen responses. 
After listening to public comment and deliberating on the quality and feasibility of the proposals, three teams have been invited to respond to this request for 
detailed proposals (RFP): 


The Bridge/Sustainability Institute - Chara Group/WRNS 


Lucas Cultural Arts Museum - George Lucas 


Presidio Exchange - Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy 
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DETAILED PROPOSALS 


In this second and more-detailed request, the 
Trust seeks additional information about the 
following: 


1. 	 Program and Visitor Experience 


2. 	 Facility Design and Relationship to 
Context - Crissy Field and Main Post 


3. 	 Organizational Capacity and 

Implementation Strategy 



Respondents may present additional information 
and are expected to understand and consider 
the park environment. Plans , protocols , and 
policies - developed by both the Trust and 
the National Park Service - contribute to the 
Presidio context. While not specifically identified 
as project goals, land-use and other plans provide 
relevant information. These materials can be 
found at www.presidio.gov as well as in the Trust 
Library, which is located at the Trust offices, 
103 Montgomery Street in the Presidio. Please 
contact Barbara Janis, Trust Librarian, 
(415) 561-5343. 


Submittal Requirements 



Proposals are due by 5:00 PM, September 16, 

2013. 



Submit twelve (12) originals as well as an 

electronic file of the proposal. All submittals 

become the property of the Presidio Trust; a 

public copy will be posted on the Trust website. 



Refer to the "Use and Disclosure" for 
information about the federal Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA), and use and disclosure 
of submittal documents. 


Enclose all copies of the submittal in a sealed 
box or envelope. The title of the submittal, 
and the name and address of the submitting 
organizations(s) must be clearly marked on 
the package exterior. The Presidio Trust will 
release any pre-selection information as it deems 
appropriate. 


Deliver proposals to: 


The Presidio Trust 
103 Montgome1y Street 
The Presidio of San Francisco 
San Francisco, CA 94129-0052 
Attention: Tia Lombardi, Director of Cultural 
Affairs and Community Development 


Early morning, Crissy Field 
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Submittal Contents 


Transmittal Letter 


1. 	 Name of submitting company or 
organization 


2. 	 Legal structure of submitting company 
or organization (e.g. 50l(c)(3), 
corporation, joint venture, limited 
partnership), and date established 


3. 	 Name, signature, title, address, 
telephone number, and email of the 
person authorized to represent the 
submitting organization 


4. 	 Name and relationship of all 
organizations included in the proposal, 
as appropriate 


Proposal 


Proposals should not exceed 40 pages (excluding 
attachments). Please follow the proposal outline 
as presented below. 


I. Program and Visitor Experience 


The Trust is committed creating a rich visitor 
experience at the Presidio that increases access 
to and appreciation of its many resources. 


• 	 Describe how your program complements 
other Presidio offerings and contributes 
to a high-quality visitor experience at the 


Presidio. Identify other public benefits that 
the project would deliver. 


• Provide the intellectual framework for your 
programmatic philosophy and approach. 


• Provide a general yet informative description 
of the programs that you would offer at the 
site. Include an example of the outreach 
and marketing that would accompany a key 
program. Identify desired outcomes. 


• Describe the activities that will take 
place on a typical day, both programmed 
and un-programmed, and the primary 
audiences served. Identify days and hours 
of operations, and whether or not admission 
or other costs may be charged. Discuss your 
goals for attendance, number of annual 
visitors, and targeted audiences. 


• Provide a traffic demand management and 
parking plan that is consistent with the 
Presidio Trust's traffic management program 
and that actively promotes alternatives to 
vehicle use. Include projected vehicle trips 
and transit demand (peak and off-peak 
hours), estimated parking demand (peak and 
off-peak), and any special vehicle loading 
requirements including location, type, and 
timing. 


2. Facility Design and Relationship to 
Context - Crissy Field and Main Post 


The former Commissary site is a "new gateway" 
and an identity-making opportunity for the entire 
Presidio. It is essential that the new facility relate 
well to its surroundings, including the areas 
to the north that are managed by the National 
Park Service. The Trust has long recognized the 
importance of maintaining the character and 
integrity of the district as a whole and developed 
the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines with that 
objective. (See "Project Site," page 7) 


• Discuss how the building and site design you 
propose is consistent with the Trust's Mid
Crissy Area Design Guidelines. 


• Describe how the building is an expression 
of the values of your organization and your 
program, as well as of the Presidio. 


• Provide a conceptual design for the building 
and associated landscapes, showing all uses 
and common areas. Include at a minimum a 
site plan, floor plan(s), building elevations, 
and perspective renderings needed to 
fully illustrate the design character of 
the building. Define the type and square 
footage of all uses. Identify whether or not a 
subtenant is included. 


• Provide CAD drawings that illustrate the 
building's relationship to the Main Post and 
Crissy Field. Demonstrate how the design 
preserves important views, including the 
view from Mason Street towards the Main 
Post; the view of the Golden Gate Bridge 
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and bay from Building 211 and the future 
Main Post bluff; and the view south from the 
Crissy Field Promenade. Provide one north/ 
south section cut-through of the building 
that includes the bluff and the northwest 
edge of the Main Post. Provide a rendered 
north elevation that includes the bluff and 
Building 106 in the background. 


• 	 Describe the green design, construction, 
and maintenance strategies that will be 
employed in your project, and identify how 
you will meet the minimum LEED-Gold 
rating required by the Trust. 


3. Organizational Capacity and 
Implementation Strategy 


Although the Trust has not identified the kind 
of the collaboration it might have with the 
proposing organization, given the prominence of 
the site, the Trust expects significant engagement 
and involvement. 


The Trust is not, however, in a position to 
contribute substantial financial resources 
either to the development or to the ongoing 
operation and maintenance of the project, and 
therefore looks to proponents to demonstrate 
their capacity for taking on the primary financial 
commitment. 


• 	 Identify the principals of the proposing 
organization including names, addresses, 


and titles or positions. Discuss prior working 
relationships and relevant experience. In 
particular, highlight your experience with 
the development and operation of museums 
or cultural institutions. 


• Demonstrate your organizational capacity 
to execute this project. Describe the 
attributes and capabilities of each of the 
organization(s) that would be involved in 
developing the project and in managing its 
operation and programs over time. Identify 
potential partners and what role(s) they 
might play. 


• Outline a strategy for funding the capital 
cost of the proposed project, including any 
financial commitments already secured 
for this project. Provide a cost estimate, 
including all building, landscape, and tenant 
improvements. 


• Provide an operations plan (revenue and 
expenses) for the first five years of your 
facility. Describe anticipated sources of 
revenue that will sustain its programs and 
operations. 


• Provide a timeline identifying significant 
milestones from selection to opening. 


• What form of occupancy (lease, concession 
agreement, license agreement, or other) do 
you propose? What terms and conditions do 
you propose for that occupancy structure? 


• 	 Describe what role(s) you envision the Trust 
playing in governance, program delivery, or 
any other aspect of the project. 


Finally, provide a summary that reiterates how 
your proposal would advance each of the Trust's 
six goals for a cultural facility at the former 
Commissary site. 


Terns on Crissy 
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SELECTION PROCESS 


Key Dates 


June 17, 2013 
Presentation of Concepts to the Public 


September 16, 2013 
Proposals due at 5:00 PM 


September 2013 (tbd) 
Presentation of Final Proposals to the 
Public 


September 2013 (tbd) 
Proponents meet with the Presidio Trust 
Board of Directors 


The Presidio Trust will conduct the selection 
process. As the sole and final decision-maker 
for this selection, the Trust reserves the right to 
reject any or all proposals. 


Step 1 - Present Concepts to the Public 


Proponents will present their concept and early 
design ideas, and will respond to questions from 
the public and listen to comments. 


Step 2 - Proposals Due 


Step 3 - Present Final Proposals to the Public 


Proponents will respond to questions from the 
public. 


Step 4 - Discussion with the Presidio Trust 
Board ofDirectors 


Step 5 - Proposal Evaluation 


Proposals that the Trust determines to be 
complete will be evaluated based on how they 
meet the project goals and respond to the 
information requested. Additional information or 
clarification may be requested. 


Step 6 - Compliance Process: NEPA Review & 
NHPA Consultation 


The Trust is subject to the National 
Environmental Policy Act and the National 
Historic Preservation Act. The Trust will 
determine the scope of required environmental 
review, historic compliance, and other regulatory 
review activities. Compliance activities must be 
successfully completed before any agreement 
can be signed. 


Step 7 - Deliberation 


Once the Trust has had an opportunity for an 
initial review of the final proposals, the public 
has seen and commented on the final proposals, 
and the Trust has engaged the proponents 
in conversation, the Trust will determine the 


Class at Crissycompliance and decision-making process that 
the agency will undertake. 







' 


.. ...
I I 



Crissy Field, Opening Day, May 2001 
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Appendix 1 - Use and Disclosure 


Your submittal in response to this RFCP may be 
subject to the federal Freedom of Information 
Act ("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. §552. Under the 
FOIA, only certain categories of information 
submitted to and in possession of the federal 
government are exempt from disclosure to the 
public upon request. In your submittal, you 
must properly identify all information that you 
believe is exempt from disclosure under the 
FOIA. Information that is not properly identified 
may be released by the Presidio Trust ("Trust") 
without further review or consultation with you. 
Information that is properly identified may be 
released to a public requester under the FOIA 
only upon a finding by the Trust or by a court 
that it is not, in fact, exempt from disclosure. 


Among the FOIA exemptions that may apply 
to information you submit is one that exempts 
"trade secrets and commercial or financial 
information obtained from a person and 
privileged or confidential." 5 U.S.C. §552(b) 
(4). Courts have further defined these terms 
in specific situations. You may wish to seek 
legal advice on this and other FOIA issues, 
including other exemptions that may apply to the 
information you submit. 


Ifyour proposal does not contain information 
that you believe is exempt from disclosure under 
the FOIA, you must submit a letter to the Trust 
along with your proposal indicating that nothing 
in the proposal is exempt from disclosure. 


Ifyour submittal contains information that 
you believe is exempt from disclosure under 
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the FOIA, you must mark the cover of each 
document submitted as part of your proposal 
with the following legend: 


The information specifically identified on pages 
__ ofthis document constitutes information 
which the submitter believes to be exempt 
from disclosure under the federal Freedom of 
Information Act. The submitter requests that this 
information not be disclosed to the public, except 
as may be required by law. 


You must also specifically identify the 
information on each page of the proposal on 
which exempt material appears, and must 
prominently mark each such page as follows: 


CONTAINS INFORMATION THAT IS 
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER 
THEFOIA 


You must also submit to the Trust an additional 
complete copy of your proposal marked 
prominently on the cover as a "REDACTED 
COPY" with the information that you believe is 
exempt from disclosure permanently redacted 
such that this public copy may be posted on the 
Trust website without further review. 


Failure to identify information in your submittal 
and/or failure to redact information from the 
public copy you submit will be treated by the 
Trust as a waiver of your claim to exemption 
from public disclosure under the FOIA for such 
information. 


The Trust shall use the information that you 
identify in your submittal only for the evaluation 


of your submittal. Please note, however, that 
if the Trust enters into a contract with you as a 
result of or in connection with the submittal, the 
Trust shall have the right to use the information 
as provided in the contract. In addition, if the 
same information is obtained from you or from 
another source, it may be used in accordance 
with such restrictions, if any, as may be placed on 
it by that source. 


If a request of the Trust under the FOIA seeks 
access to information in the submittal that 
you have identified as exempt from disclosure 
under the FOIA, the Trust will notify you at 
your current address on file with the Trust in 
accordance with Executive Order 12600, and 
the Trust will provide you with an opportunity, 
on an expedited basis, to submit additional 
evidence and written argument in support of 
your position. If the Trust determines that some 
or all of the information claimed by you to be 
exempt from the FOIA is, in fact, subject to 
disclosure by the Trust under the FOIA, the 
Trust will notify you of this determination before 
the information is released. In order to receive 
notice in such situations, you must ensure that 
the Trust at all times has your current mailing 
address, phone number, facsimile number (if 
any), and electronic mail address (if any). 


Questions 
The Presidio Trust 
Attn: Steve Carp, FOIA Officer 
103 Montgomery Street, P.O. Box 29052 
San Francisco, CA 94129 
Phone: 415.561.5339 I Fax: 415.561.5308 
Great Egret in Crissy Marsh 
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL
 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY REPORT
 


Case Title 
Collusion and Misconduct by Presidio Trust 
Employees 
Reporting Office 
Sacramento Office 


Case Number 
OI-CA-16-0131-I 


Report Date 
January 15, 2016 


Report Subject 
Interview of Joshua Steinberger 


On January 11, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agents (SA) Lori Choquette and Tim 
Larson interviewed Joshua Steinberger, Chief of Strategy and Communications for the Presidio Trust 
(Trust) in San Francisco, CA, regarding allegations of collusion and misconduct by Trust employees 
during the proposal evaluation process for the construction of a cultural institution on Presidio property 
(Mid-Crissy project). At Steinberger’s invitation, Media and Government Relations Senior Advisor 
Dana Polk and Legal Analyst Steven Carp were also present during the interview. All three Trust 
employees signed Employee Voluntary Interview forms. The following is a summary of the 
information Steinberger, Carp, and Polk provided during the interview, which was recorded with all 
parties’ consent. 


Steinberger, who was a senior manager for the Mid-Crissy project, had worked at the Trust for 11 
years. Carp has served as the Trust’s Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) officer for over 17 years; he 
played no direct role in the Mid-Crissy project, but attended and recorded the minutes at the board 
meetings. Polk, who had worked at the Trust for over 15 years, handled Trust interactions with the 
public and press on the Mid-Crissy project. 


Steinberger stated that the Trust preserves and protects the Presidio for the American people. In 2011, 
Trust staff drafted the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines (Guidelines) after the board conducted a 
deliberative process with the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the National Park Service, 
signatories of the Trust’s programmatic agreement. The goals for the Mid-Crissy project—to enhance 
the visitors’ experience, to ensure that proposed structures were compatible with the natural setting, to 
determine whether proposals were responsive to the pre-existing Guidelines, and to reach a broad 
cross-section of the community—complemented the Trust’s mission and were referenced in all 
requests for concept proposals (RFCP) and requests for proposals (RFP). While the Trust was seeking 
proposals that would create financially viable projects, the board did not require a proponent to fully 
fund its concept. 
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As stated in the Trust Act, the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) do not apply to the Trust, but the 
Trust had an official procurement policy which was available on its website. Carp opined that the FAR 
did not apply to the Trust to allow it to enter into leases and create a “nimble and dynamic” 
organization. He stated that there was no policy for new construction like the proposed Mid-Crissy 
project, but that the Trust was guided by the tenet of reasonable competition. He added that the Trust 
had policies for non-residential leases on existing buildings within the Presidio. Steinberger stated that 
competition is important to the Trust because it was entrusted with ensuring the best use of the public 
land. 


Polk added that the board’s goal for the Mid-Crissy project was to create a dynamic visitor destination 
and that the Lucas project would have attracted many visitors. She described the transition of the Trust 
mission before and after it achieved financial self-sufficiency: the first part of the Trust mission had 
been to build the necessary revenue to support the future existence of the park, while the current 
strategic plan addressed serving a broad range of the public rather than just the local population. 


Steinberger explained that the RFCP was used to emphasize the importance of the site, generate 
enthusiasm for the project, and establish a hardy but not onerous standard. Soliciting concepts before 
requesting project proposals was a way for the board to entertain the best ideas and, based on an 
analysis of those ideas and public input, to invite selected proponents to submit their proposals. The 
Trust advertised the RFCP on its official website, in press releases, through paid advertisements, and 
through presentations at conferences conducted by Trust advisor Brent Glass and former Trust 
employee Tia Lombardi. The board invited the RFCP finalists to respond to the RFP.  


Steinberger stated that the Trust ensured fairness in the project solicitation and selection process by 
ensuring transparency, holding public meetings, setting clear guidelines and goals, seeking 
competition, and deliberating in a public setting. The board made all the decisions, but used public 
input to better inform its findings. Steinberger commented that the board and Trust management 
exerted a tremendous amount of deliberation in evaluating the proposals. The financial viability of 
George Lucas’ proposal was rated highly, but there were other considerations to weigh besides money. 
He felt that the Trust board went “above and beyond” to advertise the project goals at every public 
meeting, but believed that most public comments expressed strong personal opinions regarding the 
proposed projects rather than tailored assessments based on the stated goals. Polk explained that the 
project proponents recruited activists, provided them with talking points, and brought them to the 
public meetings to raise the points they had been fed. Carp stated that the board received a lot of 
political pressure from powerful people with strong opinions regarding the Mid-Crissy project, but that 
the board members made it clear that they would not bow to the pressure. The board was adamant 
about doing what was best for the public and the Presidio, and they were particularly concerned about 
building a structure worthy of that iconic spot.   


The board culled the 16 proposals submitted in response to the RFCP to 3 finalists by critically reading 
the concept proposals to determine which were financially viable and addressed the stated Mid-Crissy 
project goals. The board discussed the projects with the evaluation assistance of Glass, a hired museum 
consultant, and sought comments through a public meeting before making the first cut. It did not use a 
numerical rating or scoring system, but the board reached a unanimous decision about which proposals 
to cut and which to keep. Then the board interviewed the final three proponents, which included Lucas, 
and invited them to respond to the RFP. Steinberger recalled that the board members during the Mid-
Crissy project decision-making process were Nancy Bechtle, Dave Grubb, Bill Hambrecht, Charlene 
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Harvey, John Reynolds, Alex Mehran, and Paula Collins, but that only Reynolds, Mehran, and Collins 
remained on the current board.  


In 2005, Lucas, who was one of three finalists in a competitive, time-consuming, and expensive 
process, won the contract and built the Letterman Digital Arts campus on Presidio land. As such, 
Lucas had experienced successfully the Government contracting process at least once before 
submitting his proposal for the Mid-Crissy project. At the time of this interview, Lucas remained the 
leaseholder of the Letterman Digital Arts campus, although the business had been sold to Disney. 
Lucas had never held a seat on the Trust board. 


Lucas proposed his project idea to the board in 2010, before the board solicited RFCP’s. Lucas had a 
“grand idea” that he planned to finance personally, but the board informed him that the Mid-Crissy 
site, which the Presidio Trust Management Plan had designated for cultural use, was not being offered 
at that time. Steinberger believed that Lucas had a vision for the site, was passionate about his personal 
collection, and felt that a Beaux-Arts style of architecture was the proper format to embody his vision. 
Lucas made “modest tweaks” to his design during the proposal evaluation process, but the proposed 
building never came close to meeting the Guidelines. Steinberger stated that Lucas was inflexible and 
unwilling to modify the architecture to meet the Guidelines, which limited building height to a 
maximum of 45 feet to preserve the view of the Golden Gate Bridge from Presidio main post structures 
and public areas. In addition, the public and the board were not satisfied with the Lucas project’s nexus 
to the Presidio; Steinberger commented that this proposal was the “least connected to place” of the 
three finalists. He believed that Lucas had compelling, personal reasons to want his project there, but 
the lack of a direct link to the Presidio and the non-conforming architectural style created an impasse 
between Lucas and the board. 


Steinberger stated that the board communicated with the three finalist teams, identifying the strengths 
and weaknesses of their respective projects to obtain the best proposals from each of them. The board, 
however, spent the most time working with Lucas and his team because that project had the most 
issues to address. Polk added that some board members felt the Lucas project was close to meeting the 
criteria, but Lucas made it difficult by not compromising on the building. Carp stated that the Lucas 
team did not exhibit the level of cooperation that the Trust sought from a tenant partner and that the 
board members were disappointed and frustrated with Lucas. Lucas not as forthcoming as the other 
proponents; for instance, he initially refused and then delayed providing the schematics for his 
proposed building, while the other proponents responded in a timely manner to the board’s request for 
their drawings. Carp believed that the FOIA documents demonstrated that the Trust went out of its way 
to accommodate Lucas rather than being biased against him, and felt that the other two finalists might 
be upset to learn of the extensive efforts the Trust had made to work with Lucas. 


The board ultimately canceled the Mid-Crissy project solicitation because none of the finalists’ 
proposals completely satisfied the goals of the project. The board, however, remained hopeful about 
working with Lucas in the future because they felt that he had submitted the strongest proposal. The 
board offered him another site in the Presidio for his project, but Lucas never responded to the offer. 
The board voted unanimously to postpone the project indefinitely and had publicly stated from the 
beginning that not doing the project was always a viable option if no proposed project was deemed 
acceptable for the site. After postponing the project, the Trust made no plans to redevelop the Mid-
Crissy site in the near future. 
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Steinberger explained that the Trust hired Glass as an advisor on the Mid-Crissy project because of his 
expertise in the museum and cultural arena. Glass knew how to create a world-class facility, contact 
potential respondents, craft proper solicitation language, and evaluate proposals. Glass was paid on a 
retainer and was considered a contractor to the Trust. Glass was paired with former Trust employee 
Lombardi, who was the Mid-Crissy project manager. Glass’ relationship with the Trust ended when the 
project was canceled. 


Lombardi and Glass attended a board meeting when the original 16 concept proposals were received; 
they provided copies of the proposed projects to board members and gave a brief summary of each. As 
the Mid-Crissy project manager, Lombardi was the most acquainted with the proposals and, based on 
her experience at the Trust, could provide professional judgment about the compliance of the proposals 
with the stated goals of the project; she was not a decision maker, however, and did not present her 
opinion of the proposals to the board. Lombardi had exchanged emails with Department of the Interior-
designated board member John Reynolds, who Polk stated was frustrated because he felt like the rest 
of the board did not value his input.  


No one had seen the emails about the Lucas project exchanged by Lombardi and Glass before the 
FOIA request was processed; Carp stated that none of the emails had been forwarded by Lombardi to 
any other recipients besides Glass, and that the contents would have remained confidential if not for 
the FOIA request. Carp commented that the board was comprised of independent thinkers who would 
not have heeded a Trust staffer’s opinions anyway. Steinberger and Carp agreed that the comments in 
emails had no impact on the board’s decision. 


Steinberger took part in every deliberation and stated that the board never discussed Lombardi’s 
comments because they were unaware of them. The community, however, expressed concern that 
Lombardi was too vocal with her opinions about the Lucas project—before the FOIA and emails were 
public, Lombardi had made other comments—so the board requested her removal from the project 
manager position to avoid the appearance of a conflict of interest.  


While the Trust had no specific internal communications policy other than what general ethics policies 
covered, employees knew that their communications via Government electronic devices were subject 
to public requests for information. Steinberger stated that Lombardi’s comments were inconsistent 
with the spirit and professionalism of the Trust’s code of conduct as a Federal agency. He added that 
the email comments affected the Trust’s relationship with Glass in a similar way; the board and staff 
felt that Glass had failed to perform his contracted duties with the kind of professionalism they 
expected from a consultant. 


Lombardi, who had been with the Trust for approximately 13 years, served as the director of cultural 
and community affairs; the Mid-Crissy project was a special project assigned to her. After Lombardi’s 
email comments were uncovered through the FOIA response process, she resigned her position at the 
Trust. Steinberger stated that she should have known that her comments were without the bounds of 
the organization’s code of conduct. Lombardi had dedicated a major portion of her career to the Trust 
and Steinberger believed that she interpreted the Lucas design as a form of hubris. He explained that 
she resented Lucas’ lack of community inclusion during the project design, which may have caused her 
to react in an unprofessional manner; he added, however, that public servants must uphold the public 
trust, and her comments failed to do that. He believed that Lombardi’s comment that the Lucas 
building would “NEVER” be built, while perhaps inappropriately communicated, accurately reflected 
her experience and knowledge of Trust projects and the Guidelines. He stated that, in reality, the Lucas 
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proposed project would never have been approved by the board for the Mid-Crissy site because it did 
not meet the specifications. Steinberger did not believe Lombardi had any personal feelings against the 
project, but that she felt bullied by Lucas’ aggressive and uncooperative approach of exerting influence 
on the board to proceed with the project. Steinberger stated that Lombardi had taken no actions to 
“thwart or sabotage” the Lucas project.  


Agent’s Note: Steinberger shared that the Trust gave Lombardi the “hard choice” to voluntarily 
resign her position or to be terminated due to her email comments regarding the Lucas project. The 
Trust signed a non-disclosure agreement with Lombardi to keep the nature of her exit from the agency 
confidential, so this information should be restricted to OIG employees. 


Founding Trust executive director Craig Middleton served as the liaison between the board and staff. 
Middleton was a paid Federal employee, not an appointee or a decision maker, who oversaw the day-
to-day operations of the Trust. He was intimately involved in Mid-Crissy project and he accompanied 
the board to meetings with the three finalist proponents. Middleton voluntarily resigned from his the 
executive director position, but remained a Trust senior advisor until the end of January 2016. 
Steinberger did not believe that pressure regarding the Mid-Crissy project precipitated Middleton’s 
resignation. Michael Boland, the Trust’s Chief of Planning, Projects, and Programs, served as the 
interim executive director after Middleton resigned.  


Steinberger concluded that the Trust evaluated the Mid-Crissy proposal in an exceedingly transparent 
manner and that it was proud of the result because it upheld the public trust tenets of the agency. 
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On January 21, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agents (SA) Lori Choquette and Tim 
Larson interviewed Tia Lombardi, former Presidio Trust (Trust) project manager, San Francisco, CA, 
regarding allegations of collusion and misconduct by Trust employees during the proposal evaluation 
process for the construction of a cultural institution on Presidio property (Mid-Crissy project). The 
following is a summary of the information Lombardi provided during the interview, which was 
recorded with her consent. 


Lombardi completed her undergraduate degree in literature and history at Cornell University; she later 
received a graduate degree in the same area of studies from Stanford University. Before coming to the 
Trust in 2001, she worked as the senior editor at Hewlett Packard Consulting. 


The Trust initially sought to employ Lombardi to revise the Presidio Trust Management Plan (PTMP). 
Lombardi declined the position because she thought the Trust was too far into the contentious process 
to introduce a new person. Jim Meadows, the Trust executive director at the time, recalled Lombardi 
several months later to offer her the public affairs position. Because of her love of the Presidio’s 
history and cultural importance, she “took a leap” and accepted the position in 2001. During her tenure 
at the Trust, she completed annual ethics training; she knew that the regulations prohibited her from 
using government equipment for personal use and that her internal Trust emails were subject to public 
discovery. Lombardi resigned from the Trust in the spring of 2015, partly due to the exhausting Mid-
Crissy project. At the time of this interview, Lombardi was not employed and had no definitive plans 
to seek employment. 


The Trust released its revised PTMP in May 2002; shortly thereafter, Craig Middleton replaced 
Meadows as the executive director. Around that time, former board member Don Fisher presented the 
Trust with an unsolicited, “fully baked” proposal to build a glass structure in the heart of the Presidio’s 
main post to publicly house his art collection. The Trust told Fisher that the project must be competed 
and issued a request for proposals (RFP).  Lombardi stated that the process was difficult and that the 
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) review precluded the proposed building from being built 
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on the historic site. After months of consultations and a “nasty” report from the National Park Service 
(NPS), the Trust canceled the project and Fisher withdrew his proposal. 


Lombardi began working for the Trust at the end of the consultation period for the Letterman Digital 
Arts Center (LDAC) project. The Trust received multiple proposals and selected George Lucas’ 
project. NPS had begun the process before the Trust was created; the site had been a topic of public 
discussion, with concern from neighbors about the massive development. Lombardi said that there was 
an enormous amount of support for Lucas’ proposal because the community had confidence that the 
project would be done well, but that there was some pushback about having such a branded entity at 
the Presidio gate. Because the Presidio was a national historic landmark, NHPA Section 106 
consultation was a “big deal.” NPS played a strong role in the process because the Presidio lacked a 
Federal historic preservation officer at that time. Lombardi stated that the final project was beautifully 
done and that the Lucas team had been very engaged and responsive to architectural concerns. As the 
Trust’s public affairs officer, she interacted with the Lucas team during the LDAC’s opening 
celebration and thought “they were great.” She also had positive experiences with Lucas’ community 
liaison representative. She said that the project was a success and that the issues were resolved to 
everyone’s satisfaction. 


The Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines (Guidelines) were completed in December 2011; the PTMP 
established building parameters prior to the Guidelines’ publication and identified the reuse of the 
commissary building as a museum. In 2010, the Trust received an unsolicited proposal from George 
Lucas for new construction, not reuse of the commissary, at the Mid-Crissy area. The building 
proposed by Lucas was too large for the site. The YMCA had also submitted an unsolicited proposal 
for the site. The Trust was unprepared to start another large project at that time because there were 
already several activities occurring in the area and Sports Basement occupied the commissary as a 
tenant. 


The Trust had worked backwards with the Fisher project—it created guidelines for the area after it had 
already accepted his proposal—damaging the agency’s credibility and establishing a need to rebuild 
rapport with the public. The Trust devised the Guidelines prior to reviewing any proposals for the Mid-
Crissy site. Lombardi stated that the Guidelines were not a “straightjacket,” but rather indicated 
appropriate architectural parameters for the site without constraining creativity and design.  
The Guidelines were met with enthusiasm and support by the Trust staff and community stakeholders 
because the Mid-Crissy site was important and the Trust had previously done little to interpret the 
Presidio’s concept of place, history, geologic setting, and environment. 


The Trust hired museum consultant Diane Frankel to develop goals and strategy for the Mid-Crissy 
site. Middleton wanted to enlist the services of Brent Glass, the former director of the Smithsonian’s 
National Museum of American History, and because he had approached Glass for his advice, Frankel 
withdrew. The board wanted staff to explore the best uses of the Mid-Crissy site and displayed no 
urgency to release an RFP. It supported a proactive, informal effort to seek proponents for the site 
through presentations and other forms of outreach to the cultural community. Because the Trust had 
been criticized for “springing things” on the public without notice, this was an effort to inform the 
community and request its input about the potential project. Lombardi had been appointed the Mid-
Crissy project manager and worked closely with Glass throughout this process. After a couple of 
meetings where she and Glass addressed the board, Lombardi primarily communicated with the board 
through Middleton. 
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Lombardi was present at the initial meeting where Lucas pitched his project idea to the board via a 1-
hour long presentation containing some building drawings and imagery from his collection. She said 
the project had no connection to the Presidio, but conceded that it had not been prepared in response to 
any solicitation. The board members received the project concept with mixed emotions: chairwoman 
Nancy Bechtle reacted very enthusiastically; John Reynolds, the Secretary of the Interior’s designated 
board member, was concerned about the building design and the project’s lack of connection to the 
Presidio; and Trust staff was concerned about the size of the building. 


After posting the request for concept proposals (RFCP), the board narrowed the 16 responses to 5 
finalists. The board conducted interviews with those proponents and decided to invite three finalists to 
submit formal proposals via an RFP. Lombardi stated that some board members wanted to select Lucas 
as the project winner immediately, but she advised them to select a project that was fairly consistent 
with the Guidelines to ensure it would pass the environmental and historic consultation processes. The 
Lucas building was too large and did not meet the Guidelines. She believed the board should continue 
evaluating the three selected projects because the environmental review process would help them 
refine their decision. Making the decision before the process and without public input would generate 
criticism. She feared that a controversy, similar to the one generated during the Fisher proposal, would 
occur if the board chose a project without being responsive and transparent to the public. 


Lombardi very rarely spoke at board meetings and never expressed her personal opinion about the 
Lucas project to the board. There was a lot of enthusiasm and criticism for the project, but there were 
two other projects to consider besides Lucas’—one of which met the Guidelines, while the other was 
fairly close. Lombardi did not believe the Lucas proposal was responsive to the solicitation at all; she 
felt it received attention because of Lucas’ fame, wealth, and the political pressure he and his team 
generated. The goals for the project had been enumerated in the Guidelines, RFCP, and RFP; it was up 
to the proponents to respond to those goals. She believed that winnowing two of the finalists at the 
beginning of the evaluation process would “put a target” on the Lucas project and would “kill it in the 
worst way.” 


Lombardi attended the public meetings during which members of the community commented on the 
three proposals; she said that the clear favorite was the Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy 
(Conservancy) project. The Trust posted all comments on its website, the majority of which contained 
a range of opinions on the Lucas project. Lombardi stated that the Lucas team did not generate many 
positive comments at public meetings; the Conservancy project, however, met the Guidelines and had 
a ready-made audience. The local community loved Conservancy president Greg Moore for his history 
of fundraising for the local park lands. Lombardi believed that Glass also favored the Conservancy 
project, but she was unsure what he shared with the board. Glass sent Middleton a confidential memo 
containing his thoughts at the end of the process. 


Lombardi collected and provided her Mid-Crissy project emails to Freedom of Information Act 
(FOIA) officer Steve Carp in response to a FOIA request the Trust received. She did not fear 
producing the emails because she did not believe that her comments “crossed a line” or were 
unprofessional. She considered Glass to be an internal Trust recipient, but said nothing personal or 
improper. She admitted that she sent a couple of “irritated or snarky” remarks, but she did not believe 
the email exchange contained anything of major significance. Her email comment that the Lucas 
building would “NEVER” be built was based on her previous experience with the Fisher building and 
other projects that did not pass the compliance process. She knew that Lucas’ building would not pass 
the compliance process because the building was too large for the site and was 20 feet above the “view 
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shed.” The Mid-Crissy site was special because of the view, and the PTMP had designated the 45 foot 
height restriction to protect it. The goal of conserving the view was reiterated clearly in the Guidelines 
and RFPs. She did not forward the emails to anyone and did not think that Glass forwarded them 
either. She commented that her input’s effect on the board was “next to nothing” and that no one was 
privy to the emails until the FOIA response was released. 


Lombardi heard the newer board members speaking urgently about the need to satisfy Lucas, but she 
did not know where that thought originated. She was unaware of any promises made to Lucas 
regarding the solicitation release date, so she did not know if he harbored expectations that the board 
had not met. The Trust staff thought the timing of this project was poor because they were involved in 
several large ongoing projects—relocation negotiations with Sports Basement, rerouting construction 
of Doyle Drive, and planning the tunnel-top park—and felt that the organization should take time to 
consider the future and explore all the options. The Trust advertised the potential Mid-Crissy project in 
several ways, but made no deals with any proponents. The staff had not reached out to potential 
proponents in previous projects, but those projects were essentially real estate deals while this was a 
“programmatic undertaking.” Lombardi understood the frustration Lucas expressed about the process 
in a New York Times article; she felt that seeking competition put the project team in an awkward 
position, but that the Trust had a public responsibility to solicit competition and generate enthusiasm 
for the project. Lucas did not appreciate this public process and Lombardi speculated that Lucas either 
felt that he had been promised something, or he did not understand the requirement for public input 
when proposing new construction in a national park.  


Lombardi stated that the Trust staff made themselves available to all of the final proponents equally 
and held honest conversations with them about the public feedback. The Lucas team questioned the 
validity of the Guidelines, stating “they’re just guidelines, right?” She told them that the Guidelines 
were not prescriptive, but that the environmental process would proceed more quickly and smoothly if 
the proposed project complied with them. Mary Murphy, Lucas’ legal counsel and former Trust board 
member, wrote a letter to the Trust claiming that it was being too constrained with the Guidelines. 
Lombardi replied that the building, as proposed, would never be built. The Lucas team did not alter the 
building plans to conform to the Guidelines. 


Lombardi did not know if the board ever saw the staff evaluations which ranked the final proposals 
based on several criteria. She said there was an enormous amount of enthusiasm for the Lucas idea, but 
the staff was unanimous in its finding that the Lucas building did not meet the Guidelines. Each staff 
member had opinions regarding the final three proposals—she disliked the building and the program of 
the Lucas project—but she asserted that their job was to evaluate the projects. She felt that the group of 
staff who completed the evaluations could not have been a more diverse group of people. Overall, the 
staff ranked the Conservancy proposal higher than the Lucas project by a “good bit.” She believed the 
board members wanted the Lucas project because they thought it was a good thing and that he could 
make it happen because he was a billionaire. Although she did not think the board had conversations 
with the other two finalists about what they could strengthen in their proposals, the staff spent a lot of 
time finding examples of buildings that would work for the Lucas project. Lombardi felt that the Trust 
went too far in trying to help Lucas meet the Guidelines.   


Middleton told Lombardi that there were a lot of negative rumors about the process, but he never told 
her that something she specifically said had caused a problem. She blamed a letter written by Senator 
Feinstein, and published on the Trust website, referring to the Lucas building’s height as the origin of a 
complaint that staff had publicly criticized the Lucas project. She said that the staff did not know the 
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building height at that time, so she felt that the public was responding to that letter. Lombardi had a 
sense that she, Glass, and the staff were under suspicion of working with the public to undermine the 
Lucas project. Lombardi stated that Middleton removed her from the project manager position and 
then changed his mind. She told him that she needed his support and that it was natural for people to 
criticize her because she was the person soliciting competition. Middleton told her that they were being 
accused of bias against the Lucas proposal, but she did not know if anyone from the Lucas team had 
complained about her specifically. 


Lombardi felt that the Trust bent over backwards to accommodate Lucas and that it had been his 
“project to lose.” She did not know what else they could have done because Lucas was unreceptive to 
alternative ideas. The Trust kept everything transparent by posting public comments and project 
documents on its website and soliciting input from the community. She believed that nothing in the 
process was biased for or against any of the proponents. She thought Lucas may have felt like there 
was a bias against him because of the solicitation process, but that ultimately the proponents controlled 
whether or not their projects met the Guidelines. 
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6/29/2016 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Mail  Fwd: Paula Collins: Response to OIG Questions for Board Members 


Colon, Kenneth <kenneth_colon@doioig.gov> 


Fwd: Paula Collins: Response to OIG Questions for Board Members 
1 message 


Audra DortchScott <audra_dortchscott@doioig.gov> Mon, Jun 27, 2016 at 6:36 AM 
To: Kenneth Colon <kenneth_colon@doioig.gov> 


Sent from my iPhone 


Begin forwarded message: 


From: "Culver, Scott" < 
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Sent: Monday, June 20, 2016 12:11 PM 
To: 



mailto:JSteinberger@presidiotrust.gov
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July 27, 2015 


Mary Kendall 

Inspector General 

U.S. Department of the Interior 

1849 C Street NW 

Washington, D.C. 20240 



Dear Ms. Kendall: 


I am writing to make you aware ofpossible evidence of collusion and misconduct by Presidio 
Trust employees during the bidding process for use of a site at the Presidio. As you know, the 
Presidio Trust is a federal employer, and all Trust employees are federal employees. 1 In 
November 2012, the Trust released a Request for Proposals for "a cultural facility of 
international distinction, befitting its location at the Golden Gate and honoring the power of 
place."2 


The Presidio Trust received sixteen submissions for use of this historic site, but decided to 
immediately throw fair RFP procedures out the door. According to internal emails attached to 
this letter, Trust employees privately ruled out one proposal long before the bids were even 
received, continued to plot against that bid throughout the evaluation process, and colluded with 
the Golden Gate Parks National Conservancy by encouraging the organization to submit a 
proposal. These emails, obtained through a citizen Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, 
expose what appears to be clear misconduct by U.S. Department of Interior employees. 


The emails couldn't be clearer in content. In one communication, a Trust employee asserted 
Filmmaker George Lucas' proposal for the Lucas Cultural Arts Museum (LCAM) "will NEVER 
get built," to which another responded, "Perfect! Now we have to produce some really good 
proposals. "3 This discussion, six weeks before the bidding process even began and nine months 
before a public hearing was held reveals a clear violation of their competitive bidding policies, 
and violation of the public trust 


As the Inspector General overseeing the conduct and actions of the Department of the Interior, I 
request that you use your authority to fully investigate these allegations of misconduct. 
Specifically, I request that you: 


1 hllp:/lwww.pn:sidio,go\'/abom1j2lli!!'.Page. dclilul l. nspx 
1 hllp:/lwww.p1-csidio.gov/about!Admii1i,lniljveo/.20Documcm IPLN-302- RFPCnim 1i ' S Q',m!J 
J hup://www.sfohmnicle.com1baVll1t' 1nalicr-ross/ai1iclc/ Assisted-su ic ide-bil l -facing-dcfc~t-in-Sacrnme11tcdi_.H1~US,illm 
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®~" 







1) Use your authority to fully investigate these allegations of misconduct; 

2) Determine what, if any wrongdoing took place; 

3) Determine if the bidding process was fair and relevant policies and procedures were 



followed; and 
4) Determine if there are sufficient safeguards in place to prevent this conduct in future 


bidding processes. 


I look forward to hearing from and please let me know if I can be of any assistance . 


• 


Jackie Speier 

Member of Congress 
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL
 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY REPORT
 


Case Title 
Collusion and Misconduct by Presidio Trust 
Employees 
Reporting Office 
Sacramento Office 


Case Number 
OI-CA-16-0131-I 


Report Date 
December 9, 2015 


Report Subject 
Interview of Steve Carp 


On December 9, 2015, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agent Lori Choquette spoke 
telephonically with Steve Carp, Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Officer, the Presidio Trust 
(Trust), San Francisco, CA, regarding allegations of collusion and misconduct by Trust employees 
during the proposal evaluation process for the construction of a cultural institution on Presidio 
property. The following is a summary of the information Carp provided during the impromptu 
conversation, which was not recorded. 


Carp had worked at the Trust for 17.5 years and was serving as the Trust’s FOIA officer at the time of 
our conversation. While serving as the Trust’s FOIA officer, he also attended and annotated the 
minutes at all board meetings. He stated that the Trust became financially self-sufficient in 2013 and 
no longer received appropriations from Congress, but was considered to be a Federal agency with 
Federal employees. Board members, however, did not receive compensation for their service and were 
not Federal employees. He verified that the Trust was not bound by the Federal Acquisition 
Regulations (FAR), but stated that the agency did not deviate much from the FAR. He believed that the 
board had adopted a general procurement policy, but said that the policy would be inapplicable to the 
Crissy Field project because it was not a procurement transaction.  


Carp stated that the board’s review of the proposals submitted for a cultural institution to be located on 
the former commissary site at Crissy Field was the most open, honest, and scrupulous process he had 
witnessed during his tenure with the Trust. He felt, however, that a series of emails sent between 
former Trust staff member Tia Lombardi and consultant Brent Glass had undermined the transparency 
of the process. Lombardi was the Crissy Field project manager and Glass was a consultant hired by the 
Trust to assist in project analysis. Lombardi and Glass worked together closely during the proposal 
review process and Carp believed that this friendly relationship had led Glass to relax and send 
uncharacteristically unprofessional responses to Lombardi’s negative emails about George Lucas’ 
proposal. He commented that Lombardi had no influence on the board member’s decision regarding 
the project, emphasizing that the board was comprised of wealthy individuals who were experts in their 
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respective fields and who had conducted their own analyses of the submitted proposals, comments, and 
other project-related documentation. 


Carp believed that the underlying reason that Lucas supporters submitted a FOIA request (through 
attorney Joseph W. Cotchett) for Trust communications regarding the project was to prove that the 
Trust had decided prematurely and unfairly to reject Lucas’ proposal. He felt that the documents 
actually showed that the Trust board had gone out of its way to accommodate Lucas, but that Lucas 
ultimately refused to adjust his proposed architecture plans to comply with the Mid-Crissy Area 
Design Guidelines. Carp reviewed and gathered approximately 37,000 emails, over 7500 pages of 
documents, which were responsive to the FOIA request. Even though board members were not subject 
to FOIA (because they were not Federal employees), they nonetheless supplied Carp with their 
relevant personal emails to be included in the Trust’s FOIA response.  


Carp commented that Lombardi’s employment at the Trust ended during the period in which he 
collected the FOIA response documentation. He stated that Lombardi’s departure had been a Trust 
management decision, and he referred OIG to Trust staff manager Joshua Steinberger for further 
details. 
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7/1/2016 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Mail  Fwd: OIG Questions for Board Members 


Colon, Kenneth <kenneth_colon@doioig.gov> 


Fwd: OIG Questions for Board Members 
2 messages 


Culver, Scott <scott_culver@doioig.gov> Fri, Jul 1, 2016 at 8:00 AM 
To: Kenneth Colon <kenneth_colon@doioig.gov>, Audra DortchScott <audra_dortchscott@doioig.gov> 


 Forwarded message 

From: Steinberger, Joshua <
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Kenneth Colón
Special Agent, Special Emphasis Unit
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY REPORT
 


Case Title 
Collusion and Misconduct by Presidio Trust 
Employees 
Reporting Office 
Sacramento Office 


Case Number 
OI-CA-16-0131-I 


Report Date 
February 2, 2016 


Report Subject 
Interview of Craig Middleton 


On January 21, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agents (SA) Lori Choquette and Tim 
Larson interviewed Craig Middleton, former Executive Director for the Presidio Trust (Trust) in San 
Francisco, CA, regarding allegations of collusion and misconduct by Trust employees during the 
proposal evaluation process for the construction of a cultural institution on Presidio property (Mid-
Crissy project). At Middleton’s invitation, Trust Chief of Strategy and Communications Joshua 
Steinberger also attended the interview. Middleton and Steinberger signed Employee Voluntary 
Interview forms. The following is a summary of the information Middleton provided during the 
interview, which was recorded with his consent. 


Middleton formerly worked for Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi in Washington DC; Pelosi represented 
San Francisco and when the district lines were revised, the Presidio became part of her district. The 
Presidio was a U.S. Army base that closed in 1989; about that time, Middleton returned to California to 
work for Greg Moore at the Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy (Conservancy). He served as a 
staff member to the Conservancy council working with the National Park Service (NPS) to determine 
how to manage the Presidio. After the Trust was established in 1996 and former President Clinton 
appointed the board, Middleton became the first Trust staff employee. Jim Meadows became the first 
Trust executive director, a position he held for 4 years; Middleton became the interim executive 
director for 1 year after Meadows left and was hired as the permanent executive director in 2002. He 
resigned from the executive director position in February 2014 and ceased serving in that capacity in 
June 2014, but continued to work for the Trust as a senior advisor until the end of January 2016.  


Middleton’s goals for the Trust included creating an organization that was flexible enough to achieve 
financial self-sufficiency; the Trust achieved that goal at the end of fiscal year 2012. He also wanted to 
make the Presidio a relevant place for present and future generations while still recognizing its past 
significance. Middleton stated that the Trust adopted its strategic plan in the past year and that he 
decided it was a good time move onto something else. He said that everyone, including George Lucas, 
wanted to set their projects on the Mid-Crissy site. While Middleton generally enjoyed politics, he 
admitted that the Mid-Crissy project process was “really tough.” He added that he had worked at the 
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Trust for 18 years and did not want to tackle another big project. 


Middleton explained that the executive director was not a member of the board, but rather the person 
the board held responsible for Presidio and staff operations. He often met with the board and its 
committees and served as a go-between for the Trust board and staff. Middleton recalled only two or 
three board votes that were not decided unanimously, for which he credited the board’s in-depth 
discussions of issues. 


Middleton was active in the Mid-Crissy project, which consumed much of his time. He ensured the 
staff and board followed the evaluation and selection process because of hard lessons the Trust had 
learned in the past. For example, former board member Don Fisher presented an unsolicited project to 
the Trust in its early days; he proposed to pay for the construction of a museum on the Presidio that 
would house his vast collection. Fisher already had formulated the idea and the plans for the building, 
a glass structure, when he approached the board. The Trust then created design guidelines for the 
proposed site, the timing of which created community opposition; the public accused the Trust of 
designing the guidelines to suit the Fisher building, instead of the other way around. The Trust learned 
from that arduous and ultimately unsuccessful proposition that the public expected it to select projects 
through a competitive process. Middleton carried the institutional memory of that process and brought 
informed recommendations to the new board members.  


Middleton stated that the Mid-Crissy process was similar to the process used for the Letterman Digital 
Arts Campus (LDAC) project around 2005. During that process, George Lucas competed against other 
proponents for the site. After winning the project, Lucas’ proposal navigated the historic review and 
public comment process; thus, Lucas had traversed the long process of building a project on Federal 
land at least once before. Middleton added that Lucas knew the board from the LDAC project and that 
he remained one of the Trust’s largest tenants. 


Middleton recommended that the board delay the competition for the Mid-Crissy site until the design 
guidelines were established. The board created the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines (Guidelines) 
with input from NPS, the National Trust for Historic Preservation, and the public. Establishing the 
guidelines prior to soliciting proposals for the site helped educate the potential proponents about the 
project requirements before they submitted proposals.  


The board took issue with Lucas’ proposal for the Mid-Crissy site. One member worried that the 
programming was unclear and insufficiently linked to the Presidio. Most members thought the Lucas 
museum would become a great draw for children, but the board unanimously felt that the architecture 
was wrong for the site. Lucas’ building exceeded the Guidelines’ specified maximum height of 45 feet. 
Middleton commented that the Bechtle Foundation had given the land, the largest gift in NPS history, 
for the purpose of preserving the view. Lucas’ 65-foot building would obscure the view of the Golden 
Gate Bridge from the Presidio main post and other public areas. The ornate style of the building, which 
incorporated caryatids and a dome inspired by the Palace of Fine Arts, also caused concern. The board 
felt that the architecture was inappropriate for the Presidio, as a national historic landmark, and that the 
building would not pass the historic review process. 


Lucas proposed his unsolicited museum idea to the board in 2010. The board never promised Lucas the 
Mid-Crissy site for his project. Having worked in this arena for 20 years at that point, it seemed clear 
to Middleton that obtaining approval for the building would have been difficult, even if the board had 
chosen it. The board explained this to Lucas and his team during many conversations. The board felt 
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strongly that the Lucas project presented a great opportunity and they wanted to make it work, but the 
building was inappropriate and would not be approved by historic process. The board presented Lucas 
with examples of structures that would be compatible with the site for clarity. For fairness, Middleton 
ensured that he interacted with the other two finalists each time he met with the Lucas team. He stated 
that the Conservancy had programmatic issues that he worked with them to address, and that the third 
finalist lacked the financial ability to complete the project. The Trust sent a letter to each of the 
finalists providing an additional month for them to produce their best possible product and listing the 
weaknesses each needed to address. Lucas knew that his building was his project’s main problem and 
that he would lose the project if he refused alter it, but the board never stated that Lucas would get the 
project if he changed the building. 


The Lucas team felt that Lucas was being treated unfairly by being forced to compete. The Trust 
actively sought proposals from other entities to take part in the competition. Middleton told Lucas that 
the Trust would conduct a robust competitive process, but thought that Lucas might not have expected 
the Trust to “beat the bushes” so vigorously. The Trust hired Brent Glass to advise the board 
throughout the solicitation and evaluation process and sent him to conferences to present the project 
opportunity to potential applicants. Middleton emphasized that the Trust had to safeguard the public 
land—the competitive process was designed to choose from the best possible projects for the site, not 
to thwart the Lucas project. The board wanted to ensure that potential proponents would not be 
dissuaded by Lucas’ fame and wealth by creating a way for them to compete without having to spend 
much money; thus the board solicited project ideas first through a request for concept proposals 
(RFCP). The board then winnowed the responses and invited select proponents, including Lucas, to 
submit formal proposals. 


Middleton stated that all proponents found supporters to lobby the board, but that Lucas pressured the 
Trust to do what he wanted through his influential supporters, including California Senator Dianne 
Feinstein, San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee, and California Governor Jerry Brown. Middleton said that 
even Congresswoman Pelosi, who understood the Presidio, felt that the Lucas project had the potential 
to be a good thing and was hard-pressed to understand why the Trust would not approve it. Senator 
Feinstein’s letter stated that the Trust should choose the Lucas project even though the planned 
building was 65 feet tall. Middleton felt that the “political stakes were quite high” on this project. 


Middleton attended the board meeting held with Lucas to inform him that the project was being 
postponed indefinitely. The board met with Lucas as a courtesy because he was an institutional friend 
and longtime tenant. The board again asked Lucas if he was willing to change the building, but never 
promised that he would be awarded the site for his project. The board tried to accommodate Lucas by 
offering him a site near the prestigious new Presidio entrance, where he would be permitted to build 
the 65 foot museum, but Lucas never responded. Middleton did not believe that the relationship 
between Lucas and the Trust remained good after the meeting, but he felt that the process had been 
very fair. He could not conceive a credible argument to refute the fairness of the transparent process. 
He thought that some people may have disagreed with the decision to solicit proposals, but he felt that 
strategy had made the process even fairer. Middleton believed that the Trust had gone as far as it could 
to accommodate Lucas while still keeping the process fair for other proponents. 


Middleton kept the Mid-Crissy project very close, acting as a gatekeeper between the staff and board. 
He stated that nothing went from the staff to the board without first going through him, and that he did 
not pass everything to the board. He wanted the process to be fair and unbiased by personal opinions. 
He explained that Mid-Crissy project manager Tia Lombardi’s role was to organize the staff meetings, 
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provide progress reports, develop the solicitations, and gather the responses. A panel of staff members 
completed a matrix evaluation and ranked the final three proposals based on several categories, which 
precluded any one opinion from affecting the outcome. The staff evaluations were divided between the 
Lucas and Conservancy projects. 


Middleton stated that the project attracted many high profile people because it was an important site. 
Angelo Garcia and other members of the Lucas team felt that Lucas was not being well-served by 
Lombardi. Lombardi told Middleton that she disliked the Lucas project. Middleton believed that her 
opinion was based on her personal taste as well as her experience at the Trust, which had educated her 
about the styles of architecture that would pass a historic review. Lombardi remembered that the failed 
Fisher project—which proposed a “glass box” building that was inappropriate for the site—had been 
costly to the Trust’s reputation. Based on the concern of a board member and others who had 
expressed concern that Lombardi was not as objective as she should be, Middleton removed her from 
the project manager position. Although he did not believe that Lombardi’s personal opinion of the 
Lucas proposal affected how she had conducted the process, he felt that even the hint of bias was 
sufficient to remove Lombardi.  


Much later, when Middleton saw the email comments between Lombardi and Glass—produced in 
response to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request—he was very upset with Lombardi. He did 
not believe that the emails had been shared with anyone other than Lombardi and Glass prior to the 
FOIA response, but he felt that the existence of the emails would generate questions about the fairness 
of the evaluation process because it looked like the project manager was biased against the Lucas 
proposal. He emphasized that the process was conducted in an extremely fair manner, which did not 
end the way Lucas wanted, but that the result was in the best interests of the Presidio. Middleton firmly 
believed that those emails—which he categorized as a “gossip session” between two individuals—had 
no effect on the board’s final determination because it had rendered its decision to postpone the project 
months before the emails were revealed.  


While Middleton could cite no specific policies that Lombardi’s emails violated, he stated that the 
Trust had always been quite concerned about integrity. Middleton described the Trust as an agency 
mired in controversy from its inception because the privatization of a national park had sparked much 
criticism. Based on that criticism, the Trust had worked long and hard to earn the public trust, which 
was put at risk when the emails between Lombardi and Glass were released. Middleton did not believe 
the emails made a “damn bit of difference” in the outcome of the project; he said they were more of an 
embarrassment than an issue. He had worked closely with Lombardi for many years, during which she 
had displayed complete commitment to the Presidio and the Trust. He stated that Lombardi was candid 
about her opinion, which he appreciated and felt originated from good intentions. He “hope[d] this 
doesn’t turn into a witch hunt where Tia is the witch.” He expressed his disappointment about the 
emails with Lombardi in what he said became an emotional meeting that concluded with her 
resignation from the Trust.  


Middleton met Glass years ago when Glass was the head of the American History Museum in 
Washington, DC. He respected Glass, whom he described as “brilliant,” but felt that Glass’ email 
responses to Lombardi were “unworthy of him.” He attributed Glass’ comments to a lapse in 
judgment, reflecting his exasperation with the Lucas team’s lack of responsiveness throughout the 
process. Middleton stated that Glass was an optimist who saw a real opportunity in the Lucas project if 
the Trust shaped the project programmatically and architecturally. Glass formerly had served as the 
Pennsylvania state historic preservation officer and had much experience in the architectural realm; 
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Middleton believed that Glass likely realized that Lucas would not compromise on his building. Glass 
interacted with and offered feedback to the board members at board meetings and during interviews 
with the finalists, which were always held in a group setting.  


Middleton felt that the other two finalists were significantly more responsive to requests the Trust 
made than Lucas’ team had been. He believed that the Lucas team delayed providing building 
drawings because they knew that the building was too tall. The public criticized the Trust for what it 
perceived as a bias in favor of Lucas due to the additional time allowed for Lucas to produce his 
building plans. Middleton thus found it interesting that some people claimed the process was biased 
against Lucas, when, if anything, the Trust went “overboard” trying to make that project work. In the 
end, the board—a group of people who wanted the Lucas project to succeed—voted unanimously 
against the project. 


Middleton encouraged the current Trust staff to complete design guidelines for the entire span of the 
Presidio so that when they received another unsolicited proposal, they would be prepared instead of 
reactive. He felt that accusations of bias could dissuade the Trust board and staff from taking on big 
projects in the future. 
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INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY REPORT
 


Case Title 
Collusion and Misconduct by Presidio Trust 
Employees 
Reporting Office 
Sacramento Office 


Case Number 
OI-CA-16-0131-I 


Report Date 
January 15, 2016 


Report Subject 
Interview of Joshua Steinberger 


On January 11, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agents (SA) Lori Choquette and Tim 
Larson interviewed Joshua Steinberger, Chief of Strategy and Communications for the Presidio Trust 
(Trust) in San Francisco, CA, regarding allegations of collusion and misconduct by Trust employees 
during the proposal evaluation process for the construction of a cultural institution on Presidio property 
(Mid-Crissy project). At Steinberger’s invitation, Media and Government Relations Senior Advisor 
Dana Polk and Legal Analyst Steven Carp were also present during the interview. All three Trust 
employees signed Employee Voluntary Interview forms. The following is a summary of the 
information Steinberger, Carp, and Polk provided during the interview, which was recorded with all 
parties’ consent. 


Steinberger, who was a senior manager for the Mid-Crissy project, had worked at the Trust for 11 
years. Carp has served as the Trust’s Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) officer for over 17 years; he 
played no direct role in the Mid-Crissy project, but attended and recorded the minutes at the board 
meetings. Polk, who had worked at the Trust for over 15 years, handled Trust interactions with the 
public and press on the Mid-Crissy project. 


Steinberger stated that the Trust preserves and protects the Presidio for the American people. In 2011, 
Trust staff drafted the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines (Guidelines) after the board conducted a 
deliberative process with the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the National Park Service, 
signatories of the Trust’s programmatic agreement. The goals for the Mid-Crissy project—to enhance 
the visitors’ experience, to ensure that proposed structures were compatible with the natural setting, to 
determine whether proposals were responsive to the pre-existing Guidelines, and to reach a broad 
cross-section of the community—complemented the Trust’s mission and were referenced in all 
requests for concept proposals (RFCP) and requests for proposals (RFP). While the Trust was seeking 
proposals that would create financially viable projects, the board did not require a proponent to fully 
fund its concept. 
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As stated in the Trust Act, the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) do not apply to the Trust, but the 
Trust had an official procurement policy which was available on its website. Carp opined that the FAR 
did not apply to the Trust to allow it to enter into leases and create a “nimble and dynamic” 
organization. He stated that there was no policy for new construction like the proposed Mid-Crissy 
project, but that the Trust was guided by the tenet of reasonable competition. He added that the Trust 
had policies for non-residential leases on existing buildings within the Presidio. Steinberger stated that 
competition is important to the Trust because it was entrusted with ensuring the best use of the public 
land. 


Polk added that the board’s goal for the Mid-Crissy project was to create a dynamic visitor destination 
and that the Lucas project would have attracted many visitors. She described the transition of the Trust 
mission before and after it achieved financial self-sufficiency: the first part of the Trust mission had 
been to build the necessary revenue to support the future existence of the park, while the current 
strategic plan addressed serving a broad range of the public rather than just the local population. 


Steinberger explained that the RFCP was used to emphasize the importance of the site, generate 
enthusiasm for the project, and establish a hardy but not onerous standard. Soliciting concepts before 
requesting project proposals was a way for the board to entertain the best ideas and, based on an 
analysis of those ideas and public input, to invite selected proponents to submit their proposals. The 
Trust advertised the RFCP on its official website, in press releases, through paid advertisements, and 
through presentations at conferences conducted by Trust advisor Brent Glass and former Trust 
employee Tia Lombardi. The board invited the RFCP finalists to respond to the RFP.  


Steinberger stated that the Trust ensured fairness in the project solicitation and selection process by 
ensuring transparency, holding public meetings, setting clear guidelines and goals, seeking 
competition, and deliberating in a public setting. The board made all the decisions, but used public 
input to better inform its findings. Steinberger commented that the board and Trust management 
exerted a tremendous amount of deliberation in evaluating the proposals. The financial viability of 
George Lucas’ proposal was rated highly, but there were other considerations to weigh besides money. 
He felt that the Trust board went “above and beyond” to advertise the project goals at every public 
meeting, but believed that most public comments expressed strong personal opinions regarding the 
proposed projects rather than tailored assessments based on the stated goals. Polk explained that the 
project proponents recruited activists, provided them with talking points, and brought them to the 
public meetings to raise the points they had been fed. Carp stated that the board received a lot of 
political pressure from powerful people with strong opinions regarding the Mid-Crissy project, but that 
the board members made it clear that they would not bow to the pressure. The board was adamant 
about doing what was best for the public and the Presidio, and they were particularly concerned about 
building a structure worthy of that iconic spot.   


The board culled the 16 proposals submitted in response to the RFCP to 3 finalists by critically reading 
the concept proposals to determine which were financially viable and addressed the stated Mid-Crissy 
project goals. The board discussed the projects with the evaluation assistance of Glass, a hired museum 
consultant, and sought comments through a public meeting before making the first cut. It did not use a 
numerical rating or scoring system, but the board reached a unanimous decision about which proposals 
to cut and which to keep. Then the board interviewed the final three proponents, which included Lucas, 
and invited them to respond to the RFP. Steinberger recalled that the board members during the Mid-
Crissy project decision-making process were Nancy Bechtle, Dave Grubb, Bill Hambrecht, Charlene 
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Harvey, John Reynolds, Alex Mehran, and Paula Collins, but that only Reynolds, Mehran, and Collins 
remained on the current board.  


In 2005, Lucas, who was one of three finalists in a competitive, time-consuming, and expensive 
process, won the contract and built the Letterman Digital Arts campus on Presidio land. As such, 
Lucas had experienced successfully the Government contracting process at least once before 
submitting his proposal for the Mid-Crissy project. At the time of this interview, Lucas remained the 
leaseholder of the Letterman Digital Arts campus, although the business had been sold to Disney. 
Lucas had never held a seat on the Trust board. 


Lucas proposed his project idea to the board in 2010, before the board solicited RFCP’s. Lucas had a 
“grand idea” that he planned to finance personally, but the board informed him that the Mid-Crissy 
site, which the Presidio Trust Management Plan had designated for cultural use, was not being offered 
at that time. Steinberger believed that Lucas had a vision for the site, was passionate about his personal 
collection, and felt that a Beaux-Arts style of architecture was the proper format to embody his vision. 
Lucas made “modest tweaks” to his design during the proposal evaluation process, but the proposed 
building never came close to meeting the Guidelines. Steinberger stated that Lucas was inflexible and 
unwilling to modify the architecture to meet the Guidelines, which limited building height to a 
maximum of 45 feet to preserve the view of the Golden Gate Bridge from Presidio main post structures 
and public areas. In addition, the public and the board were not satisfied with the Lucas project’s nexus 
to the Presidio; Steinberger commented that this proposal was the “least connected to place” of the 
three finalists. He believed that Lucas had compelling, personal reasons to want his project there, but 
the lack of a direct link to the Presidio and the non-conforming architectural style created an impasse 
between Lucas and the board. 


Steinberger stated that the board communicated with the three finalist teams, identifying the strengths 
and weaknesses of their respective projects to obtain the best proposals from each of them. The board, 
however, spent the most time working with Lucas and his team because that project had the most 
issues to address. Polk added that some board members felt the Lucas project was close to meeting the 
criteria, but Lucas made it difficult by not compromising on the building. Carp stated that the Lucas 
team did not exhibit the level of cooperation that the Trust sought from a tenant partner and that the 
board members were disappointed and frustrated with Lucas. Lucas not as forthcoming as the other 
proponents; for instance, he initially refused and then delayed providing the schematics for his 
proposed building, while the other proponents responded in a timely manner to the board’s request for 
their drawings. Carp believed that the FOIA documents demonstrated that the Trust went out of its way 
to accommodate Lucas rather than being biased against him, and felt that the other two finalists might 
be upset to learn of the extensive efforts the Trust had made to work with Lucas. 


The board ultimately canceled the Mid-Crissy project solicitation because none of the finalists’ 
proposals completely satisfied the goals of the project. The board, however, remained hopeful about 
working with Lucas in the future because they felt that he had submitted the strongest proposal. The 
board offered him another site in the Presidio for his project, but Lucas never responded to the offer. 
The board voted unanimously to postpone the project indefinitely and had publicly stated from the 
beginning that not doing the project was always a viable option if no proposed project was deemed 
acceptable for the site. After postponing the project, the Trust made no plans to redevelop the Mid-
Crissy site in the near future. 
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Steinberger explained that the Trust hired Glass as an advisor on the Mid-Crissy project because of his 
expertise in the museum and cultural arena. Glass knew how to create a world-class facility, contact 
potential respondents, craft proper solicitation language, and evaluate proposals. Glass was paid on a 
retainer and was considered a contractor to the Trust. Glass was paired with former Trust employee 
Lombardi, who was the Mid-Crissy project manager. Glass’ relationship with the Trust ended when the 
project was canceled. 


Lombardi and Glass attended a board meeting when the original 16 concept proposals were received; 
they provided copies of the proposed projects to board members and gave a brief summary of each. As 
the Mid-Crissy project manager, Lombardi was the most acquainted with the proposals and, based on 
her experience at the Trust, could provide professional judgment about the compliance of the proposals 
with the stated goals of the project; she was not a decision maker, however, and did not present her 
opinion of the proposals to the board. Lombardi had exchanged emails with Department of the Interior-
designated board member John Reynolds, who Polk stated was frustrated because he felt like the rest 
of the board did not value his input.  


No one had seen the emails about the Lucas project exchanged by Lombardi and Glass before the 
FOIA request was processed; Carp stated that none of the emails had been forwarded by Lombardi to 
any other recipients besides Glass, and that the contents would have remained confidential if not for 
the FOIA request. Carp commented that the board was comprised of independent thinkers who would 
not have heeded a Trust staffer’s opinions anyway. Steinberger and Carp agreed that the comments in 
emails had no impact on the board’s decision. 


Steinberger took part in every deliberation and stated that the board never discussed Lombardi’s 
comments because they were unaware of them. The community, however, expressed concern that 
Lombardi was too vocal with her opinions about the Lucas project—before the FOIA and emails were 
public, Lombardi had made other comments—so the board requested her removal from the project 
manager position to avoid the appearance of a conflict of interest.  


While the Trust had no specific internal communications policy other than what general ethics policies 
covered, employees knew that their communications via Government electronic devices were subject 
to public requests for information. Steinberger stated that Lombardi’s comments were inconsistent 
with the spirit and professionalism of the Trust’s code of conduct as a Federal agency. He added that 
the email comments affected the Trust’s relationship with Glass in a similar way; the board and staff 
felt that Glass had failed to perform his contracted duties with the kind of professionalism they 
expected from a consultant. 


Lombardi, who had been with the Trust for approximately 13 years, served as the director of cultural 
and community affairs; the Mid-Crissy project was a special project assigned to her. After Lombardi’s 
email comments were uncovered through the FOIA response process, she resigned her position at the 
Trust. Steinberger stated that she should have known that her comments were without the bounds of 
the organization’s code of conduct. Lombardi had dedicated a major portion of her career to the Trust 
and Steinberger believed that she interpreted the Lucas design as a form of hubris. He explained that 
she resented Lucas’ lack of community inclusion during the project design, which may have caused her 
to react in an unprofessional manner; he added, however, that public servants must uphold the public 
trust, and her comments failed to do that. He believed that Lombardi’s comment that the Lucas 
building would “NEVER” be built, while perhaps inappropriately communicated, accurately reflected 
her experience and knowledge of Trust projects and the Guidelines. He stated that, in reality, the Lucas 
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proposed project would never have been approved by the board for the Mid-Crissy site because it did 
not meet the specifications. Steinberger did not believe Lombardi had any personal feelings against the 
project, but that she felt bullied by Lucas’ aggressive and uncooperative approach of exerting influence 
on the board to proceed with the project. Steinberger stated that Lombardi had taken no actions to 
“thwart or sabotage” the Lucas project.  


Agent’s Note: Steinberger shared that the Trust gave Lombardi the “hard choice” to voluntarily 
resign her position or to be terminated due to her email comments regarding the Lucas project. The 
Trust signed a non-disclosure agreement with Lombardi to keep the nature of her exit from the agency 
confidential, so this information should be restricted to OIG employees. 


Founding Trust executive director Craig Middleton served as the liaison between the board and staff. 
Middleton was a paid Federal employee, not an appointee or a decision maker, who oversaw the day-
to-day operations of the Trust. He was intimately involved in Mid-Crissy project and he accompanied 
the board to meetings with the three finalist proponents. Middleton voluntarily resigned from his the 
executive director position, but remained a Trust senior advisor until the end of January 2016. 
Steinberger did not believe that pressure regarding the Mid-Crissy project precipitated Middleton’s 
resignation. Michael Boland, the Trust’s Chief of Planning, Projects, and Programs, served as the 
interim executive director after Middleton resigned.  


Steinberger concluded that the Trust evaluated the Mid-Crissy proposal in an exceedingly transparent 
manner and that it was proud of the result because it upheld the public trust tenets of the agency. 
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Report Date 
February 29, 2016 


Report Subject 
Interview of John Reynolds 


On February 29, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agents Lori Choquette and Tim 
Larson interviewed John Reynolds, the Secretary of the Interior’s designated member of the Presidio 
Trust (Trust) board, via telephone, regarding allegations of collusion and misconduct by Trust 
employees during the proposal evaluation process for the construction of a cultural institution on 
Presidio property (Mid-Crissy project). At Reynolds’ invitation, Joshua Steinberger, the Trust’s Chief 
of Strategy and Communication, participated in the conference call. The following is a summary of the 
information Reynolds provided during the interview, which was recorded with his consent. 


Former Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar appointed Reynolds to the Trust board of directors in 
2009. Reynolds applied for the position by writing to Salazar’s deputy chief of staff, submitting his 
resume, and interviewing with Salazar and a panel of Department of the Interior (DOI) staff members. 
As a board member, Reynolds advised and made decisions for Trust staff to implement and 
represented the Secretary’s and the National Park Service’s (NPS) positions on any subject before the 
board. Reynolds remained in his board position after Sally Jewell replaced Salazar as the Secretary of 
the Interior; Reynolds serves on the board at the pleasure of the Secretary. Unlike presidentially 
appointed members, the DOI-designated board member has no term limit.  


Reynolds attended the meeting in 2010 during which George Lucas presented to the board an 
unsolicited proposal to build a museum on the Mid-Crissy site. He felt that it was a “legitimate” project 
for the Trust to consider along with other potential proposals. Reynolds was concerned that the Lucas 
structure would not meet the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines (Guidelines) or pass the National 
Historic Preservation Act assessment and wondered what it would add to the public’s interpretation of 
the Presidio. The board immediately decided to solicit other proposals for the “iconic important site” 
because the Trust was committed to a competitive process for all major projects. Reynolds stated that 
the board informed Lucas that the potential project would be awarded via a competitive process “early 
enough that he knew that he wasn’t just going to be handed the site.” No one from the Trust had ever 
promised Lucas the Mid-Crissy site. 
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The board worked with Trust staff to develop the evaluation process and they published the request for 
concept proposals (RFCP) on the official Trust website. Reynolds could not recall any particular 
emphasis to solicit a proposal specifically from the Golden Gate National Park Conservancy 
(GGNPC), but added that contacting GGNPC about the potential project would have aligned with the 
goal of reaching potential bidders and obtaining the best proposals from which to choose. He said that 
it was “perfectly legitimate” to gauge an organization’s interest by notifying it of the RFCP.  


Trust staff used the criteria posted in the RFCP to evaluate and provide an analysis of each submitted 
proposal to the board. The board discussed the proposals with staff after reviewing the staff report and 
each submitted proposal. Reynolds read each proposal and made his own evaluations; he believed that 
every board member did a “lot of homework” and “knew what they were talking about.” The board 
members initially narrowed the field to seven proposals, but further discussion led them to agree 
unanimously to invite five proponents to present their proposals to the board. He said that the board 
chose the proposals with the greatest depth and breadth compatible with the Trust’s vision for the site; 
narrow or undeveloped proposals were the first to be rejected. After the five presentations, the board 
discussed those proposals with input from the staff and invited three finalists to submit official 
proposals. He added that it was a “rigorously conducted competition” and that while he was “sure they 
were disappointed,” the two proponents winnowed from the five presenters raised no objections to the 
board’s decision. 


Trust Project Manager Tia Lombardi attended board meetings when the Mid-Crissy project was on the 
agenda; she was there to provide information and to implement board decisions. Lombardi did not 
voice her personal opinions or make any comments to the board about any of the proposals. Her 
comments included only the results of the staff reports. Reynolds stated that if Lombardi had expressed 
her personal opinion on the Lucas project or any of the others, the board would not have heeded it 
unless it was relevant. He commented that the board was “not reticent at all to reach its own opinions 
and conclusions.” Reynolds did not have a personal relationship with Lombardi and was unaware of 
any such relationships between her and the other board members. Reynolds stated that the board never 
requested Lombardi’s removal from the Mid-Crissy project manager position.  


Reynolds did not know about Lombardi’s email comments about the Lucas building during the 
decision-making process and did not believe the other members knew of them. From the beginning of 
the process, the board “was absolutely certain to a person that no building would be built unless it met 
the Guidelines.” As such, Lombardi’s comments expressed an opinion already held by the board, albeit 
presented in a different manner. After the release of the emails, the board members expressed 
disappointment that the staff had not been more discreet with personal comments; Lombardi’s email 
comments, however, had no effect on the board’s decision-making process because the members made 
their own decisions, remained unaware of the comments at the time, and adhered to the Guidelines. 


Reynolds stated that the board members felt the same way about Advisor Brent Glass’s email 
responses: they wished he had been more discreet. He added, however, that Glass’s interactions with 
the board were “absolutely professional” and that Glass was hired to present his opinions of the 
proposals. Glass was “straight forward” about his proposal evaluations and he determined that the 
Lucas project met some criteria while not meeting others. Reynolds believed the Trust would hire 
Glass in the future if his services were required and was unaware of any negative feelings held by 
board members regarding Glass. 


From the board’s perspective, Lucas’s building was the predominant issue with his proposal. While 
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some individuals expressed other concerns, all members agreed that Lucas had a “well-produced” 
proposal, but that it failed to meet the Guidelines. Reynolds specifically objected to idea of having 
students bussed into an underground entrance to the Lucas building and then leaving in the same way 
without visiting the Presidio park site; he believed the Lucas project lacked a connection to the 
Presidio. He was also concerned about the proposed structure and the Lucas team not providing the 
Trust with an opportunity to comment meaningfully about it during the design stages.  


The board informed Lucas and the other two finalists about the issues with their respective proposals 
and provided individualized suggestions to assist the proponents in addressing the concerns. The board 
instructed Trust staff to provide Lucas with a copy of the Guidelines and photographic examples of 
appropriate architectural styles for the Mid-Crissy site. Reynolds stated that the Guidelines were 
“explicitly clear” on the building height limitation, but that Lucas’s building never complied with the 
height restriction. Lucas was “not amenable in any way” to addressing the issues identified by the 
board and completely ignored the board’s suggestions. The Trust board and staff met with Lucas’s 
team twice as often as they met with the other two finalists because of the “recalcitrance of the Lucas 
folks to consider the information, our requirements.” He commented that the other two teams were not 
only receptive, but anxious to incorporate the board’s suggestions regarding their projects.  


Reynolds was not aware of whether Lucas or his team claimed to be treated unfairly by the Trust; 
when asked if he felt that the Trust had treated Lucas unfairly, he replied: “Absolutely not.” The 
“participating community” attending the public meetings generally was not in favor of the Lucas 
proposal; the majority preferred the GGNPC proposal. There were many written comments submitted 
to the Trust, however, in favor of the Lucas proposal. Of the three finalists, the board favored the 
Lucas proposal, but did not award the project to Lucas because his building did not meet the 
Guidelines. The board explicitly reserved the authority to not accept any proposals and suspend the 
project. 


The chairwoman of the board offered Lucas an alternate site on the Presidio grounds for his project. 
The board had not discussed that offer, but it would have accepted it if Lucas had agreed. The building 
still would have been subject to historic compliance review. Reynolds commented that the alternate 
site had better access, but lacked the iconic view of the San Francisco Bay and the Golden Gate 
Bridge. Reynolds believed that Lucas was seeking to locate his project on the Mid-Crissy site because 
of the view. 


At the last meeting with Lucas, the board told him that he could not build a museum on the Mid-Crissy 
site if it did not meet the Guidelines. Lucas refused to modify his building plans to comply with the 
Guidelines. The Trust board was disappointed that Lucas’s project will not be located in San 
Francisco. The board has not discussed any plans for the Mid-Crissy site since the project was 
suspended. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 



GOLDEN GATE NATIONAL RECREATION AREA 

FORT MASON, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94123 



IN Rl!PL Y REP!R TO: 


C-38 (GOGA-SUPT) 


January 29, 2014 


The Presidio Trust 

103 Montgomery St. 

P.O. Box 29052 

San Francisco, CA 94129 



Dear Presidio Trust Board Members: 


Congratulations on a long, but successful public meeting on January 27. I want to compliment 
the Presidio Trust Board again for the openness displayed throughout this crucially important 
decision process regarding the future of the Presidio commissary site. It is now obvious that you 
are under significant pressure about this pending decision, which further complicates the next 
steps. I abstained from public comment the other night, but had some thoughts to share after 
reviewing the supplemental proposals. 


As we have indicated in our previous letters on this issue, we believe that a decision of this 
importance should not be made in undue haste. The changes that will take place in the Mid
Crissy area as a result of the Presidio Parkway project cannot be fully understood at this time, 
other than that the changes will be profound. Because of this, we believe that the prudent 
course for the Board to take is to pause the competition for a future use of the Commissary site 
and let the dust settle before making a decision that has such enormous and irrevocable 


implications for the incomparable landscape of Crissy Field and it's long awaited reconnection to 


the Main Post. 


Without reference to one or another of the supplemental proposals, we feel it is important to 
reiterate the concern we have stated before that any new use that ultimately occurs in this 
critically important site be connected in some way to the themes and stories of the Presidio. 
These stories are more than sufficient to establish some programs of national and international 
distinction. Crissy Field has already become the most popular portion of the Presidio and we 
believe it would be a grievous error to select an institution with a program that does not draw on 


Crissy's unique setting by including these Presidio and park themes. 


Finally, we want to repeat our suggestion that the Trust Board reject any proposal that does not 
adhere in every way to the Mid Crissy Design Guidelines, which are derived from the PTMP. 
These guidelines resulted from the excellent work of Presidio Trust staff, and were put in place 
to assure that no new development disrupt the important cultural landscape of Crissy Field. 
These guidelines are a public commitment and deserve to guide your decision. 


We are pleased to be a close partner of the Presidio Trust in management of this spectacular 
former Army post as a national park area. Any former officer or enlisted man or woman who 
ever served at the Presidio would be pleased and proud of the changes and improvements in 







the post since the Army marched out in 1994. The decision you face is a defining moment for 
the Presidio and the Presidio Trust. We hope our perspective is helpful to you in reaching your 
decision. 


Sincerely, 


Frank Dean 
General Superintendent 
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00TOHETT, PITRE & McCARTHY, LLP 
SAN FRANCISCO AIRPORT OFFICE CENTER 


LOS ANGELES 840 MALCOLM ROAD NEW YORK 


SACRAMENTO BURLINGAME, CALIFORNIA 94010 WASHINGTON, DC 


TELEPHONE (650) 697-6000 


FAX (650) 697-0577 


February 10, 2015 


Via Certifjed Mail 
and Fax (415) 561-5308 
FOIA Officer SENT PURSUANT TO 
Presidio Trust 5 u.s.c. § 552 
P.O. Box 29052 
San Francisco, CA 94129-0052 


Re: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST FOR 
DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE REJECTION OF 
PROPOSALS TO BUILD A MUSUEM AT CRISSY 
FIELDS 


Dear Sir or Madam: 


In 2014, the Presidio Trust Board rejected all proposals to build a museum at 
the former commissary site at Crissy Fields on the grounds of the Presidio. 
Specifically, the Board rejected the proposal of George Lucas and he has now 
decided to build his museum in Chicago. The City and County of San Francisco 
has lost significant sums of money each year in revenue for the Presidio and the 
prestige of being associated with suc];l a well-respected and innovative local 
resident. 


Through the various citizens listed below, this letter is sent on behalf of Sam 
Altman, Michael Birch, Xochi Birch, Zack Bogue, Frank Caufield Sr., Steve Chen, 
Ron Conway, John Donahoe, Peter Fenton, Paul Graham, MC Hammer, Kevin· 
Hartz, Julia Hartz, Reid Hoffman, Chad Hurley, Laurene Powell Jobs, John 
Lasseter, Max Levchin, Marissa Mayer, Jennifer Montana, Joe Montana, Sean 
Parker, Hosain Rahman, David Sacks, Jacquelline Sacks, Ram Shriram, Ben 
Silbermann and Biz Stone who are making a request, pursuant to the Federal 
Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552 ("FOIA"), for documents that will shed 
light of the Board's actions. We request the following documents: 
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1. All documents that the Presidio Trust Board considered in rejecting 
all proposals to build a museum at the former commissary site at Crissy Field. 
This request includes the proposals that were originally made to build the museum 
and the three finalists, George Lucas, the Golden Gate National Parks 
Conservancy, and Chora Group. 1 George Lucas, the Golden Gate National Parks 
Conservancy, and Chora Group are hereafter refe1Ted to as "the finalists." 


2. All communications between the Presidio Trust, including its Board 
and employees, and the finalists regarding their proposal to build a museum at the 
former commissary site at Crissy Field. 


3. All communications between the Presidio Trust and any third party 
regarding the finalists' proposals. 


4. All communications between the Presidio Trust Board and the 
Trust's employees regarding the finalists' proposals. 


5. All internal reports prepared by Presidio Trust employees presented 
to the Presidio Trust Board or any subcommittee of the Board relating to the 
finalists' proposals to build a museum at the former commissary site at Crissy 
Field. 


6. All communications sent to the Presidio Trust from any person or 
entity either supporting or criticizing any finalists' bid to build a museum at the 
former commissary site at Crissy Field. 


7. All documents that the Presidio T1ust Board considered in making its 
decision to name George Lucas as a finalist. 


8. All documents that support Nancy Hellman Bechtle's statement, 
referring to Mr. Lucas, in Matier & Ross' s column in the San Francisco Chronicle 
ofFebruary 6, 2014: "we really want him to stay in the Presidio." 


We understand that the bidders who did not make it to .the final round are: 
Antenna Inte1national; Color Foundation; The GO Team; JCC&A; Mark Kitchell, 
KV & Associates; The Living New Deal; Mycotoo; Larry O'Reilly Associates; 
Organic Architect; Presidio Historical Society; and Transmedia SF. 


1 
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9~ All documents that suppo1i the Presidio Trust Board's conclusion that 
a location west of the old Letterman Hospital building rather than Crissy Fields 
would be a better location for a museum. This request includes any feasibility or 
traffic studies perfo1med by the Trust or studies in its possession. 


10. All documents demonstrating when the Presidio Trust Board first 
considered the location west of the old Letterman Hospital building as a potential 
site for a museum. 


11. A copy of any other FOIA request seeking the information which is 
being sought in this request or requests information about the Presidio Trust 
Board's consideration of proposals for a museum at the Presidio. 


The Trust publically proclaims that its "policy is to disclose its records to the 
public to the greatest extent possible consistent with the purposes of the Trust Act 
and FOIA." The Trust represents: "Even if information may be withheld under 
the FOIA, the Trust may still disclose it as a matter of administrative discretion if 
disclosure is not prohibited by any law and would not cause any foreseeable 
harm." We hope that the Trust will produce these requested documents fully and 
without delay. We realize that the Trust generally considers deliberative, pre
decisional documents generally protected by an exemption, but we do not believe 
that any of these requests fall under that exemption. Even if the Presidio Trust 
holds a different view, we do not believe that the exemption would apply in this 
case. The press has reported that Craig Middleton and at least four Board members 
met with Mr. Lucas to discuss the rejection of his proposal and there have been 
numerous statements made to the press by the Trust about the process. Therefore, 
any exemption which might have existed has been waived. There is no harm that 
can be caused by the disclosure of these documents. 


The citizens listed below are not the not members of the media or 
educational institutions, and are not making a request for a commercial interest, but 
rather they are concerned citizens who have the right to obtain information· from 
public officials. We are ready to pay any reasonable copying charges. If the 
copying charges for the request will exceed $500.00, however, please notify me 
before making the copies and provide me with an estimate of the total charges. 
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Ifyou have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact attorney Nancy 
Fineman or me. We look forward to your prompt response and to obtain 
documents regarding this issue of great public c 


Sam Altman Hammer Jennifer Montana 
Michael Birch evin Hartz Joe Montana 
Xochi Birch Julia Hartz Sean Parker 
Zack Bogue Reid Hoffman Hosain Rahman 
Frank Caufield Sr. Chad Hurley David Sacks 
Steve Chen Laurene Powell Jobs Jacquelline Sacks 
Ron Conway John Lasseter Ram Shriram 
John Donahoe Max Levchin Ben Silbermann 
Peter Fenton Marissa Mayer Biz Stone 
Paul Graham 


cc: Nancy L. Fineman 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY REPORT
 


Case Title 
Collusion and Misconduct by Presidio Trust 
Employees 
Reporting Office 
Sacramento Office 


Case Number 
OI-CA-16-0131-I 


Report Date 
March 7, 2016 


Report Subject 
Interview of Angelo Garcia 


On March 3, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agents Lori Choquette and Tim Larson 
interviewed Angelo Garcia, President of Lucas Real Estate Holdings, regarding allegations of collusion 
and misconduct by Presidio Trust (Trust) employees during the proposal evaluation process for the 
construction of a cultural institution on Presidio property (Mid-Crissy project). The following is a 
summary of the information Garcia provided during the interview, which was recorded with his 
consent. 


As president of Lucas Real Estate Holdings, Garcia managed all assets owned by George Lucas, 
including direct and indirect property—such as vineyards and cattle—connected to his real estate. 
Garcia developed the Letterman Digital Arts Center (LDAC), which Lucas submitted to the Trust 
during its first completed land lease project. Lucas placed $3 million in escrow at the inception of the 
LDAC project, which was earmarked to build a museum in the Presidio; Lucas withdrew the funds, 
however, when the escrow account’s time limit passed.  


Garcia served as the “front person” for Lucas’ proposal for the Mid-Crissy project. He commented that 
Lucas had been “playing around” with the idea of building a museum in the Presidio for some time. 
Since the Mid-Crissy site was slated for an educational/museum project, Lucas approached the Trust 
with his museum idea, which the Trust received positively. Lucas kept waiting for the board to proceed 
with the project, but it delayed the solicitation process for 1.5 years. The board told Lucas from the 
beginning that the project would be selected through a competitive process.  Lucas and Garcia felt 
comfortable with that familiar process because they had already navigated it during the LDAC project; 
they were not aware, however, that it would take the Trust so long to start the competitive process. 
Garcia stated that board members Paula Collins and Alex Mehran catalyzed the Trust to move forward 
with the project when they came onto the board. Garcia called Mehran a “champion” of moving the 
process forward, but added that it was almost completely restarted 24 months after Lucas presented the 
initial proposal to the Trust. 


Garcia knew about the Trust’s Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines (Guidelines) and received a copy of 
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them. He believed those guidelines were established before Lucas initially presented the museum idea.  
Garcia claimed that Lucas was excited to potentially build on the Mid-Crissy site because he said it 
was not a national historic site; he agreed, however, that there was a historic review process for the 
site. 


Agent’s Note: Because Lucas first proposed his museum to the Trust in 2010 and the Guidelines were 
not established by the Trust until December 2011, Garcia is most likely confusing the Presidio Trust 
Management Plan with the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines. 


Lucas’ first presentation of his proposed museum was “purely a concept” with no drawings because he 
originally wanted to hold an international competition for the design; the second presentation to the 
board included drawings or renderings. The Trust told Lucas’ team that it needed to design the 
building in an architectural style that would fit with the Presidio; Garcia stated that the Trust did not 
want to go through the same process as it had with the modern design of the failed Fisher project. 
Garcia said that it had been a mistake to reveal Lucas’ vision for the museum to the Trust so far “ahead 
of the game.” They immediately felt hostility from the Trust staff and the board Chairwoman Nancy 
Bechtle regarding the design. 


Garcia emphasized that the Trust always communicated professionally with Lucas’ team, but clarified 
that its comments to others, which Lucas’ team heard secondhand, caused a problem. Garcia met with 
Craig Middleton, Trust Executive Director at that time, and told him to stop his staff from telling 
others that Lucas would never build his museum at the Mid-Crissy site. Trust staff never directly made 
that comment to the team, but Trust Project Manager Tia Lombardi told museum directors at a 
conference that the Trust did not want Lucas’ project. One of the attending museum directors relayed 
Lombardi’s comment to Garcia during his interview for the museum director position at Lucas’ 
proposed museum. 


Garcia admitted there was “no doubt” that the Lucas team tried to exceed the building height limit. He 
disputed, however, the Trust’s renderings of how the Lucas museum would impact the view of the 
Golden Gate Bridge; the Trust’s renderings were completely different than Lucas’. Garcia said the 
renderings were 10 feet higher and taken from a different angle so the Trust could say that the building 
would cover the view of the bridge. When asked whether the Lucas team’s renderings were submitted 
by the Trust’s deadline, Garcia acknowledged that they probably had been submitted late because the 
team already knew that the Trust did not want their project there. 


Garcia stated that the Trust did and said things behind the scenes to thwart Lucas’ project. For 
example, the board changed the size of the “bean,” an area of the Mid-Crissy site that contained sacred 
remains. When the team wanted to move the building, the board’s new “bean” footprint prevented it 
from doing so. During a cocktail party, a guest overheard and later told Lucas that Bechtle said: “I am 
going to teach George that he does not control anything at the Presidio and that I am going to get my 
way.” Garcia commented that one theory regarding the comment was an “old money versus new 
money” rivalry; he added that things Lucas said publicly may have caused Bechtle’s comment. Trust 
staff members told several people, one of whom was a particularly close friend of Lucas, that they did 
not want Lucas’ project in the Presidio. Lucas later commented to the New York Times that the Trust 
did not want him there. 


Garcia stated that the team gave its best effort during the last 6 months of the process because they 
were determined to build Lucas’ museum in San Francisco. There was no other acceptable site 
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available in the city; the Mid-Crissy site was the last resort for Lucas. He said that the board wanted 
Lucas’ project, but with certain conditions: “We were not willing to allow the committee of the board 
to design the project.” Garcia knew the board did not like the building, and commented that “they 
wanted to control George.” He acknowledged that the building had been a reactive proposal because 
the Trust rejected Lucas’ idea of holding a competition for the design. The team hired an architectural 
firm that incorporated elements from buildings at the Presidio, the Palace of Fine Arts, and Fort Scott 
to ensure that the architecture fit the site. Regardless, the board claimed that the architecture did not fit 
in. Garcia stated that the building may not have been what the board wanted, but that it did fit the area. 
Lucas hired a second architect to meet with the board and design another building. The Trust told the 
architect how to design the building and the firm returned to the team with a building designed to Trust 
Chief of Planning, Projects, and Programs Michael Boland’s specifications. Garcia felt that the Trust 
wanted Lucas to pay for a museum that they designed, but Lucas was not willing to pay $300 million 
for what Boland wanted. Lucas wanted to build something of which he would be proud. 


After the board selected the three finalists, Garcia said that Trust staff and board members met with the 
Lucas team once or twice to discuss what they wanted the team to, in his words, “radically change.” 
The Lucas team’s experience building the 1 million square feet of buildings that comprised the LDAC 
made it the only proponent with experience building a project in the Presidio, but the Trust still wanted 
to radically change the look of the proposed museum and Lucas would not do it. Garcia stated that the 
request for proposal had not required financial viability, but that the Trust anticipated using Lucas’ 
financial assets because he was the only finalist with the capital to make his proposal a reality. Lucas 
told the board that he felt they had treated him unfairly, but the board provided “no real response” at 
the time. 


The Trust board offered Lucas the Mid-Crissy site if he changed the design of the building and met 
other criteria; they also offered another site in the Presidio where Lucas could “do whatever he 
wanted.” Garcia created renderings for the alternate site, but it was not what Lucas was looking for at 
the time. He admitted that they did not spend as much time working on the design for the alternate site 
as they could have, but he felt that if the board honestly wanted Lucas at the alternate site, they would 
have offered it months before instead of at the last minute.  


Lucas wanted a waterfront site for his museum and was still fighting to build his museum on lakefront 
property in Chicago because they refused to move their museum into a residential or commercial area.  
Garcia stated that siting the museum in a desirable site was the Lucas team’s problem, but the unfair 
process the board “dragged them through” belonged solely to the Trust. Although the Trust would not 
allow Lucas to hold a competition for the modern design of building, Garcia claimed that the other two 
finalists had very modern buildings in their proposals. He said that the other two proposals complied 
with the building height limits, but they did not meet the location specifications provided to the Lucas 
team—the Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy (Conservancy) proposal sat on top of the “bean.” 
Garcia commented that the Conservancy project was the board’s favorite because the proposed 
building was what Boland wanted. 


Garcia and Lucas were aware of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, but were not 
involved with it. Garcia knew the people who requested the FOIA and said that they were upset 
because they wanted the museum to be built in San Francisco “really bad” and they felt there had been 
foul play in the process. The Lucas team held discussions with the Mayor Ed Lee, Senator Feinstein, 
and Congresswoman Pelosi to determine whether another appropriate site was available in San 
Francisco. The best the city could offer was the Palace of Fine Arts site, which Garcia stated would be 
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a financial “nightmare” to restructure.  


Garcia stated that “it was water under the bridge” and that as the biggest investor in the Presidio, over 
half a billion dollars, he did not want to deal with a hostile landlord. He said it was “very sacred” to 
have a great relationship with the Trust and that he has tried to create a new relationship with the 
current board. He added that he would consider future opportunities to expand LDAC, but that he did 
not think he would attempt to build new construction in the Presidio in the future. 


Lucas wanted a relationship with the Trust that worked for both sides; he was a good tenant who kept 
the 23 acres of LDAC landscape pristine. Lucas knew of Garcia’s meeting with the OIG, but had no 
comments to add. Garcia said that Lucas was still frustrated but has moved on. He reiterated that the 
team felt mistreated, that the request for proposal process was unfair, and that the Trust provided 
information to other proponents that differed from what it told them. 


Garcia said that Trust staff commented all the time that “George was acting like a spoiled brat because 
he thought he had it in the bag.” Lucas felt that the only way to keep his proposal “in the game” was to 
convince the San Francisco and greater California communities that he was the “right candidate.” He 
went to the city, the board of education, the mayor, and senators to convince them that the project was 
“the best, perfect thing” for San Francisco, thinking that the board would then agree. Garcia noted that 
it probably had been the wrong decision to create pressure from outside the process to try to change the 
board’s mind and commented that “it didn’t work.” 


Garcia mentioned John King’s March 1, 2016 article in the San Francisco Chronicle in which former 
board Chairwoman Bechtle claimed to have “saved the world” while trying to convince others that she 
was not the one who “ran George out of town.” 
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Case Title 
Collusion and Misconduct by Presidio Trust 
Employees 
Reporting Office 
Sacramento Office 


Case Number 
OI-CA-16-0131-I 


Report Date 
February 5, 2016 


Report Subject 
Phone Conversation with Craig Middleton 


On February 5, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agent Lori Choquette spoke via 
telephone with Craig Middleton, former Executive Director for the Presidio Trust (Trust) in San 
Francisco, CA, regarding allegations that the Trust board held unofficial meetings that were not 
documented and hired museum advisor Brent Glass without a proper contract. The following is a 
summary of the information Middleton provided during the phone conversation, which was not 
recorded. 


Middleton stated that the board discussed the 16 concept proposals it received in response to the 
request for concept proposals (RFCP) for the Mid-Crissy project and decided to interview 5 
proponents. After the last proponent interview concluded, the board members discussed the proposals 
and eliminated two of them based on their lack of preparation and fiscal viability; they knew that the 
finalists would have to expend substantial resources to prepare formal proposals. No minutes were 
taken during the interviews or subsequent discussion because it had not been a formal board meeting. 


Middleton stated that the board members sometimes participated in informal phone or email 
communications about Trust business without taking notes or minutes. Such interactions occurred 
between less than a quorum of board members; if all board members met, the gathering was considered 
a meeting and minutes generally were taken. He said it was possible that the board had met without 
taking minutes, but he could not recall such an instance. 


Middleton said that Glass submitted a proposal to the Trust offering his advisory services to help 
manage the Mid-Crissy project evaluations and to interpret the history of the Presidio. He believed the 
proposal served as a statement of work for Glass’ contracted services, which were secured through a 
purchase order and subsequent modifications thereto. Based on his unique qualifications, Glass was the 
only candidate considered for the position, which was not competitively advertised. Middleton did not 
recall if the Trust had prepared a sole-source justification for Glass’ advisory services. 
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CULTURAL INSTITUTION 








OPPORTUNITY 



The Presidio Trust (Trust) is seeking an experienced organization or a consortium of organizations to 
establish a cultural institution of note on the site of the former Commissary in the Crissy Field District 
of the Presidio of San Francisco. 


The: Trust has idr:nti fi0d the following six goals for this opportunity. Th0se goals were developed in 
recognition of the site's prominence and its natural and cultural setting, and they support the Trust's 
larger goal of providing the public with cultural and educational experiences of exceptional and 
enduring quality. The Trust is open to forming partnerships with interested parties and is interested in 
exploring ideas about the different ways that the facility could be operated and governed. 


1. 	 Enhance visitors' experience of the Presidio. 


2. 	 Provide programmatic offerings that are fresh and vital, that connect to broader themes, and 
that stimulate imagination and creativity. Offer cross-disciplinary programming that can be 
effective in advancing knowledge that has broad and lasting relevance. 


3. 	 Be compatible with the magnificent natural and cultural setting along Crissy Field and San 
Francisco Bay and responsive to the Trust's Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines and LEED 
requirements. 


4. 	 Complement current uses and activity in the Presidio, and integrate well with plans for Crissy 
Field and the Main Post. 


5. 	 Welcome a broad cross-section of Lhc communily in a manner Lhal rcflccls and reaffirms Lhc 
public nature of the Presidio. Be transparent and active in engaging the community. 


6. 	 Be economicaUy viable. 


EVALUATION PROCESS 


Schedule 


This RFCP initiates a two-step process. Concept proposals are due March 1, and will be reviewed 
within 30 days. The Trust may select several respondents, a single respondent, or may decide not to 
proceed with any of the proposals. 
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In the event that respondents to this RFCP are selected for further participation, they will be invited to 
submit fully-formed proposals in April. At that time, the Trust will request a detailed program proposal, 
architectural designs, a funding strategy, and an operations plan. The Trust's intent in undertaking a 
two-step process is to open the opportunity as widely as possible in order to benefit from the creativity 
a11d insight of respondents and the public. The Trnst expects to make a final decision in September 
2013. 


Transparency 


The former Commissary site is both spectacular and beloved by the public. The Trust will make the 
selection process , design consultation, and eventual programming as transparent as possible. Concept 
proposals will be posted on the Trust website along with project-related documents. The Trust will also 
respond to questions via FAQs that will be updated on the website. As part of the process, the Trust 
will require proponents selected for the second round to present their concepts to the public early in 


the spring. Proponents will also present their refined proposals before the end of the selection process. 


BACKGROUND 
Presidio of San Francisco 


The Presidio of San Francisco, founded in 1776 by Spain, is the birthplace of San Francisco. It was a 
U.S. Army post from 1846 to 1994, and was designated a National Historic Landmark District in 1962. 
Today, it is the gateway to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the largest urban national park 
in the country. The Presidio's 1,490 acres include 469 historic buildings, a 300-acre historic forest, 
diverse landscapes and natural areas, important archaeological sites, 24 miles of trails , scenic overlooks, 
and other recreational facilities. It is home to 280 native plant species and more than 200 species of 
birds and other wildlife. Approximately thirty-five hundred people work in the Presidio for businesses, 
non-profit and cultural organizations, and government agencies; another three thousand live in the 
Presidio. Four million people visit annually. 
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Crissy Field was the birthplace of West Coast Aviation. 
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Presidio Trust 


The Presidio Trust was established by the United 
States Congress in 1996 by the Presidio Trust Act 
(P.L. 104-333) to save an historic American place 
ancl transform it to fulfill a new national purpose. 
The Presidio's transformation into a national park 
site is one of the most interesting and remarkable 
base realignments in the country - one that is 
bringing together funding and expertise from 
government, the private and non-profit sectors, 
and the philanthropic community. 


The Trust has jurisdiction over the interior 
portions of the Presidio, or Area B. The National 
Park Service oversees the Presidio's coastal areas, 
or Area A. The former Commissary site is wholly 
within Area B. 


SITE DESCRIPTION 
The Presidio's Crissy Field district extends from 
the Marina Gate at Mason and Bay Streets to 
Fort Point and the Golden Gate Bridge. The 
Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines, which can 
be found on the Trust website, www.presidio. 
gov, address the area of Crissy Field east of 
Building 640 and west of Halleck, north of Doyle 
Drive and south of the Crissy Marsh and Mason 
Street. The Guidelines are intended to steer 
the redevelopment of the area in a manner that 
enhances the whole of Crissy Field, that takes 
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The Presidio Trust oversees the interior 1100 acres of the Presidio, or Area 8. The National Park Service oversees the 300 coastal acres, 
or Area A 
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advantage of new connections to the 
Main Post, that protects the area's diverse 
resources, and that respects the character of 
the Presidio's National Historic Landmark 
District. The Guidelines apply to all projects 
in the Mid-Crissy area including building 
design as well as parking, circulation, and 
landscape upgrades. The Trust will use the 
Guidelines to evaluate project proposals. 


The former Commissary (Buildings 610/653), 
a one-story structure of approximately 93,000 
square feet, was built in 1989. The site is at 
the center of multiple efforts to transform the 
historic army post for public use: Crissy Field 
district itself, the Main Post to the south, and 
Tennessee Hollow Watershed to the east. 
Transecting all of these park-making efforts is 
construction of the Presidio Parkway, which 
replaces the 1937 Doyle Drive. 


Sports Basement, a popular retailer and 
fitness program provider, currently leases 
the building, and the Presidio Parkway 
construction is adjacent to the site. The 
Trust is working with Sports Basement to 
relocate its operation within the Presidio. 
The completion of the Presidio Parkway 
is scheduled for the end of 2016. Updated 
construction information can be found at 
www.presidioparkway.org 


2004 aerial CJ Former Commissary Site 


The Commissary was built by the U.S. Army in 1989. The 93,000 square foot building occupies one of the most prominent and beautiful 
locations in the Presidio. 
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Crissy Field 


Crissy Field is a largely open site facing the San 
Francisco Bay and the Golden Gate Bridge. 
Extensive improvements to Crissy Field have 
been undertaken by the Golden Gate National 
Parks Conservancy, the National Park Service, 
and the Presidio Trust with generous support 
from the community. Sensitivity to the area will 
be a key factor in evaluating proposals. 


The Crissy Marsh, the historic Crissy Airfield, 
and the Promenade have made the Presidio's bay 
front one of the region's premier recreational 
destinations. Building 603, to the east of the 
former Commissary, was rehabilitated to house 
the Crissy Field Center, a youth program center 
that is operated through a partnership of the 
Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy, the 
National Park Service, and the Presidio Trust. 


The Trust has overseen rehabilitation of the 
historic hangar buildings along West Crissy, 
which house indoor recreation facilities such as a 
climbing gym, trampoline gym, and a children's 
swimming school. 


East Beach features picnic areas, a cafe, and 
beach access. It is also the temporary home for 
the Crissy Field Center, which will move back to 
Building 603 after the completion of the Presidio 
Parkway. 


Main Post 


The Main Post is on the bluff south of the 
former Commissary. The Trust is revitalizing 
the Main Post as the heart of the Presidio. The 
Main Parade, which was a seven-acre parking 
lot at the center of the Main Post, has recently 
been transformed into an open green. The 
Presidio's first public lodging, Inn at the Presidio, 
opened in April 2012; additional lodging is 
contemplated in the Main Post. By the end of 
2013, the Officers' Club, one of San Francisco's 
oldest buildings, will reopen after a complete 
rehabilitation and will house a Heritage Center, 
cafe, and venues for special events. A state-of
the-art archaeology lab and education center 
occupy the buildings behind the Officers' Club. 


Tennessee Hollow Watershed 


The Trust is restoring the Tennessee Hollow 
Watershed, which runs through the eastern third 
of the Presidio into the Crissy Marsh. Creeks 
and wildlife habitat are being restored, new 
trails traverse the watershed, and facilities at El 
Polin Spring provide stewardship and outdoor 
education opportunities. 


Doyle Drive I Presidio Parkway 


Doyle Drive, the east-west roadway that was 
built in 1937 to connect San Francisco to the 
Golden Gate Bridge, is being replaced with the 


Presidio Parkway. The project is scheduled to 
be completed by the end of 2016. The Parkway 
will feature cut-and-cover tunnels that reconnect 
Crissy Field to the interior of the Presidio by 
way of the new tunnel-top bluffs. The principal 
bluff, the "Main Post Bluff," will form a striking 
backdrop to the site, and the former Commissary 
will be the primary point of intersection between 
Crissy Field and the Main Post. 


More information about the Presidio Parkway 
can be found at www.presidioparkway.org. 


Great Egret in Crissy Marsh 
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The 1937 elevated Doyle Drive is being replaced with the Presidio Parkway which will reconnect Crissy Field to the Presidio 's Main Post. The former Commissary is to the left. 
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Crissy Field evolved through the decades of intensive military use. The marsh was filled following the 1906 Earthquake and the area was used for the 1915 Panama Pacific International Exposition, attractions included a 
racetrack Before the Golden Gate Bridge was built in 7937, the area was a major airfield. Crissy Field was named for Major Dana Crissy, who died in October 1979 during one of the firsttranscontinental test flights 







Crissy Field was apublic recreational destination even whsn it was amilitarypost. Today, it is the Presidio's front yard. The marsh was restored in 2001; the social life of Crissy Field blends with 
its natural beauty. 
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PROJECT GOALS 
All proposals to develop the former Commissary 
site will be evaluated based on a demonstrated 
commitment to the six project goals . 


1. Enhance visitors' experience of the 
Presidio. 


As a national park site within the Golden Gate 
National Recreational Area and a National 
Historic Landmark District, the Presidio holds 
two of the nation's most important designations. 
Both the architecture and program proposed 
for a cultural institution in such a prominent 
location at the Presidio will be held to the 
highest standard. The Trust seeks a program that 
is at once a resource for the community and a 
national and international draw. 


2. Provide programmatic offerings that are 
fresh and vital, that connect to broader 
themes, and that stimulate imagination 
and creativity. Offer cross-disciplinary 
programming that can be effective in 
advancing knowledge that has broad and 
lasting relevance. 


Increasingly, museums of all kinds are looking 
to bring the arts, sciences, and history together 
to create a richer understanding of our world, of 
our culture and heritage, and to shape the future. 
It is hoped that the cultural institution will 
participate in cross-disciplinary programming 


and contribute to advancing knowledge that has 
broad and lasting relevance. 


The cultural institution must provide dynamic 
programming and changing exhibitions to 
engage repeat visitors. However the program 
is developed and whatever its ultimate focus, it 
must present multiple ways for visitors to engage 
with exhibitions, programs, and the site. 


The San Francisco Bay Area has become an 
international center for research and enterprise 
focused on advancing technology and science; its 
cultural and educational environment includes 
more than 85 museums and major universities. 
This extensive network of intellectual resources 
creates opportunities for partnerships and 
innovative programming; it also sets the highest 
standards for research, exhibition, and program 
offerings. 


3. Be compatible with the magnificent 
natural and cultural setting along Crissy 
Field and San Francisco Bay and responsive 
to the Trust's Mid-Crissy Area Design 
Guidelines and LEED requirements. 


Reuse of the former Commissary site would 
be implemented under the 2002 Presidio Trust 
Management Plan (PTMP) and its accompanying 
Programmatic Agreement (PA), which identify 
a public process for review under the National 
Environmental Policy Act and the National 
Historic Preservation Act. The process entails 


public engagement and input as well as 
consultation with the signatories and concurring 
parties to the PA. 


Consistent with the provisions of the PTMP and 
its PA, the Trust developed design guidelines for 
the Mid-Crissy Area, which includes the former 
Commissary site. After public engagement 
and consultation under the 2002 PA, the Trust 
finalized the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines 
in December 2011. The Guidelines are 
consistent with the planning guidelines for the 
Crissy Field district presented in the 2002 PTMP 
and delineate most of the major design elements. 
The chief objective of the Guidelines is to 
preserve and enhance views and be sympathetic 
with the dramatic natural and historic setting of 
Crissy Field. Further architectural consultation 
will be required once the final project has been 
selected. 


Adherence to the PTMP and Mid-Crissy 
Area Design Guidelines will allow for the 
most straightforward redevelopment process; 
departure from the Guidelines would likely 
add complexity and time. In the PTMP the 
Trust identifies reuse of the existing building 
as preferable. Should new construction prove 
desirable to better accomplish the Trust's goals, 
the Trust will work with proponents, the public, 
as well as signatories and concurring parties to 
the PA to review new construction, evaluate its 
impacts, and insure a successful project. 
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The Trust requires a LEED Gold rating, at a 
minimum, for this project, which provides an 
opportunity to utilize up-to-date technologies 
and to incorporate practices that directly 
promote the health of the Crissy Marsh and the 
San Francisco Bay. 


4. Complement current uses and activity in 
the Presidio, and integrate well with plans 
for Crissy Field and the adjacent Main Post. 


The Trust collaborates with many entities 
to deliver programs and events. In addition, 
Presidio partners such as the Golden Gate 
National Parks Conservancy and the National 
Park Service, the Golden Gate Bridge District 
and Presidio tenants, including the Walt Disney 
Family Museum, Futures Without Violence, 
the Y, the Thoreau Center, and others, provide 
programs and exhibitions for the public. 
Through coordination and collaboration with 
these agencies and organizations, the cultural 
institution should enrich the experience of the 
park. 


5. Welcome a broad cross-section of the 
community in a manner that reflects and 
reaffirms the public nature of the Presidio. 
Be transparent and active in engaging the 
community. 


The Presidio Trust's goal is to welcome the 
public and make the Presidio accessible to all. 
Outreach to underserved communities is an 
essential component of the Presidio's role as an 
urban national park site. The facility should have 
a welcoming, public character; its programs as 
well as marketing strategies should be designed 
to engage a diverse audience. The Presidio 
Trust will look for inclusive outreach and pricing 
strategies when evaluating project concepts. 


6. Be economically viable. 


The proposed concept must result in a program 
that is economically viable. The Trust is open to 
exploring partnership arrangements to develop 
and operate the facility, but at this time does 
not assume that it would directly subsidize the 
facility's operations. 


Charged by Congress to become financially 
independent of annual federal appropriations, 
the Trust generates revenues by leasing the 
park's buildings. All revenues are used to fund 
park operations, resource protection, public 
programs, and park enhancement projects. 
In balancing the diverse goals of different 
undertakings against this financial mission, the 
Trust looks to its tenants and partners to sustain 
their programs and also contribute to sustaining 
the Presidio. 


Alcatraz 
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SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS 

Schedule 


Request for Concept Proposals (RFCP) available 
November 15, 2012. 


Responses to the RFCP are due by 5:00 pm, 
March 1, 2013. 


Respondents must submit five (5) copies 
including a redacted or "public copy" that 
complies with the requirements of the Freedom 
of Information Act. (See Appendix 1, "Use 
and Disclosure") In addition, submitters must 
provide a PDF of the "public copy" of the 
concept proposal to be posted on the Trust 
website. All submittals become the property of 
the Trust. 


The Trust will conclude its initial review of 
concept proposals by April 1, 2013 and intends 
to issue an RFP inviting submittals of fully
formed proposals. 


Deliver proposal to: 
The Presidio Trust 
Attn: Tia Lombardi 
Director of Cultural Affairs 
103 Montgomery Street 
P.O. Box 29052 
San Francisco, CA 94129-0052 


Questions 
commissary@presidiotrust.gov 


Submittal Contents 


The submittal requirements are: 
1. Transmittal letter including 


a. Name of organization, or name and 
relationship of the organizations 
included in a consortium, if applicable 


b. Description of leadership structure 


c. Legal structure and date established, 
if applicable 


d. Name, title, address, phone number 
and email of individual(s) authorized to 
negotiate on behalf of submitting 
organization(s) 


2. Concept Proposal 
The Trust is looking for thoughtful responses that 
address the Project Goals and respond to the five 
Tasks listed below. Concept proposals should not 
exceed 20 pages, excluding attachments. 


TASK 1 Create a scenario for the best use of 
the former Commissary Building and site, and 
provide the Trust with your own evaluation 
ofhow your proposal meets the project goals. 
Include a concept for exhibition and education 
programs. 


The following are activities that have been 
contemplated for the site. These suggestions 
should not be considered as requirements - they 
are neither exclusive nor exhaustive - and should 
not constrain responses. 


1. 	 Exhibition spaces for permanent and 
changing exhibitions 


2. 	 Indoor and outdoor activities 


3. 	 Educational programs and activities 


4. 	 Access to Crissy Field, the San 
Francisco shoreline, and Presidio trails 


5. 	 Ancillary high-quality food service 


6. 	 Theater and penormance space 


7. 	 Large, visible green areas 


8. 	 Sculpture and art 


TASK 2 Propose a conceptual plan to repurpose 
the former Commissary site in a manner 
that responds to the Mid-Crissy Area Design 
Guidelines. 


Vignettes are welcome, but renderings and 
architectural plans will not be accepted at this 
stage of the process. Rather, please provide a 
narrative that describes the design and layout 
you envision and explain how the building will 
respond to the Design Guidelines. 


TASK 3 Describe a funding strategy both 
for achieving the initial capital costs and for 
.financing vngving vperativns. 


Identify potential revenue sources, such as retail, 
restaurant, and rental activities. 
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TASK 4 Describe how you envision that the 
facility could be best operated and governed and 
suggest what role the Trust might play. 


Describe also how partnerships with existing 
Presidio tenants, the National Park Service, the 
Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy, and 
educational, cultural, research, and business 
entities would enrich the program. 


TASK 5 Tell us what you think are the most 
important elements for success. 


General Information 


The Presidio Trust reserves the right to reject 
any and all responses and to waive technicalities 
as deemed to be in the best interest of the Trust. 
The Trust reserves the right to request additional 
information from a respondent(s) as deemed 
necessary to analyze responses. 


In the event it becomes necessary to revise 
any part of this solicitation, addenda shall be 
created and emailed to registered entities that 
have provided an accurate email address. The 
Presidio Trust is not liable for any cost incurred 
by the submitter prior to signing a contract. The 
contents of this submittal may be included in 
contractual obligations if a contract ensues from 
this process. 


Available Information 


Additional information and studies that are 
pertinent to this opportunity can be found on 
the Trust's website www.presidio.gov or in the 
Trust Library at 103 Montgomery Street. This 
information includes: 


1. 	 Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines 


2. 	 The Presidio Trust Management Plan 


3. 	 The Crissy Marsh Study 


4. 	 The Main Post Update 


5. 	 The Quartermaster Reach 
Environmental Assessment 


6. 	 The National Park Service's 1994 
General Management Plan Amendment 
for Area A ofthe Presidio of San 
Francisco (available in the Trust 
Library) 


Insurance Requirements 


Commercial General Liability, Business 
Automobile Liability, Workers' Compensation, 
and Professional Liability Insurance are 
required from entities that enter into a contract 
with the Presidio Trust. This information is 
being provided for informational purposes 
only. Insurance coverage and limits will be 
determined and an actual insurance requirement 
prepared based on the proposed project and 
operations. 


View East - Commissary in the background 


Photos courtesy of Robert IN. Bowen Family, Ca/trans District 
4 Photography, GGNRA Park Archives, Jay Graham. Brian 
Pobuda, San Francisco Chronicle, San Francisco Public Library, 
Terry Schmitt, Art Zendarski 
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Appendix 1 - Use and Disclosure 


Your submittal in response to this RFCP may be 
subject to the federal Freedom of Information 
Act ("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. §552. Under the 
FOIA, only certain categories of information 
submitted to and in possession of the federal 
government are exempt from disclosure to the 
public upon request. In your submittal, you 
must properly identify all information that you 
believe is exempt from disclosure under the 
FOIA. Information that is not properly identified 
may be released by the Presidio Trust ("Trust") 
without further review or consultation with you. 
Information that is properly identified may be 
released to a public requester under the FOIA 
only upon a finding by the Trust or by a court 
that it is not, in fact, exempt from disclosure. 


Among the FOIA exemptions that may apply 
to information you submit is one that exempts 
"trade secrets and commercial or financial 
information obtained from a person and 
privileged or confidential." 5 U.S.C. §552(b) 
(4) . Courts have further defined these terms 
in specific situations. You may wish to seek 
legal advice on this and other FOIA issues, 
including other exemptions that may apply to the 
information you submit. 


Ifyour proposal does not contain information 
that you believe is exempt from disclosure under 
the FOIA, you must submit a letter to the Trust 
along with your proposal indicating that nothing 
in the proposal is exempt from disclosure. 


Ifyour submittal contains information that 
you believe is exempt from disclosure under 
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the FOIA, you must mark the cover of each 
document submitted as part of your proposal 
with the following legend: 


The infomwtion specifically identified on pages 
__ ofthis document constitutes information 
which the submitter believes to be exempt 
from disclosure under the federal Freedom of 
Information Act. The submitter requests that this 
information not be disclosed to the public, except 
as may be required by law. 


You must also specifically identify the 
information on each page of the proposal on 
which exempt material appears, and must 
prominently mark each such page as follows : 


CONTAINS INFORMATION THAT IS 
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER 
THE FOIA 


You must also submit to the Trust an additional 
complete copy of your proposal marked 
prominently on the cover as a "REDACTED 
COPY" with the information that you believe is 
exempt from disclosure permanently redacted 
such that this public copy may be posted on the 
Trust website without further review. 


Failure to identify information in your submittal 
and/or failure to redact information from the 
public copy you submit will be treated by the 
Trust as a waiver of your claim to exemption 
from public disclosure under the FOIA for such 
information. 


The Trust shall use the information that you 
identify in your submittal only for the evaluation 


of your submittal. Please note, however, that 
if the Trust enters into a contract with you as a 
result of or in connection with the submittal, the 
Trust shall have the right to use the information 
as provided in the contract. In addition, if the 
same information is obtained from you or from 
another source, it may be used in accordance 
with such restrictions, if any, as may be placed on 
it by that source. 


If a request of the Trust under the FOIA seeks 
access to information in the submittal that 
you have identified as exempt from disclosure 
under the FOIA, the Trust will notify you at 
your current address on file with the Trust in 
accordance with Executive Order 12600, and 
the Trust will provide you with an opportunity, 
on an expedited basis, to submit additional 
evidence and written argument in support of 
your position. If the Trust determines that some 
or all of the information claimed by you to be 
exempt from the FOIA is, in fact, subject to 
disclosure by the Trust under the FOIA, the 
Trust will notify you of this determination before 
the information is released. In order to receive 
notice in such situations, you must ensure that 
the Trust at all times has your current mailing 
address, phone number, facsimile number (if 
any), and electronic mail address (if any) . 


Questions 
The Presidio Trust 
Attn: Steve Carp, FOIA Officer 
103 Montgomery Street, P.O. Box 29052 
San Francisco, CA 94129 
Phone: 415.561.5339 I Fax: 415.561.5308 
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The Presidio Trust 



103 Montgomery Stn.•et, P.O. Box 29052 



415..561.5.300 

www.presidio.gov 



San Francisco, CA 94129-0052 
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL
 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY REPORT
 


Case Title 
Collusion and Misconduct by Presidio Trust 
Employees 
Reporting Office 
Special Emphasis Unit 


Case Number 
OI-CA-16-0131-I 


Report Date 
March 4, 2016 


Report Subject 
Interview of Brent Glass 


On February 8, 2016, U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI), Office of Inspector General (OIG) 
Special Agent Kenneth Colón and Special Agent in Charge Audra Dortch-Scott interviewed Brent 
Glass at his office located at 1921 Sunderland Place NW., Washington, DC, at 9:45AM. Colón and 
Dortch-Scott identified themselves as DOI OIG agents and advised Glass that the purpose of the 
interview was to discuss the proposal evaluation process for the construction of a cultural institution on 
Presidio property (Mid-Crissy project) in San Francisco, CA. Glass consented to be interviewed and 
agreed to have the interview audio recorded. The following is a summary of the information Glass 
provided during his interview. 


On December 2, 2011, Glass was hired by the Presidio Trust (Trust) as a consultant, at the request of 
Trust Executive Director Craig Middleton. Glass was to advise the Trust on developing a cultural 
institution at Crissy Field to enhance the cultural life of the Presidio.  


Glass’ experience and knowledge of museum management allowed him to consult with the Trust on 
the most appropriate cultural facility for the Mid-Crissy project. He directed the Smithsonian’s 
National Museum of American History for almost a decade and directed the State of Pennsylvania’s 
historical and museum commission, and served as the State of Pennsylvania’s historic preservation 
officer for 15 years. He also had extensive involvement in museum management and fund raising, 
board development, strategic planning, and executive leadership.  


Glass knew Middleton for many years before being hired by the Trust; the two had known each other 
since Glass worked at the Smithsonian Museum. In addition to the work on the Mid-Crissy project, 
Glass advised the Trust on the development of the Officer's Club—a different site within the park that 
was also being developed as a museum. Glass worked on the Mid-Crissy project from 2012 through 
January 2014, and he worked on the Officer's Club project during 2014.  


Middleton told Glass to report to Tia Lombardi, Project Manager for the Mid-Crissy project. There 
were other staff members from the Trust that he worked with from time to time, but Glass primarily 


Reporting Official/Title Signature 
Kenneth Colon/Special Agent Digitally signed. 


Authentication Number:  A35A6487413DE0B024836D33C8164118 
This document is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG), and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law.  Distribution and reproduction of this document is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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worked with Lombardi.     


Glass started his job at the Trust by doing an inventory of San Francisco cultural centers. As the city 
did not have a history museum, Glass had to learn where the strengths in the local and regional history 
were located, such as historical sites and museums. For this reason, Glass spent 1 week per month at 
the Trust. Crissy Field’s location at the entrance of San Francisco Bay and overlooking the Golden 
Gate Bridge, Angel Island, and Alcatraz, made it a “strategically wonderful site” to tell part of the 
Presidio’s history. 


After the initial surveys of the museums around San Francisco, Glass's initial recommendation was for 
the Trust to develop a site-specific museum. He submitted a written recommendation in June 2012 to 
Middleton and made a presentation to the Trust’s Board of Directors. This presentation took place 
before the request for concept proposals (RFCP) went out. 


Lombardi told Glass that film director George Lucas had provided a proposal for the Mid-Crissy 
project almost a year before Glass was hired at the Trust. Both Lombardi and Middleton told Glass that 
the Trust had agreed to compete the Mid-Crissy project, rather than implementing Lucas’ proposal.   


Glass never saw the original Lucas proposal, he was not sure in what form the proposal was presented 
to the Trust’s Board of Directors. Glass believed the Trust was not convinced that Lucas’ initial 
proposal was the best use of the Crissy Field site, and for that reason they employed Glass to provide 
other options for the site to the Trust. 


Glass stated that Lucas wanted to build a new construction to house his collection, which was 
composed of three parts: 


1.	 Illustrative art, which appeared on magazine covers like Normal Rockwell and other 20th 
century illustrators;  


2.	 Cinematic art, which was a collection of costumes and other things Lucas had used in the Star 
Wars films; and  


3.	 Digital art. 


Nothing in the Lucas proposal contained any history or parts of the history of the Presidio. 


In the summer of 2012, Glass met with Mary Murphy, attorney and former member of the Trust’s 
Board of Directors who was representing or was close to the Lucas organization. Lombardi and 
another attorney (Glass could not recall his name) were also present at that meeting. Glass expressed to 
the Lucas team his views for the Presidio site, but after the meeting he never heard back from them. 
Glass would have been happy to have kept meeting with the Lucas team in hopes to merge his ideas 
(history of the Presidio) with those of the Lucas team; at the time Glass met with Lucas’ team, there 
was no competition being considered. 


Glass explained that Lucas already had a presence at the Presidio and knew the members of the board 
because Lucas was a tenant at the Presidio. Lucas has an office building and a studio at the Presidio, 
but Glass was unsure if these properties were passed to Disney Company when they bought Lucas' 
company.   
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Glass explained that the Presidio Trust had a mandate to be financially self-sustained, and for that 
reason Glass believed that at the beginning the Trust’s Board of Directors were allowing anyone to do 
almost whatever they wanted as long as they brought funds to the Presidio. Glass also believed this 
was one of the reasons why Lucas was allowed to demolish existing buildings and build new ones for 
his Letterman Digital Arts Center.   


Glass stated that the National Park Service (NPS) wanted to ensure that whatever changes occurred at 
the Crissy Field site would be compatible with overall historic guidelines and the guidelines that a 
national park would follow when building a new facility.   


Glass stated that a prior failed building proposal to the Trust was like a "cloud" that shaped the reasons 
for competing the Mid-Crissy project. Glass stated that Don Fisher (founder of the GAP stores and 
former board member at the Trust) and his wife had proposed building a museum for contemporary art 
circa 2008 – 2009. It became very controversial publicly because the new building, which had already 
been approved at some levels in the Trust, would not have complemented the historic buildings at the 
Presidio. Due to the public opinion, the Trust asked Fisher to modify the building. Fisher decided to 
pull out of the project. At the time of Fisher’s proposal, the Trust had followed a process that was not 
publicly transparent and it did not want to make the same mistake with the Mid-Crissy project. Glass 
stated that this history was all well-documented in the media. After Fisher pulled out of the project, 
Lucas brought his proposal to the Trust’s Board of Directors, thinking that his concept was more 
traditional than Fisher’s and would be accepted. 


In September of 2012, Lombardi told Glass that the Trust’s Board of Directors decided to publish an 
RFCP for public response. At that time, the Trust asked Glass to develop guidelines for competing the 
RFCP. In November 2012, the RFCP was announced with responses due by March 1, 2013.   


In November 2013, there was an open house at the Trust for the Mid-Crissy project. The Trust tasked 
Glass with encouraging different organizations to submit proposals. Glass claimed that most of the 
proposals in response to the RFCP came from organizations or individuals who had previous 
interactions with the Trust, such as previous consultants and architects. 


Glass recalled that 16 proposals were submitted, for which Glass took no credit. Glass’ involvement 
with the teams submitting proposals was simply responding to their inquiries, encouraging and 
coaching them on how to put a proposal together, and explaining the guidelines. Glass expressed that 
the one guideline many teams had problems meeting was financial viability, a problem Lucas’ team 
did not have because Lucas was funding the project.       


Lombardi and Glass evaluated all 16 proposals based on the guidelines’ criteria, and then they 
recommended seven or eight proposals to Middleton, including the Lucas proposal. Glass 
recommended what he thought were the best proposals in response to the RFCP. Middleton presented 
five of the seven or eight proposals (including the Lucas proposal) to the Trust’s Board of Directors 
who then requested that these five teams present their proposals in person. These presentations took 
place in May or June of 2013. 


The Trust’s Board of Directors selected three out of the five teams to submit formal proposals. When 
the request for proposal (RFP) was publicly published, it was only for the three finalists picked by the 
Trust’s Board of Directors. All the guidelines for the RFCP and the RFP were posted within the RFCP 
and RFP, and the process was very transparent to the public. Glass did not have much interaction with 
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the three teams selected to submit proposals once the RFP was published. 


Glass stated that none of the members of the Trust’s Board of Directors were close friends of his, but 
John Reynolds was an associate of his, and they had worked together on the Flight 93 memorial 
commission. Reynolds is the chairman of the Flight 93 commission, and Glass was appointed to this 
commission in 2003. Glass has known Reynolds for many years. 


In October 2013, a team composed of Glass and 10 or 11 Presidio Trust staff members created and 
used a matrix to evaluate the three proposals. Lombardi was the team lead. By the end of October, the 
results were submitted to Middleton. The results were divided between the finalists, but Glass never 
added the responses to determine which was the most favorable.   


Based on Glass’ personal evaluation of the proposals, he felt that that Lucas' proposal was the weakest 
proposal submitted, because the other two met the guidelines more consistently. The Lucas proposal 
was "fine" but not for the Mid-Crissy project because it had no relationship to the Trust’s mission or 
the history of the Presidio. Glass stated that the Palace of Fine Arts would have been a perfect location 
for the Lucas museum. Glass was not opposed to building or having the Lucas museum, he just 
believed it was not a good fit for the Crissy Field site.   


Glass’ comments to Lombardi via email (which were obtained through the FOIA request) came out of 
frustration because his suggestions were not being acknowledged by the Trust’s Board of Directors. 
Further, Glass was frustrated by both the rumors in the press stating the project would be given to 
Lucas and the fact that the Trust’s Board of Directors were nonresponsive to these comments.  He does 
not regret the comments he made. In his opinion, they were meant to be read by only one person and 
not posted publicly. Glass was not doing a campaign to discredit Lucas or his proposal.  He stated that 
the "Hitler" quotes he used on the email came from two newspaper articles and he was not insinuating 
that Hitler and Lucas were alike; Hitler was a monster and Lucas is a philanthropic guy who created a 
landmark. Lucas is a cultural icon who supports education, and there is no comparison between the 
two. 


The Trust’s Board of Directors met in early November 2013—Glass was not a part of this meeting— 
and they asked all three teams to modify their proposals in the areas the Trust thought could be 
improved, extending the deadline to mid-January 2014. The Lucas proposal did not meet the guidelines 
in that the height of the building exceeded the guidelines. An effort was made to do photograph 
simulations to measure how high the building would be. The other two proposals were requested to 
change or expand some of the programmatic aspects and explain how they would be financially 
sustainable. 


At the same time, NPS had written to the Trust’s Board of Directors, stating they did not think the 
board should be in any hurry to pick a proposal to start the construction on the Mid-Crissy project.  
NPS did not feel any of the proposals were so strong that the Trust’s Board of Directors had to act on 
them at that time and recommended that they defer making a decision at that time. This letter was 
publicly posted on the Trust and the NPS websites. Glass added that other foundations and associations 
that were already investing money in the Presidio for the areas around the Crissy Field site also 
recommended that the Trust’s Board of Directors defer in making any decisions on the Mid-Crissy 
project at that time. Based on the public comments made, he thought the public was in favor of the 
Golden Gate Conservancy’s proposal. The Trust’s Board of Directors met and decided to defer the 
selection of the proposal. Glass was not present at that meeting, but he believed the public hearings and 
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comments made on the award of the proposal weighed heavily on the decision of the Trust’s Board of 
Directors. He never called Middleton or Reynolds to find out the reasons for the board making that 
decision, but believed they made the right one.  


Glass believed that if Lucas had made minimal changes to his proposal to conform to the Trust’s 
guidelines for the Mid-Crissy project, the proposal would had been accepted—even if the museum did 
not contain any Presidio history. Glass was aware that the Trust tried to accommodate Lucas by 
offering him space in other areas within the Presidio, but Lucas was only interested in the Crissy Field 
site and was unwilling to change his proposal.  


Glass stated that while he worked on the Mid-Crissy project, he participated on a total of three of the 
Trust’s Board of Director meetings to—  
 present his ideas for the Mid-Crissy project (which Glass felt the board liked);   
 attend Middleton’s presentation of the five proposals; and 


 discuss the process of the first public hearing.   


Glass did not recall ever seeing any board minutes from his meetings with the Trust’s Board of 
Directors. He assumed they were recorded, but has no firsthand knowledge. 
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INTRODUCTION 



The Presidi'I> [ru~(Tru~) develofi' desigr:i 
gaidelines earJ.y in1!.bt\ envirnnme~ review 
process t'o avoia ,t'i'iiinirnize,..and mihgate 
ii'npacts to the Presidio's natural, cultural, and 
archaeologicak_resources, and to ensure that 
projects are consistent with the agency's nians 
and commitments. The Trusthas developed 
design guidelines for the Mid-Crissy area, as 
identified in Figure 1, in anticipation of the 
completion of the Presidio Parkway1 in 2014, 
which will give the area new prominence as a 
visitor destination as well as ongoing interest in 
the reuse of Building 610 and possible expansion 
of Building 603 (Crissy Field Center). 


The Crissy Field district as defined in the 2002. 
Presidio Trust Atcin;igernent Plan (P1'AtP), 
extends from the Marina Gate at Mason and Bay 
Streets to the Golden Gate Bridge. It parallels Figure 1 Min-Crissy ~ n:a l:lo1mclaiy 


San Francisco Bay to the north and is <lefined by Mid-Crissy'"''" · 


a bluff to the south. The district can be roughly 
divided into four areas: West Crissy, Mid-Crissy, buildings along West Crissy are all that remain Mason Street is the district's main artery, and 
East Beach, and Cavalry Stables. Doyle Drive to tell this important story. Since the PTAtPwas is one of the boundaries between Areas A and 
runs adjacent to the bluff and has been a barrier completed, the Trust has made a number of B of the Presidio. Area B is Mason Street and 
between the waterfront and the Presidio's improvements to revitalize West Crissy and to south and is under the jurisdiction of the Trust. 
interior since 1937. interpret its history. The Trust has rehabilitated Area A is north of Mason Street and is under 


the West Crissy streetscape and overseen the jurisdiction of the National Park Service 
Crissy Field was the birthplace of West Coast 


rehabilitation and preservation plans for 11 of its (NPS). Ten years ago, the NPS and the Golden 
aviation. The restored airfield and related 


14 historic buildings. Gate National Parks Conservancy (GGNPC) 


1 Doyle Drive is being replaced by the Presidio Parkway. One of the many benefits of the new roadway is that it will reconnect Crissy Field to the Presidio's Main Post via cnt-and-cover tunnels in 
the Mid-Crissy area. 
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rehabilitated the Area A portion of Crissy Field, 
creating one of the most visited public areas 
in San Francisco. The GGNPC and the Trust 
rehabilitated Building 603 in 1999 to serve as 
a programs facility. Building 603 is currently 
being used by CalTrans as a project office for 
the Presidio Parkway effort. The Trust expects 
the GGNPC to reoccupy Building 603 once the 
Presidio Parkway project has been completed. 


Multiple efforts have focused on preserving and 
enhancing the rich ecology of Crissy Field. In 
2004, the Trust, NPS, and GGNPC completed 
the Crissy Marsh Expansion Study,2 which 
aualy.w<l the volume of water flowing in and out 
of the marsh and its ongoing function in order to 
understand what would be required to keep the 
marsh inlet open without periodic mechanical 
intervention. The study concluded that it was 
infeasible to expand the marsh enough to fully 
avoid mechanical breaching without having 
significant impacts on other park resources. In 
2010, the Trust completed an environmental 
assessment for Quartermaster Reach,'3 which will 
allow for the marsh's expansion south of Mason 


Street, re-establishing the ecological connection 
between Crissy Marsh and the Tennessee 
Hollow watershed. 


The J..ti&-Crissy.. A.reii'-Desigll Guidelill~s arre 
intended to guide the redevelop.!Jlept of the Mid
Crissy area in a'ffianner that enhances the whole 
of Crissy Field and1prot¥,;cts its di}'erse resom;ces. 
The Mid-Crissy Area includes four buildings 
and approximately 14 acres of open space. 
The Guidelines build upon prior planning and 
compliance efforts, including the 2001 Presidio 
Vegetation Atanagement Plan (l/AfP), the 2002 
Presidio Trust Atanagernent Plan (PT'AJP) , the 
2004 Presidio Ti-"ils and l1ikeways Plan (P1'11P),4 


the 2010 Quartermaster }leach Environmental 
A.ssessrne1Jt 5 and the multiple planning and 
compliance efforts completed in conjunction 
with the replacement of Doyle Drive with the 
Presidio Parkway. r; 


The Guidelilles provide direction for all projects 
in the Mid-Crissy area, including building reuse, 
parking, circulation, and landscape upgrades; 
they will be used by the Trust to reView, aevelop, 


and evaluate project p...r,.oposal~The Trust has 
consulted with parties to the Presidio Trust 
Progr"mmatic A.greement (PT'PA. ) about 
the Guidelines and has also solicited public 
comment.7 


The Afid-Crissy A.rea Desigll Guidelines 
document is divided into three sections: 


• 	 Section I outlines the historical development 
of the Mid-Crissy area. 


• 	 Section II reproduces the concept for the 
entire Crissy Field District (Area B) from the 
2002 PT'AfP. 


• 	 Section III pairs the general planning 
guidelines developed for the PT'A{P 
(on white pages) with design guidelines 
developed specifically for the Mid-Crissy area 
(highlighted in grey). 


2 Philip Williams&: Assodates, Ltd., March 16, 2004. Cris.~r Pie/cl M11rsli Expunsion Study. Final Report. (http://www.presidio.govfTrust/D oc.:uments/EnvironmentalPlans/) 
.l Presidio Trust, September 21, 2010. Qumtermuster Jleud1 E11viro111ne11tal Assessment. (http://www.prl:'si<l.io.gov/trust/projects/quartermas ter.htm) 
~All available at http://www.pr<::sitlio.gov/lnist/<lo1:u111cnls/cuvfronmentalplans/, 
" Loe cit. 
~ More informi1tiol'I on t·hc Presidio Parhvay. includrng cmvironmcnh1I <;omplinrwc rloc11nicnt<, is nvnilahlc n1 http://www.prc.<idioparkw11y.org/. 
1 Tt1 1: PTPA guJdes t·he Trust's processes for compl)nng with t·he National Historic Presetvl\Uon Act (NHJ>A). Parties (o the :eTPA include tbe Califomin State liistoric Prese1vation Officer, 
the Advisu')' C.:uuncil un Historic Prcs1:r\lation, und UH: National Park Si:rvlci: as sigm1t<.ny parties. und tlie Nal:ionnl Trust for l:l ish;nic l'r..:scrvnt iou und tl1c Pr~sl<lio H.htoricul Associut!ou as 
concurring pnrties. The Guidelines will f<1cilitnte re,~ew n.nd comment on specific projects by these pnrties. as well as b)•the public. DepencUng on the scale and type of projects proposed in this 
lln:a, acl<l.i timml '1.msultution under the P'TPA ma)' be requirttl 
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SECTION 1. MID-CRISSY AREA EVOLUTION 



The Mid-Crissy area changed considerably over 
time, and its overall historic integrity is low due 
to U.S. Army-era removal of buildings from the 
period of significance, the presence of large, non
historic buildings (chiefly Building 610/653), the 
creation of the Crissy Marsh in 2000, the removal 
of Doyle Drive, and the planned re-creation 
of the Main Post bluff. Mason Street is the 
primary historic feature in the area. Only three 
historic buildings remain in the sub-district: 
Buildings 603, 632, and 631. The following 
section documents the evolution of the Mid
Crissy area using a series of historic maps and 
aerials, all at the same scale. The footprint of 
Buildings 610/653 is shown in red on each map 
as a reference. 


The area that is now Crissy Field once consisted 
of an extended tidal marsh at the base of the 
bluffs that was separated from the bay by large 
sand dunes. The ecologically rich area provided 
bountiful resources for the Ohlone people of the 
area, who were called Yelamu in the northern 
peninsula. Ohlone people often lived at the bay 
shore, creating shellmounds in the areas they 
occupied. Beginning around the turn of the 20th 
century, the U.S. Army began to fill the site for 
use as stables, horse corrals and other utilitarian 
functions . At this time a Native Ohlone 
shellmound was discovered; archaeologists 
from UC Berkeley quickly documented the 
site before it was reburied as the last of the 
former marsh was filled. In 1915, the Pana111a 
Pacific International Exposition (PPIE) brought 
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Figure 2 
Mid-Crissy awa - hi slu ri l' b11il,li11gs. 


sweeping change to Crissy Field as a whole, 
constructing a vast, temporary "city" of exhibit 
halls, as well as a racetrack and polo field. The 
onset of the World War I cut the PPIE short, 
and the exposition buildings were replaced with 
a large cantonment of densely-built barracks 
buildings, oriented perpendicularly to the 
shoreline. Infrastructure, including the Mason 
Street Rail Line, connected the Presidio to Fort 
Mason and the Port of San Francisco during 
this time. The World War I cantonment was 
removed as the airfield functions extended to the 


- Mid-Crissy Are;1 Hounda1v 


Jlis tor'k Huildings wi\'hi11 tlw ,\ rca Bo11nclarv 


east beginning in 1921, but Crissy Field closed 
as an active airfield by 1936 due to treacherous 
flying conditions and advances in air power 
technology. By 1941 the Mid-Crissy area largely 
consisted of motor pool, storage and warehouse 
buildings, many of which remained until the 
1980s. The present-day organization of the 
Mid-Crissy area largely dates to 1989, when the 
remaining motor pool buildings were removed, 
and the Commissary (Building 610/653, now 
Sports Basement) and associated parking were 
constructed. 
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Table 1 

Existi11g S!rnc·lurcs and :\rch1cological Siles. 
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SECTION II. 2002 P//\//PCRISSY FIELD DISTRICT CONCEPT 



The following text is excerpted directly from the 
2002 P7'1\;f P. pages 70 to 78.8 


PLANNING CONCEPT 


Crissy Field will remain the "front yard" of 
the Presidio, with uses~and imnrovements that r- . ~ "'' 
complement the spectacular bayfronU.p_~rk that 
the Crissy Field slwreline~Area A) has-become. 
Sensitive site enhancements and visitor-oriented 
uses will transform the area south of Mason 
Street in "Area B" into a friendly, welcoming 
place. Important open spaces, historic resources, 
and natural resources will be protected and their 
viability ensurea. The ~residio Trust will work 
with the National Park~Service-tO'ensure that 
tlre successfuUmprovernents m'acle,M' Area A 
a-re. carefully considered and complemented by 
activlties and changes within Area B~ 


Character, Land Use, and Open Space 


Originally an ecologically rich stretch of coastal 
marsh, the Crissy Field (Area B) planning district 
has been dramatically reconfigured by years of 
use. In 1921, when an airfield was established on 
the site, Crissy field was the first and only Army 
Air Service coast defense station on the West 
Coast. Military use of Crissy Field continued 
through the 1970s. 


Area A of Crissy Field, managed by the 
National Park Service, is largely open space that 


encompasses the historic airfield (newly restored 
as open space) , an 18-acre tidal marsh, wetland, 
beach and dunes, a shoreline promenade, 
meandering trails, and dedicated bike lanes 
along Mason Street. The Area A section of 
Crissy Field has become a popular bayfront park 
for recreational activities. The Torpedo Wharf 
complex is another popular site for visitors, with 


a newly established warming hut and continued 
use of the pier for fishing. 


The Crissy Field (Area B) planning district 
south of Mason Street contains about 40 
buildings, including the crescent of former 
airplane hangars and airfield support buildings 
at the west end, historic warehouses at the east, 
and the Commissary and p)(l in the center. 


Figure 12 
The Tmst will seek appropriate uses for buildings south of M•c~on Street that c;omplemm1t and enhanee existing hayfront a<:tivities . 


PTMP, pp. 70-78 (httpJ/library.presidio.gov/<loc·uments/ptip!PTMP/d1apt3_c:rissylield.pdl). 

!! The PX (Buildings 605/606) was demolished in 2010 a~ part of the Doyle Drive replacement project. 
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The former Cavalry Stables, constructed in 1914 
to support Army cavalry troops, lie south of the 
histo1ic airfield in a small forested valley facing 
the bay. Both Areas A and B of Crissy Field 
contain known prehistoric sites, and the potential 
for finding additional prehistoric and historic 
sites is high. 


Some of the district's natural values, such as 
the marsh and bay views, are obvious; others 
are more subtle, taking the form of hidden 
remnant wetlands and rare serpentine habitats. 
Important natural vegetation in the planning 
district includes the most intact and diverse 
dune community in San Francisco. Remnant 
seeps, creeks, and wetlands are found in the 
Cavalry Stables area and on the cliffs adjacent to 
Doyle Drive. The planning district also contains 
remnants of Tennessee Hollow, once linked to 
the former Crissy Marsh; today, its waters reach 
the bay through storm drains. 


The cultural and recreational amenities of the 
bayfront area will be part of a larger visitor
oriented district composed of Crissy Field and 
the Main Post. In addition to the shoreline 
opportunities in Area A, people will be able to 
walk along a pedestrian promenade on the south 
side of Mason Street. PreferreQ.lJ'Wldill.g uses 
will include cultural f aciliJies and educaticw..al 


rograin s celebrating the.area's dive-rse histori.cal, 
cultural, 'Imd.matural re-sources. Reu_B.e uf 'tl1~ 


Comm{~5ary as a museum space wiili be~a pnD'rity; 


an alternative museumJocation woul'a lbe within 
the, 1hang<irsa long West Crissy Fiel3°. 


Some lodging along Crissy Field would be 
appropriate, and could be accommodated 
through rehabilitation of Stillwell Hall and 
adjacent structures; possibly with an annex or 
addition. Other buildings will offer recreational 
activities and serve visitor needs. Replacement 
construction south of Mason Street would 
require future site-specific public input and 
analysis. l:}he planning guidelines set forth1in 
th1'S;8lan are intended to ensJlreJtPat anyo nfi)l 
develop_mentwou1d be sensiti l:.e tp the prevailing 
arnhitectural treatm'El'i1t~al1!1:·wiassing, and 
Nrientation of the lristoJi~_ilding clusters. 


Major open space connections from Crissy Field 
(Area B) to other areas of the Presidio will be 
pursued, and existing connections enhanced. 
Projects will include the restoration and 
extension of the Tennessee Hollow creek system 
and riparian corridor to link the Crissy tidal 
marsh, and improvements to the connections 
between the Cavalry Stables area and Crissy 
Field (Area A). Important remnant natural 
features, including sand dunes, serpentine 
habitats, and riparian areas near Doyle Drive, 
the bluffs, the Cavalry Stables area, and the 
Tennessee Hollow creek corridor, will be 
protected and restored in accordance with the 
Vegetation Management Plant (VA{P). 


Figure 13 
Looking out towa1d historit Criss~· Field. 
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The Presidio Trust is committed to the long term Preferred uses at the Cavalry Stables will be 
health of the Crissy Marsh, and in collaboration cultural and educational. The stables and paddock 
with the National Park Service and the Golden for the U.S. Park Police Mounted Patrol will 
Gate National Parks Association, ha~ initiated a remain and be a place for telling the story of the 
technical study to consider options for ensuring the cavalry and the role of the Army in the patrol 
long-term ecological viability of the marsh. and management of early national parks. The pet 


Planning District Area 120 acres 



(::.:J Historic Building 



c=J Generalized Areas of Development 


Existing Total Building Area 610,000 square feet 



[DJ Non-Historic Building 
 Maximum Permitted Building Area up to 640,000 square feet 


• - - •• El Presidio Boundary Maximum Demolition 40,000 square feet 



Planning District Boundary 
 Maximum New Construction 70,000 square feet 


- - - Area B Boundary Land Use Preferences cultural. educational, lodging, and recreation 


cemetery will be maintained at its present size as 
a point of interest and meaning for the Presidio 
community. The long-term location of the Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area Park Archives 
and Records Center, currently located in one of 
the former stables buildings, will be determined 
through a park facilities needs a~sessment. 


PLANNING CONCEPT SUMMARY 


Crissy Field (Area Bl: Bayfront 
Recreation and Cultural Destination 


Rehabilitate and reuse the historic line 
of buildings along Mason Street for 
uses compatible with open space and 
recreational opportunities provided in 
Area A. 


• 	 Protect and restore remnant natural 

systems to the greatest extent possible. 



• 	 Pursue appropriate measures to ensure 

the ongoing health of the Crissy Marsh. 



Enhance connections between Tennessee 
Hollow and Crissy Field 


Ccmsider eventual reuse of the 
Commissa't(~g wifh nearb~ Bnildin~ 
6110 for museum space. 


Pursue the rehabilitation of Stillwell Hall 
for lodging. 


• 	 f)nsuu; that-any..new-construction is sj,.ted 
and ~gurell to be c01Dpatible with the 
histQrio aistriGt:: 


Figure 14 
C:risw F1l'ld IArl'a ll ) - llay ln11tl Hl'< rl'aliun a111l C1di11ral Dt•slfoatiu11. 
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Access and Circulation 


The Marina Gate at Mason Street will remain 
the primary entrance to Crissy Field (Area B), 
supplemented by access from the Main Post 
along Halleck street and from the stables area 
along McDowell Avenue. Mason Street, the 
historic road that extends from the boundary 
between Areas A and B, will continue to be the 
central circulation spine of Crissy Field. A north
south connector for vehicles, pedestrians, and 
bicycles travelling between the Main Post and 
Crissy Field will be maintained. 


The California Department of Transportation's 
planning for Doyle Drive will directly affect 
circulation at Crissy Field. The project could 
yield several transportation benefits for the 
Presidio. Future studies will also explore a 
possible land connection between the Main 
Parade Ground at the Main Post across Doyle 
Drive to Crissy Field (Area B). 


New transit services, such as the Presidio internal 
shuttle service and the MUNI E-Line streetcar if 
extended from Fisherman's Wharf in the future , 
could serve future cultural and educational 
amenities located at Crissy Field (Area B). 
Another future possibility is a water taxi/ferry 
service located at Torpedo Wharf in Area A, 
connecting Crissy Field with other parts of the 
San Francisco waterfront and areas of visitor 
interest such as Angel Island and Marin County. 


Parking at Crissy Field (Area B) is limited and 
scattered in lots of varying sizes south of Mason 
Street. Smaller lots in between and behind 


buildings supply a moderate amount of parking the National Park Service on overall parking 
for the western part of Crissy Field (Area B) management strategies for Crissy Field (Areas A 
and overflow parking for the East Beach area. and B). 
The Presidio Trust will continue to work with 


Figure 15 
( ;11ll 11r,tl and cd11cati011al 11s.:s arc prc· l<' nnl for ih1· historic Caval ry Slahlcs. 


Figure 16 
A co1ic:t!ptual sk etd1 sho\\ri 11 ~ t l1v revh al o f' \i\/esl C ri ssy F'ld<l'.I\ l1i storit· bui ldings wi tl1 lirn ill'd TIPW L'Oll slrni.: tion and a visitur focus. 
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SECTION Ill. PTMPCRISSY FIELD DISTRICT PLANNING GUIDELINES AND 
MID-CRISSY AREA DESIGN GUIDELINES 


In the 2002 PTMP, the Trust established 
planning guidelines for the Crissy Field 
District. They are divided into four 
categories: Spatial Organization and Land 
Patterns; Buildings and Structures; Open 
Space, Vegetation, & Views; and Circulation 
and Access. Building on the PTMP 
planning guidelines, the Trust has 
developed site-specific design guidelines 
for the Mid-Crissy area, which are 
highlighted in grey and follow each 
excerpt from the PTMP. 


1. SPATIAL ORGANIZATION AND LAND 
PATTERNS 


Crescent ofHangar Buildings. The main 
organizing feature of the Crissy Field (Area B) 
district is a 1.4-milc row of former industrial 
buildings tucked against a bluff overlooking the 
historic airfield, former rail lines, and marsh lands 
along old Mason Street. These buildings and 
related support structures at Crissy Field's west 
encl provide a backdrop to the restored airfield. 
At the east end, warehouses mark the Mason 
Street entrance. The major exception to this 
pattern is in the PX/Commissa1y area, where non
historic post-World War II buildings are oriented 
toward adjacent parking lots rather than to Mason 
Street and the bay beyond. The relatively large 
floor plans of these buildings stand in marked 
contrast to the repeating rhythm of historic 
Crissy Field warehouses and hangar structures 
elsewhere along the row. 


Stables and Bluffs. The former Cavalry Stables, 
a distinctive cluster oflow-scale brick buildings 
nestled in a valley break from the west bluffs, 
are oriented toward the bay, somewhat separate 
from the rest of Crissy Field. When viewed from 
the waterfront promenade, the bluffs frame the 
crescent of buildings against a backdrop of open 
space. Views from the bluffs include dramatic 
vistas of the historic airfield, marsh, and San 
Francisco Bay. 


1a. PTMPPlanning Guidelines 


• Preserve the historic line of buildings along 
Mason Street at the east and west ends. 
Reinforce the context of the historic airfiel<l. 


• Reinforce the southern Mason Street edge, 
in areas set apart from the historic clusters, 
through mo<lifications or replacement of 
existing non-historic buildings or other site 
improvements. 


• Protect and restore remnant natural systems 
(including coastal bluffs ) to the greatest extent 
possible. 


San Francisco 
Bay 


Figure 17 
Line ar urg;mu zation o l' h ui\cli ngs ovu l'louking l11 slorir ai ilicld 
und r11 ursh . 
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1 b. Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines - Spatial Organization and Land Patterns 


• Reuse Building 610 for a publio use that 
compJem ents the:-public character of Crissy 
Field; muscum_.ys,pacc will bM,Prfarity. 


• Maintain the existing visual and physical 
separation between the Mid-Crissy building 
cluster and the airfield buildings by 
maintaining the western edge of Building 
610's footprint to its current location, and 
maintaining the open character around 
Buildings 631 and 632. 


• Maintain and enhance the open space on top 
of the Ohlone shellmound west of Building 
610, and avoid obstructive uses or site 
amenities at this location. 


• Reinforce Mason Street's southern edge 
by orienting structures to Mason Street. 
Remove non-historic Building 653 
(Commissary refrigerator wing) to increase 
open space along the Mason Street corridor 
and to open east/west views. Open Building 
610's north fai;ade to engage the street and 
the views to the north. 


• Retain the historic visual and physical 
relationship between Building 603 and 
Mason Street. 


• 	 1Ensure'that any new construcJion or 
bvil.ding gddiJfons a:re sited 'filid configur~dl 
to b<.>. compatible w.ith fhe historic 
distribt, and ar~ sensitive to thep.r;.~ailing 


architectural treatment, scaltt mass_ing, and 
m:ie.ntation of~the histOri'Cbuilaing clusters. 


• 	 Protect and restore remnant wetlands 
and willow woodlands on the adjacent 
bluffs (along the southern edge of the site) 
in accordance with the VMP. Minimize 
impacts of light pollution, avoiding harm to 
nocturnal wildlife and ecosystems, through 
careful design of all lighting to avoid glare, 
light trespass, or contributions to sky-glow. 


• 	 Although most of the Mid-Crissy Area is 
designated as "designed landscape" in the 
VMP, take measures to contribute to the 
ongoing health of the Crissy Marsh by using 
on-site stormwater detention systems to 
minimize runoff and maximize groundwater 
recharge, planting predominantly native 
plant species in new landscaping, and 
restoring native habitat, as appropriate. 
These measures should be consistent with 
the site-specific land-use restrictions within 
the Commissary/PX Land Use Control 
(LUC) Area (reference p. 25). 
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Figure 18 
Disti11t:t l 1 i s to 1 · i ~ lmil11i11 g clnst<'rs 


2. BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES 


Distinct Clusters ofHistoric Buildings. 
The historic buildings at Crissy Field (Area 
B) are organized into distinct clusters facing 
Mason Street. Air hangars, warehouses, and 
administrative buildings at the western edge of 
the historic airfield, and the warehouse cluster 
at the east end are oriented toward Mason 
Street and the former rail lines that once served 
the Presidio's north waterfront. The historic 
Crissy Field buildings form a consistent built 
edge along the south side of Mason Street. The 
buildings are relatively modest in scale, creating 
a distinctive rhythm along the street broken 
only by the setback of historic Stillwell Hall 
(Building 650) and the adjacent buildings. The 
former Cavalry Stables are set apart from the 
main space of Crissy Field, and form a separate 
building ensemble. 


Open, Industrial Architecture. The historic 
buildings at Crissy Field (Area B) are 
characterized by white walls and red roofs, with 
an openness that allows for strong connections 
between interior uses and street life . The stables 
are low-scale brick buildings with slate roofs. 


2a. PTMP Planning Guidelines 


• 	 Rehabilitate historic building clusters and 
their landscapes to re-activate the Mason 
Street edge along the historic airfield. 


• 	 Ensure that.new buildings or building 
additio~ are coQJpatible, with adjacen 
histork buildings in scale, massingiand 
mat@rials, and that their design inte,grates the 
historic relationsll.lp of indoor and outdoor 
spaces. 


• 	 Site any new buildings or building additions 
in a manner that respects historic Mason 
Street and other aspects of the historic 
context. 


• 	 Protect steep bluff slopes. Prese~e vie~s to 
and fronn he'lbluffs arrd Main,.Post !Jr keeping 
the...height of any-new buildings or building 
additions hclow the bluff profil!!!:! (30 to 45 
feetl 


• 	 In the siting of new buildings and site 
improvements, consider the effects on both 
known and as-yet unknown archaeological 
sites at Crissy Field (Area B). 


San Francisco 

Bay 
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2b. Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines - Buildings and Structures 


• 	 Retain and rehabilitate historic buildings in a 
manner that is consistent with the Secretary 
ofInterior's Standards for the Treatment 


ofHistoric Properties. Design building 
additions and/or auxiliary structures, if any, 
to be subordinate in sguare footage, mass, 
~ scale.to historic bu'ildin~s. S,ite building 
additions and/or auxiliary ·StructureHO as not 
to mmpete With the historio-entrances or 
featu.r.es sudW.oad!µg dl'lcks~Orrient new 
construction to_maintain historic.r_elatiQlli;h.!ps 
to Masm1 Street. 


• 	 Respect the simple architecture and repetition 
of forms that characterize Crissy Field in new 
construction and building additions. Bely 
on massing, use,Qf com,p,_atible~fonestration 


patterns and building form, rather than 
arplied decoration to give new buildings or 
additions a distinct idenfity. 


• 	 Differentiate new construction and building 
additions from existing historic buildings, yet 
maintain compatibility according to guidance 
from the Secretal)' ofInterior's Standards 
for Reh11bilitcition. Dcsig!n he,sc,:ale and 
dimensions of-new building elements-tQ, 
respol!d sensitively to the scale of otheI:Crissy 
Beta structtf.res. 


• 	 Remodel non-historic Building 610. Any 
remodel of Building 6\fO shOUld aim to 
create a_contemporary struct].lre th.at is 
compatible....with the histpric....m:chitecture that 
ohgracteri.zes Gri.5sy Fteltl. Remodeling may 
include but is not limited to replacing the 
fac;ade and roof, reconfiguring the structural 
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system, modifying or expanding the existing 
mezzanine, removing or reorganizing interior 
walls, modifying the building footprint, 
constructing modest additions, and adding 
compatible fenestration. The objective 
should be to reference the simple geometric 
volumes of other Crissy Field structures. 


• 	 Reduce the scale of the Commissary 
structure (Buildings 610/653) by demolishing 
Building 6.53, the former refrigerator wing, 
which is approximately 5,000 square feet. 
Demolished square footage may be used in 
building additions, so long as the total area 
of the building footprint does not exceed 
97,000 square feet, which is the size of the 
existing building's footprint. Additions may 
not be built on the west and south sides, but 
may be built on the east and north sides. A 
70-foot setback from Mason Street must be 
maintained (see Figure 19). 


• 	 Additions to historic buildings (Buildings 
603, 631, 632) will be subject to additional 
consultation and-where necessary-further 
study, including but not limited to historic 
structure reports. 


• 	 For all buildings, use materials that are 
visually compatible with the historic Crissy 
Field buildings (such as stucco and concrete). 


he color pale_tte s_hould complement the 
range of colors that predominates at Crissy 
Fiel3, including Presidio White, terra cotta 
red (found in roofing tiles), and trim colors in 
brown and/or white. 


• Preserve views from the Main Post toward Crissy 
Field, the Bay and Golden Gate, and from Crissy 
Field to the National Cemetery and Main Post, 
by keeping the height of n~ construction below 
the bluff profile (eJevation 45 feet), which is 
approximately 35 feet~ab_ove the existing ground 
elevation atc.oJBuildillg6rn and 603 (-see Figure 
19). 


• Consider the appearance of building roofs from 
the future Main Post Bluff, Presidio Promenade, 
and Cemetery Bluff. Hide mechanical systems 
and other unattractive features that are often 
located on rooftops. 


• Create openness in building far,;:ades of Building 
610 that allow for strong connections between 
interior uses and street life and/or exterior 
spaces. 


• Reorient Building 610 to Mason Street, and 
create a welcoming entrance. Open the building's 
north fac;ade to the spectacular views of Crissy 
Field, San Francisco Bay, and the Golden Gate 
Bridge. Consider the appearance of all building 
elevations from the Presidio Parkway. 


• Avoid impacts to adjacent cultural and natural 
resources, including the nearby bluff slopes, the 
Crissy Marsh, and archaeological sites. Avoid 
construction on the west side of Building 610, 
where an archaeological site is located. 


• Relying on the most current science-based and 
regionally specific projections of future sea level 
rise, explore appropriate, innovative and effective 
approaches to reduce flood damage during the 
expected life of the project. 
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• 	 For all buildings, integrate green design and 
building practices in conjunction with the 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) rating system to achieve a 
minimum LEED Silver certification; follow 
the Secretary ofthe Interior's Guidelines 
on Sustainability for Rehabilitating Historic 
Buildings. 


• 	 For all buildings, locate any roof-mounted 
sustainable features such as photo-voltaic 
panels, solar hot water heaters, and green 
roofs with consideration toward views from 
both the Main Post and from ground level at 
Crissy Field. 


• 	 For all buildings, disconnect the gutters and 
downspouts from the Presidio's storm water 
system, when possible, to discharge into an 
on-site stormwater detention system. Utilize 
grey water within the buildings, if possible. 


(E) BLUFF: 49' AT COUR1YARD OF BUILDING 105 (BLUFF ELEVATION VARIES BETWEEN 40-60') 


FUTURE BLUFF 


r- (E) DOYLE DR: 48.5' 
I (TO BE OEMO'ED) _,._EUN: 49.55' 	 -$- HEIGHT LIMIT OF NEW 


••• - - ••• • • - - - • - •• - • - ••• - - - • - ••• - - • - - - BUILDING ENVELOPE 
f ELEV: 42•45 ' NOT TO EXCEED 45' 


rrI 
~~--=::;;_~~~~~----'==-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-<e~~ ~lP' 


x ELEV· 28 47' 


6610 6653 
(TO BE DEMO'EO) 


HA.'5rm sr. 


A B 


Figure 19 Il<'ight Limit ofNr:w Bnilding Envt'lnp<' 


Sedim1 depieting t'i<'vations and Ii mils of new h11ilding em t'iop~. 
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• 	 Avoid impacts to the two archaeological 
areas of the National Historic Landmark 
District within the Mid-Crissy area that 
have been designated as having national 
significance, and are actively managed to 
preserve their integrity. These areas should 
be designed and maintained in such a way 
that facilitates interpretation and allows for 
future research. 


• 	 Initiate archaeological identification efforts 
early in any design process that anticipates 
excavation for landscaping, utilities or 
construction in areas of Pre-contact 
Sensitivity. Additional native Ohlone sites 
could exist in these locations beneath the 
surface at various depths. 


• 	 Conform with site-specific land use 
restrictions within the Commissary/PX 
Land Use Control (LUC) area or undertake 
further remedial action in consultation with 


Figure 20 
the DTSC and RWQCB to allow currently 


Sub-surface constraints in the Mi<l-Crissy area. 
restricted land uses, including: 


• 	 Residential housing, schools, hospitals, 
playgrounds and day care centers. • Maintain existing barriers to soils within the • Manage any soils within the LUC area 


LUC area such as pavement, buildings, and disturbed during future development in • 	 Expansion of saltwater ecological habitat 
landscaping to prevent direct physical access conformance with regulatory requirements. areas or special status habitat areas. 
with underlying soils that contain residual 
contaminates of concern. 
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3. OPEN SPACE/VEGETATION/VIEWS 


Bluffs, Dunes, and Marsh Land. The diverse 
natural habitats of Crissy Field (Areas A and 
B) include bluffs, gra~sy area~ , and marsh. The 
western coastal bluffs provide an ecologically 
important backdrop to the lowlands , offering 
areas of dense forest and native plant 
communities such as bluff scrub, coastal scrub, 
live oak woodland, and serpentine scrub. In 
contrast, the portion of Crissy Field north of the 
bluffs is a Bat, open area, with a grassy airfield 
and undulating dunes. 


Bay Views. The Mason Street corridor is open, 
offering views across the restored airfield aud 
marsh to the Golden Gate Bridge and the bay. A 
few stands of trees exist along the Golden Gate 
Promenade, and a hedgerow of trees defines 
the eastern border of Crissy Field (Area B). 
The gently sloping hollow at the Cavalry Stables 
offers splendid views under the Doyle Drive 
viaduct across Crissy Field to the bay beyond. 


3a. PTMP Planning Guidelines 


• Create safe and inviting open space 
connections between Crissy Field (Area B) 
and other districts of the park (i.e., Main 
Post, Letterman, and Fort Scott). 


• Preserve Mason Street as an open 
strectscape with expansive views. Retain 
the "open" setting and feel of Crissy Field; 
limit the introduction of vast, new landscape 
plantings. 


• Explore options for open space connections 
between the Main Parade Ground at the 
Main Post and Crissy Field (Area B) as part 
of Doyle Drive's reconstruction. 


• Reconstruct Doyle Drive to preserve views 
to and from the bluffs and Main Post, 
and maximize views along Halleck Street, 
Tennessee Hollow, and from the Cavalry 
Stables. 


• Preserve the hollow at McDowell Avenue 
(where the Cavalry Stables are located) as a 
grassy, open clearing surrounded by forested 
steep slopes. 


• Protect and restore the ecological 
communities on the western bluffs . 
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Figure 21 
Opc:11 space co1111c:ctiu11s liutwcu11 low coastal a11d upla11Ll lialJitat. 


Figure 22 
Tlie Tnist is cun1mitted Lo lit<' long-tt:nn l1t'alth ol C ri,1sy J\lursl1. 
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3b. Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines - Open Space/Vegetation/Views 


• Enhance Mason Street's open streetscape and 
improve views by maintaining a built setback of at 
least 70 feet from the south edge of Mason. 


• Develop a landscape design and approach for 
the Mid-Crissy area that is compatible with the 
historic, simple, "open", utilitarian character 
of the area, and consistent with the VMP 
designation of the area as "designed landscape 
zone:'' 


• Maintain an open space connection between 
both the Main Parade Ground and Main Post 
bluff and Crissy Field. Site new construction 
including buildings to avoid impeding views 
ofCrissy Field, the San Francisco Bay, and 
the Golden Gate Bridge from the Main Post 
bluff and views of the Main Post from Crissy 
Field. Develop a landscape treahnent that 
complements adjacent uses. 


• ReC'Ognize Ohlone archaeological resources 
through an appropriate treatment developed 
in C'Onsultation with Ohlone groups. Pursue 
initiatives that elevate the visibility ofthis hidden 
layer of the Presidio's past, in a manner that 
facilitates inteipretation as one of the primaiy 
themes of the area, while also ensuring its long


tenn preservation. 


• 	 Bluff plantings should be low in character, 
low maintenance, and evoke the feeling of the 
historic bluff (per the Doyle Drive Historic 
Preservation Criteria). 


• 	 Locate site utility equipment, such as 
transformers, backflow preventers, and irrigation 
C'Ontrollers, and trash C'Ollection and storage 
areas away from open spaces, road corridors, and 
important landscape features. 


• 	 Use paving materials that are compatible with 
the Crissy Field palette of materials. Comply 
with Presidio Trust requirements for concrete 
color for paving, curbs, and sidewalks. 


• 	 Select street lighting and street furnishings from 
the Presidio Landscape Standards. Minimize 
impacts oflight pollution in designing exterior 
lighting. New building elements should 
incoiporate bird-safe design standards. Follow 
the Presidio tenant sign policy when specifying 
exterior signage. 


• 	 Implement sustainable design , maintenanm and 
water management practices in new designed 
landscapes, including the use ofnative and 
drought tolerant plants to minimi7..e the need for 


irrigation. 


• 	 Utiliz.e plants from the Presidio's approved plant 
list, and consider use of a native plant palette in 
order to complement the nearby Crissy Marsh 
area. Implement green landscape practices, 
including plumbing new landscapes for irrigation 
with reclaimed water when available. 
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Figure 23 
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4. CIRCULATION AND ACCESS 


Mason Street. Mason Street, where a rail line 
once connected Crissy Field to Fort Mason and 
lower Fort Mason, is the main vehicle circulation 
route through Crissy Field. The principal access 
point is from the east, through the Marina Gate. 


Connections from the South. Connections to 
Mason Street from the south are along Gorgas 
Avenue (connecting to Letterman), Halleck 
Street (connecting to the Main Post), and 
McDowell Avenue (connecting to the Caval:ry 
Stables). 


4a. PTMP Planning Guidelines 


• 	 Maintain historic Mason Street as the 
primary east-west circulation spine at Crissy 
Field (Area B) and enhance pedestrian and 
bike access. 


• 	 Enhance pedestrian connections to the 
Main Post, the Letterman complex, and the 
Caval:ry Stables. 


• 	 Enhance access with transit links to the rest 
of the Presidio and the city. 


• 	 Consider establishing new parking areas 
for Crissy Field and Main Post visitors in 
locations that are unobtrusive yet readily 
accessible to activity areas. 
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Figure 24 
Mason Street and key connections. 
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4b. Mid-Crissy Design Guidelines - Circulation and Access 


• 	 Create safe, inviting, and accessible pedestrian 
<IJld bicycle access that mnnects Buildings 610 
<llld 603 to the Main Post, both at the end of 
Montgomery Street and at the Main Post transit 
center. 


• 	 Maintain historic Mason Street as the primary 
east-west circulation spine. Enh<lllce bike acc..-ess 
through the mrridor with bike lanes along the 
south side of Mason Street, in addition to existing 
lanes on the north side. 


• 	 By maintaining a 70-foot built setback, develop 
the northern edge of the site (along the 
south side of Mason Street) as a mntinuous 
i<IJldscaped pedestri<lll promenade that stretches 
from Halleck Street and Building 603 to Building 
640 (see Figure 23). 


• 	 Enmurage tr<msit and bicycle use by locating a 
Presidio shuttle stop and secure bkycle parking 
adjacent to Building 610 along Mason Street, and 
by creating a mnvenient, accessible, mmpatibly 
designed pedestrian mnnection between 
Buildings 610 and 603, and the Main Post tnmsi.t 
center (see Figure 23). 


• 	 Reduce the visual impact of parking by locating 
it along the southern edge of the site adjacent 
to Doyle Drive and the base of the blufl; and by 
using vegetation, landfonns, or other landscape 
features to mask views of it from Mason Street 
and the Main Post bluff (see Figure 23). Use 
penneable pavement, bioswdles or other on-site 
stonnwater management strategies to reduce 
runoff from parking lots. 


• 	 In ac..'COr<l<lllc-e with agency objectives, target 
reductions in impenneable hardscape and 
efled:ively manage parking in the sub-district. 
Currently, there are 457 parking stalls and 
approximately 12 acres ofbuildings and 
pavement in the 15.5-acre Mid-Crissy sub
district. New designs should include a minimum 
of350 parking spaces in tlm vicinity of Building 
610 and 30 parking spaces in tl1e vicinity of 
Building 603. Design surface parking to serve all 
area users, not specific tenants. Target an overall 
reducation of 5 acres of impermeable surface 
(former PX and hardscape) tl1at exists in the 
sub-district. 


• 	 Manage vehicular movement, such as passenger 
drop-off, deliveries, and loading, in such a way as 
to minimize tniffic disruption on Mason Street. 
Implement parking regulation, including parking 
meters and signage, mnsistent witl1 other areas 
of the Presidio. 


• 	 Manage tl1e location of streetlights, signage, 
parking meters, and other structures to 
avoid visual clutter on historic streetscapes. 
Coordinate site fixtures and furniture with 
adjac-ent areas. Maintain the current width and 
alignment ofhistoric streets. 
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL
 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY REPORT
 


Case Title 
Collusion and Misconduct by Presidio Trust 
Employees 
Reporting Office 
Sacramento Office 


Case Number 
OI-CA-16-0131-I 


Report Date 
February 5, 2016 


Report Subject 
Phone Conversation with Craig Middleton 


On February 5, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agent Lori Choquette spoke via 
telephone with Craig Middleton, former Executive Director for the Presidio Trust (Trust) in San 
Francisco, CA, regarding allegations that the Trust board held unofficial meetings that were not 
documented and hired museum advisor Brent Glass without a proper contract. The following is a 
summary of the information Middleton provided during the phone conversation, which was not 
recorded. 


Middleton stated that the board discussed the 16 concept proposals it received in response to the 
request for concept proposals (RFCP) for the Mid-Crissy project and decided to interview 5 
proponents. After the last proponent interview concluded, the board members discussed the proposals 
and eliminated two of them based on their lack of preparation and fiscal viability; they knew that the 
finalists would have to expend substantial resources to prepare formal proposals. No minutes were 
taken during the interviews or subsequent discussion because it had not been a formal board meeting. 


Middleton stated that the board members sometimes participated in informal phone or email 
communications about Trust business without taking notes or minutes. Such interactions occurred 
between less than a quorum of board members; if all board members met, the gathering was considered 
a meeting and minutes generally were taken. He said it was possible that the board had met without 
taking minutes, but he could not recall such an instance. 


Middleton said that Glass submitted a proposal to the Trust offering his advisory services to help 
manage the Mid-Crissy project evaluations and to interpret the history of the Presidio. He believed the 
proposal served as a statement of work for Glass’ contracted services, which were secured through a 
purchase order and subsequent modifications thereto. Based on his unique qualifications, Glass was the 
only candidate considered for the position, which was not competitively advertised. Middleton did not 
recall if the Trust had prepared a sole-source justification for Glass’ advisory services. 
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Lori Choquette/Special Agent Digitally signed. 
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POWER OF PLACE 


T o say that the G. olden Gate and the bridge that spans it, tl.iat the San Franeisco Bay and the region that takes its name, have the power to 
inspire is to repeat something that was already commonplace when John Fremont gave the dramatic strait its storied name in the 1840s. 


Whether because of its grandeur, its continental distance from the nation's birthplace, or the outsized characters that made their own rules, 


fortunes, and fables, the Golden Gate occupies a singular place in the American psyche. 


The Golden Gate has always held out tl1e promise of the future. For the US Army, San Francisco Bay gave physical expression to the 
nation's "manifest destiny" and the Presidio of San Francisco helped anchor the rise of tl1e United States as a world power. To the 49ers, the 
industrialists, and the developers that followed, the "golden" state meant something literal, reflecting the optimism and confidence of the 


country, but also threatening the ecology and beauty of the Bay, North America's largest estuary. A renewed vision of tl1e San Francisco Bay 
galvanized citizens a hundred years later to save it from development, and love of place stirred them again to preserve the open spaces and 


natural areas left by the Army as our nation's largest urban national park, the Golden Cate National Recreation Area. 


Since World War II, tbe Bay Area has been home to the nation's most dynamic, influential, and even harmonious culture of consc1vation, 


scientific researd1, technological innovation, and successful enterprise. The Golden Gate Bridg(~ stands with the Statue of Liberty as one of our 


nation's most powerful symhols of hope and opportunity. 


Every ambition for the Presidio, and each step taken to preserve it, has been inspired by this legacy. Restoration of a segment of the salt 
marsh that was once the whole of the Bay's shoreline has transformed an arc of San Francisco's northern waterfront into Crissy Field, one of 


our nation's most visited and highly acclaimed "21st centmy" park sites. The Presidio's diverse landscapes are thriving, from forested ridges to 
coastal dunes, demonstrating new approaches to resource management in urban environments. More than 300 historic buildings have been 


rehabilitated and a new community living and working in the park is sustaining the Presidio's social character. as well as teaching us lessons that 
resonate wherever people and the environment intersect. 


The transformation of the former Commissary site is not simply another in a series of Presidio opportunities, it is an extraordinary opportunity to 
create a cultural facility of international distinction, befitting its location at the Golden Gate and honoring the power of place. 
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GOALS 



The Trust identified the following goals for a 
cultural facility at the former Commissary site 
in its initial request for concept proposals. They 
reflect the high har we arc setting for this project 
and remain the principal criteria by which the 
final proposals will be evaluated: 


1. 	 Enhance the visitor experience of the 

Presidio. 



2. 	 Provide programmatic offerings that are 

fresh and vital, that connect to broader 

themes, and that stimulate imagination 

and creativity. Offer cross-disciplinary 

programming that can be effective in 

advancing knowledge that has broad 

and lasting relevance. 



3. 	 Be compatible with the natural and 

cultural setting along the Crissy Marsh 

and San Francisco Bay and conform 

to the Trust's Mid-Crissy Area Design 

Guidelines and LEED requirements. 



4. 	 Complement current uses and activity 

in the Presidio, and integrate well with 

plans for Crissy Field and the Main Post. 



5. 	 Welcome a broad cross-section of the 

community in a manner that reflects 

and reaffirms the public nature of the 

Presidio. 



6. 	 Be economically viable. 


Crissy Promenade 
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A NEW GATEWAYTO CRISSY FIELD ANDTHE MAIN POST 


In 1989 when the US Army built the Commissary, Crissy Field was the Presidio's industrial back of house. By 2001, its acres of asphalt and most of its 
buildings had been replaced with landscaped open spaces and natural areas, and Crissy Field was soon considered one of the region's premier recreational 
destinations and model park sites. A key provision of the 2002 Presidio Trust Management Plan: Land Use Policies for Area B ofthe Presidio of San Francisco 
(PTMP) is a balanced use of the Presidio's extensive built space: one-third housing, one-third commercial uses, and one-third for cultural, educational, and 
public-serving activities. The 93,000-square foot former Commissary, one of the largest aud most prominently located buildings in the Presidio, is specifically 
called out in PTMP for a public cultural use that woul<l be fitting in a National Historic Landmark District an<l national park site as well as compatible with 
the stunning physical transformations that were then just completed. 


Contemporary park making - adapting unique places for the benefit of all - is unfolding around the world atop abandoned railway lines, along reclaimed 
river banks, in decommissioned military lands, and in many other, often surprising places. The Mid-Crissy Area where the former Commissary stands is 
undergoing a transformation that promises to equal the spectacular improvements completed in 2001 at Crissy Field and ongoing throughout the Presidio. 
The 1937 Doyle Drive is being replaced with a parkway that features a landscaped bluff over the roadway, reconnecting the heart of the Presidio to the 
waterfront. The "bluff' will be a magnificent new park setting and the Bay Area's next great destination. The former Commissary will be its new gateway 
facility. 


GUIDELINES AND CONCEPTS 
In 2011, the Trust completed the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines, which stipulate the elements critical to redeveloping the Mid-Crissy area in a manner 
that enhances the whole of Crissy Field and protects is diverse resources. The Guidelines build on PTMP and were developed with participation of the 
National Park Service and community members. The Guidelines have also undergone regulatory consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer, the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the National Park Service, and signatories to the Trust's PTMP Programmatic Agreement. 


In November 2012 the Trust issued a Request for Concept Proposals for a cultural use for the former Commissary. The Trust received sixteen responses. 
After listening to public comment and deliberating on the quality and feasibility of the proposals, three teams have been invited to respond to this request for 
detailed proposals (RFP): 


The Bridge/Sustainability Institute - Chara Group/WRNS 


Lucas Cultural Arts Museum - George Lucas 


Presidio Exchange - Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy 
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DETAILED PROPOSALS 


In this second and more-detailed request, the 
Trust seeks additional information about the 
following: 


1. 	 Program and Visitor Experience 


2. 	 Facility Design and Relationship to 
Context - Crissy Field and Main Post 


3. 	 Organizational Capacity and 

Implementation Strategy 



Respondents may present additional information 
and are expected to understand and consider 
the park environment. Plans , protocols , and 
policies - developed by both the Trust and 
the National Park Service - contribute to the 
Presidio context. While not specifically identified 
as project goals, land-use and other plans provide 
relevant information. These materials can be 
found at www.presidio.gov as well as in the Trust 
Library, which is located at the Trust offices, 
103 Montgomery Street in the Presidio. Please 
contact Barbara Janis, Trust Librarian, 
(415) 561-5343. 


Submittal Requirements 



Proposals are due by 5:00 PM, September 16, 

2013. 



Submit twelve (12) originals as well as an 

electronic file of the proposal. All submittals 

become the property of the Presidio Trust; a 

public copy will be posted on the Trust website. 



Refer to the "Use and Disclosure" for 
information about the federal Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA), and use and disclosure 
of submittal documents. 


Enclose all copies of the submittal in a sealed 
box or envelope. The title of the submittal, 
and the name and address of the submitting 
organizations(s) must be clearly marked on 
the package exterior. The Presidio Trust will 
release any pre-selection information as it deems 
appropriate. 


Deliver proposals to: 


The Presidio Trust 
103 Montgome1y Street 
The Presidio of San Francisco 
San Francisco, CA 94129-0052 
Attention: Tia Lombardi, Director of Cultural 
Affairs and Community Development 


Early morning, Crissy Field 
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Submittal Contents 


Transmittal Letter 


1. 	 Name of submitting company or 
organization 


2. 	 Legal structure of submitting company 
or organization (e.g. 50l(c)(3), 
corporation, joint venture, limited 
partnership), and date established 


3. 	 Name, signature, title, address, 
telephone number, and email of the 
person authorized to represent the 
submitting organization 


4. 	 Name and relationship of all 
organizations included in the proposal, 
as appropriate 


Proposal 


Proposals should not exceed 40 pages (excluding 
attachments). Please follow the proposal outline 
as presented below. 


I. Program and Visitor Experience 


The Trust is committed creating a rich visitor 
experience at the Presidio that increases access 
to and appreciation of its many resources. 


• 	 Describe how your program complements 
other Presidio offerings and contributes 
to a high-quality visitor experience at the 


Presidio. Identify other public benefits that 
the project would deliver. 


• Provide the intellectual framework for your 
programmatic philosophy and approach. 


• Provide a general yet informative description 
of the programs that you would offer at the 
site. Include an example of the outreach 
and marketing that would accompany a key 
program. Identify desired outcomes. 


• Describe the activities that will take 
place on a typical day, both programmed 
and un-programmed, and the primary 
audiences served. Identify days and hours 
of operations, and whether or not admission 
or other costs may be charged. Discuss your 
goals for attendance, number of annual 
visitors, and targeted audiences. 


• Provide a traffic demand management and 
parking plan that is consistent with the 
Presidio Trust's traffic management program 
and that actively promotes alternatives to 
vehicle use. Include projected vehicle trips 
and transit demand (peak and off-peak 
hours), estimated parking demand (peak and 
off-peak), and any special vehicle loading 
requirements including location, type, and 
timing. 


2. Facility Design and Relationship to 
Context - Crissy Field and Main Post 


The former Commissary site is a "new gateway" 
and an identity-making opportunity for the entire 
Presidio. It is essential that the new facility relate 
well to its surroundings, including the areas 
to the north that are managed by the National 
Park Service. The Trust has long recognized the 
importance of maintaining the character and 
integrity of the district as a whole and developed 
the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines with that 
objective. (See "Project Site," page 7) 


• Discuss how the building and site design you 
propose is consistent with the Trust's Mid
Crissy Area Design Guidelines. 


• Describe how the building is an expression 
of the values of your organization and your 
program, as well as of the Presidio. 


• Provide a conceptual design for the building 
and associated landscapes, showing all uses 
and common areas. Include at a minimum a 
site plan, floor plan(s), building elevations, 
and perspective renderings needed to 
fully illustrate the design character of 
the building. Define the type and square 
footage of all uses. Identify whether or not a 
subtenant is included. 


• Provide CAD drawings that illustrate the 
building's relationship to the Main Post and 
Crissy Field. Demonstrate how the design 
preserves important views, including the 
view from Mason Street towards the Main 
Post; the view of the Golden Gate Bridge 
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and bay from Building 211 and the future 
Main Post bluff; and the view south from the 
Crissy Field Promenade. Provide one north/ 
south section cut-through of the building 
that includes the bluff and the northwest 
edge of the Main Post. Provide a rendered 
north elevation that includes the bluff and 
Building 106 in the background. 


• 	 Describe the green design, construction, 
and maintenance strategies that will be 
employed in your project, and identify how 
you will meet the minimum LEED-Gold 
rating required by the Trust. 


3. Organizational Capacity and 
Implementation Strategy 


Although the Trust has not identified the kind 
of the collaboration it might have with the 
proposing organization, given the prominence of 
the site, the Trust expects significant engagement 
and involvement. 


The Trust is not, however, in a position to 
contribute substantial financial resources 
either to the development or to the ongoing 
operation and maintenance of the project, and 
therefore looks to proponents to demonstrate 
their capacity for taking on the primary financial 
commitment. 


• 	 Identify the principals of the proposing 
organization including names, addresses, 


and titles or positions. Discuss prior working 
relationships and relevant experience. In 
particular, highlight your experience with 
the development and operation of museums 
or cultural institutions. 


• Demonstrate your organizational capacity 
to execute this project. Describe the 
attributes and capabilities of each of the 
organization(s) that would be involved in 
developing the project and in managing its 
operation and programs over time. Identify 
potential partners and what role(s) they 
might play. 


• Outline a strategy for funding the capital 
cost of the proposed project, including any 
financial commitments already secured 
for this project. Provide a cost estimate, 
including all building, landscape, and tenant 
improvements. 


• Provide an operations plan (revenue and 
expenses) for the first five years of your 
facility. Describe anticipated sources of 
revenue that will sustain its programs and 
operations. 


• Provide a timeline identifying significant 
milestones from selection to opening. 


• What form of occupancy (lease, concession 
agreement, license agreement, or other) do 
you propose? What terms and conditions do 
you propose for that occupancy structure? 


• 	 Describe what role(s) you envision the Trust 
playing in governance, program delivery, or 
any other aspect of the project. 


Finally, provide a summary that reiterates how 
your proposal would advance each of the Trust's 
six goals for a cultural facility at the former 
Commissary site. 


Terns on Crissy 
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SELECTION PROCESS 


Key Dates 


June 17, 2013 
Presentation of Concepts to the Public 


September 16, 2013 
Proposals due at 5:00 PM 


September 2013 (tbd) 
Presentation of Final Proposals to the 
Public 


September 2013 (tbd) 
Proponents meet with the Presidio Trust 
Board of Directors 


The Presidio Trust will conduct the selection 
process. As the sole and final decision-maker 
for this selection, the Trust reserves the right to 
reject any or all proposals. 


Step 1 - Present Concepts to the Public 


Proponents will present their concept and early 
design ideas, and will respond to questions from 
the public and listen to comments. 


Step 2 - Proposals Due 


Step 3 - Present Final Proposals to the Public 


Proponents will respond to questions from the 
public. 


Step 4 - Discussion with the Presidio Trust 
Board ofDirectors 


Step 5 - Proposal Evaluation 


Proposals that the Trust determines to be 
complete will be evaluated based on how they 
meet the project goals and respond to the 
information requested. Additional information or 
clarification may be requested. 


Step 6 - Compliance Process: NEPA Review & 
NHPA Consultation 


The Trust is subject to the National 
Environmental Policy Act and the National 
Historic Preservation Act. The Trust will 
determine the scope of required environmental 
review, historic compliance, and other regulatory 
review activities. Compliance activities must be 
successfully completed before any agreement 
can be signed. 


Step 7 - Deliberation 


Once the Trust has had an opportunity for an 
initial review of the final proposals, the public 
has seen and commented on the final proposals, 
and the Trust has engaged the proponents 
in conversation, the Trust will determine the 


Class at Crissycompliance and decision-making process that 
the agency will undertake. 







' 


.. ...
I I 



Crissy Field, Opening Day, May 2001 
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Appendix 1 - Use and Disclosure 


Your submittal in response to this RFCP may be 
subject to the federal Freedom of Information 
Act ("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. §552. Under the 
FOIA, only certain categories of information 
submitted to and in possession of the federal 
government are exempt from disclosure to the 
public upon request. In your submittal, you 
must properly identify all information that you 
believe is exempt from disclosure under the 
FOIA. Information that is not properly identified 
may be released by the Presidio Trust ("Trust") 
without further review or consultation with you. 
Information that is properly identified may be 
released to a public requester under the FOIA 
only upon a finding by the Trust or by a court 
that it is not, in fact, exempt from disclosure. 


Among the FOIA exemptions that may apply 
to information you submit is one that exempts 
"trade secrets and commercial or financial 
information obtained from a person and 
privileged or confidential." 5 U.S.C. §552(b) 
(4). Courts have further defined these terms 
in specific situations. You may wish to seek 
legal advice on this and other FOIA issues, 
including other exemptions that may apply to the 
information you submit. 


Ifyour proposal does not contain information 
that you believe is exempt from disclosure under 
the FOIA, you must submit a letter to the Trust 
along with your proposal indicating that nothing 
in the proposal is exempt from disclosure. 


Ifyour submittal contains information that 
you believe is exempt from disclosure under 
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the FOIA, you must mark the cover of each 
document submitted as part of your proposal 
with the following legend: 


The information specifically identified on pages 
__ ofthis document constitutes information 
which the submitter believes to be exempt 
from disclosure under the federal Freedom of 
Information Act. The submitter requests that this 
information not be disclosed to the public, except 
as may be required by law. 


You must also specifically identify the 
information on each page of the proposal on 
which exempt material appears, and must 
prominently mark each such page as follows: 


CONTAINS INFORMATION THAT IS 
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER 
THEFOIA 


You must also submit to the Trust an additional 
complete copy of your proposal marked 
prominently on the cover as a "REDACTED 
COPY" with the information that you believe is 
exempt from disclosure permanently redacted 
such that this public copy may be posted on the 
Trust website without further review. 


Failure to identify information in your submittal 
and/or failure to redact information from the 
public copy you submit will be treated by the 
Trust as a waiver of your claim to exemption 
from public disclosure under the FOIA for such 
information. 


The Trust shall use the information that you 
identify in your submittal only for the evaluation 


of your submittal. Please note, however, that 
if the Trust enters into a contract with you as a 
result of or in connection with the submittal, the 
Trust shall have the right to use the information 
as provided in the contract. In addition, if the 
same information is obtained from you or from 
another source, it may be used in accordance 
with such restrictions, if any, as may be placed on 
it by that source. 


If a request of the Trust under the FOIA seeks 
access to information in the submittal that 
you have identified as exempt from disclosure 
under the FOIA, the Trust will notify you at 
your current address on file with the Trust in 
accordance with Executive Order 12600, and 
the Trust will provide you with an opportunity, 
on an expedited basis, to submit additional 
evidence and written argument in support of 
your position. If the Trust determines that some 
or all of the information claimed by you to be 
exempt from the FOIA is, in fact, subject to 
disclosure by the Trust under the FOIA, the 
Trust will notify you of this determination before 
the information is released. In order to receive 
notice in such situations, you must ensure that 
the Trust at all times has your current mailing 
address, phone number, facsimile number (if 
any), and electronic mail address (if any). 


Questions 
The Presidio Trust 
Attn: Steve Carp, FOIA Officer 
103 Montgomery Street, P.O. Box 29052 
San Francisco, CA 94129 
Phone: 415.561.5339 I Fax: 415.561.5308 
Great Egret in Crissy Marsh 
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Carp, Steve 


From: Lombardi, Tia 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 201 3 7:53 PM 
To: Brent Glass 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Greg! 


I think it went VERY well. We also talked for another 40 mins or so about the fact that GL's building will NEVER get buil t. 
AND, we talked about the desirability of the Trust having a role. 


Sent from my iPhone 


On Jan 15, 2013, at 7:23 PM, "Brent Glass" <brentdglass@gmail.com> wrote: 


Great. I thought the call with Craig was good. What are your thoughts? 


From: "Lombardi, Tia" <Tlombardi@presidiotrust.gov> 

Date: Tue, 15 Jan 20i3 23:22:14 +0000 

To: Brent Glass <brentdglass@gmail.com> 

Subject: FW: Meeting with Greg! 



FYI 


From: Liz Pittinos [.!.!m!lo:a!!!ilt~o~-• 



Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 11:59 AM 

To: Lombardi, Tia 

Subject: Meeting with Greg! 



I do have you and Brent down for Tuesday, 1122 at 2:30 PM. That should work fine as long as all goes 
well with Greg's fl ight coming in from Arizona. 


Thanks! 
Liz 


Liz Pittinos 

Executive Assistant to Greg Moore 

Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy 

201 Fort Mason, 3rd Floor, San Francisco. CA 94123 



Voice Fax•••••I 
www.parksconservancy.org 


The Nonprofit Support Partner for the Golden Gate National Parks 



http:oarksconservancv.org
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Carp, Steve 


From: Brent Glass <brentdglass@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 7:59 PM 

To: Lombardi, Tia 

Subject: Re: Meeting with Greg! 



Perfect! Now we have to produce some really good proposals. 


From: "Lombardi, Tia" <TLombardi@presidiotrust.gov> 

Date: Wed, 16 Jan 2013 03:52:37 +0000 

To: Brent Glass <brentdglass@gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Meeting with Greg! 



I think it went VERY well. We also talked for another 40 mins or so about the fact that GL1 s 
building will NEVER get built. AND, we talked about the desirability of the Trust having a role. 


Sent from my iPhone 


On Jan 15, 20.13, at 7:23 PM, "Brent Glass" <brentdglass@gmail.com> wrote: 


Great. I thought the call with Craig was good. What are your thoughts? 


From: "Lombardi, Tia " <TLombardi@presidiotrust.gov> 

Date: Tue, 15 Jan 2013 23 :22:14 +0000 

To: Brent Glass <brentdglass@gmail.com> 

Subject: FW: Meeting with Greg! 



FYI 


From: Liz Pittinos [mailto. 

Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 11 :59 AM 

To: Lombardi, Tia 

Subject: Meeting with Greg! 

I do have you and Brent down for Tuesday, 1/22 at 2:30 PM. That should work fine as long as all goes 

well with Greg's flight coming in from Arizona. 

Thanks! 

Liz 



Liz Pittinos 

Executive Assistant to Greg Moore 

Golden Gale National Parks Conservancy 

201 Fort Mason, 3rd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94123 

Voice Fax ••••• 

www.parksconservancy.org 



The Nonprofit Support Partner for the Golden Gate National Parks 



http:www.parksconservancy.org
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Carp, Steve 


From: Lombardi, Tia 
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2013 7.45 AM 
To: Brent Glass 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Greg! 


I have no worries. 


Sent from my iPhone 


On Jan 15, 2013, at 7:58 PM, "Brent Glass" <brentdglass@gmail.com> wrote : 


Perfect! Now we have to produce some really good proposals. 


From: "Lombardi, Tia" <TLombardi@presid iotrust.gov> 

Date: Wed, 16 Jan 2013 03:52:37 +0000 

To: Brent Glass <brentdglass@gmail.com> 

Subject: Re : Meeting with Greg! 



I think it went VERY well . We also talked for another 40 mins or so about the fact that GL's bui lding w ill 
NEVER get built. AND, we talked about the desirability of the Trust having a role. 


Sent from my iPhone 


On Jan 15, 2013, at 7:23 PM, "Brent Glass" <brentdglass@gmail.com> wrote: 


Great. I thought the call with Craig was good. What are your thoughts? 


From: "Lombardi, Tia" <TLombardi@presidiotrust .gov> 

Date: Tue, 15 Jan 2013 23 :22:14 +0000 

To: Brent Glass <brentdglass@gmail.com> 

Subject: FW: Meeting with Greg! 



FYI 


From: Liz Pittinos [rr:m@alitilttbod.•••••••• 

Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 11:59 AM 

To: Lombardi, Tia 

Subject: Meeting with Greg! 



I do have you and Brent down for Tuesday. 1/22 at 2:30 PM. That should work fine as 
long as all goes well with Greg's flight coming in from Arizona. 


Thanks! 
Liz 


Liz Pittinos 

Executive Assistant to Greg Moore 

Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy 

201 Fort Mason, 3rd Floor. San Francisco, CA 94123 
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL
 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY REPORT
 


Case Title 
Collusion and Misconduct by Presidio Trust 
Employees 
Reporting Office 
Sacramento Office 


Case Number 
OI-CA-16-0131-I 


Report Date 
January 15, 2016 


Report Subject 
Interview of Joshua Steinberger 


On January 11, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agents (SA) Lori Choquette and Tim 
Larson interviewed Joshua Steinberger, Chief of Strategy and Communications for the Presidio Trust 
(Trust) in San Francisco, CA, regarding allegations of collusion and misconduct by Trust employees 
during the proposal evaluation process for the construction of a cultural institution on Presidio property 
(Mid-Crissy project). At Steinberger’s invitation, Media and Government Relations Senior Advisor 
Dana Polk and Legal Analyst Steven Carp were also present during the interview. All three Trust 
employees signed Employee Voluntary Interview forms. The following is a summary of the 
information Steinberger, Carp, and Polk provided during the interview, which was recorded with all 
parties’ consent. 


Steinberger, who was a senior manager for the Mid-Crissy project, had worked at the Trust for 11 
years. Carp has served as the Trust’s Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) officer for over 17 years; he 
played no direct role in the Mid-Crissy project, but attended and recorded the minutes at the board 
meetings. Polk, who had worked at the Trust for over 15 years, handled Trust interactions with the 
public and press on the Mid-Crissy project. 


Steinberger stated that the Trust preserves and protects the Presidio for the American people. In 2011, 
Trust staff drafted the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines (Guidelines) after the board conducted a 
deliberative process with the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the National Park Service, 
signatories of the Trust’s programmatic agreement. The goals for the Mid-Crissy project—to enhance 
the visitors’ experience, to ensure that proposed structures were compatible with the natural setting, to 
determine whether proposals were responsive to the pre-existing Guidelines, and to reach a broad 
cross-section of the community—complemented the Trust’s mission and were referenced in all 
requests for concept proposals (RFCP) and requests for proposals (RFP). While the Trust was seeking 
proposals that would create financially viable projects, the board did not require a proponent to fully 
fund its concept. 


Reporting Official/Title Signature 
Lori Choquette/Special Agent Digitally signed. 


Authentication Number:  1FFA97AD8FC9488505D39EF48F380294 
This document is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG), and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law.  Distribution and reproduction of this document is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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 Case Number: OI-CA-16-0131-I      


As stated in the Trust Act, the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) do not apply to the Trust, but the 
Trust had an official procurement policy which was available on its website. Carp opined that the FAR 
did not apply to the Trust to allow it to enter into leases and create a “nimble and dynamic” 
organization. He stated that there was no policy for new construction like the proposed Mid-Crissy 
project, but that the Trust was guided by the tenet of reasonable competition. He added that the Trust 
had policies for non-residential leases on existing buildings within the Presidio. Steinberger stated that 
competition is important to the Trust because it was entrusted with ensuring the best use of the public 
land. 


Polk added that the board’s goal for the Mid-Crissy project was to create a dynamic visitor destination 
and that the Lucas project would have attracted many visitors. She described the transition of the Trust 
mission before and after it achieved financial self-sufficiency: the first part of the Trust mission had 
been to build the necessary revenue to support the future existence of the park, while the current 
strategic plan addressed serving a broad range of the public rather than just the local population. 


Steinberger explained that the RFCP was used to emphasize the importance of the site, generate 
enthusiasm for the project, and establish a hardy but not onerous standard. Soliciting concepts before 
requesting project proposals was a way for the board to entertain the best ideas and, based on an 
analysis of those ideas and public input, to invite selected proponents to submit their proposals. The 
Trust advertised the RFCP on its official website, in press releases, through paid advertisements, and 
through presentations at conferences conducted by Trust advisor Brent Glass and former Trust 
employee Tia Lombardi. The board invited the RFCP finalists to respond to the RFP.  


Steinberger stated that the Trust ensured fairness in the project solicitation and selection process by 
ensuring transparency, holding public meetings, setting clear guidelines and goals, seeking 
competition, and deliberating in a public setting. The board made all the decisions, but used public 
input to better inform its findings. Steinberger commented that the board and Trust management 
exerted a tremendous amount of deliberation in evaluating the proposals. The financial viability of 
George Lucas’ proposal was rated highly, but there were other considerations to weigh besides money. 
He felt that the Trust board went “above and beyond” to advertise the project goals at every public 
meeting, but believed that most public comments expressed strong personal opinions regarding the 
proposed projects rather than tailored assessments based on the stated goals. Polk explained that the 
project proponents recruited activists, provided them with talking points, and brought them to the 
public meetings to raise the points they had been fed. Carp stated that the board received a lot of 
political pressure from powerful people with strong opinions regarding the Mid-Crissy project, but that 
the board members made it clear that they would not bow to the pressure. The board was adamant 
about doing what was best for the public and the Presidio, and they were particularly concerned about 
building a structure worthy of that iconic spot.   


The board culled the 16 proposals submitted in response to the RFCP to 3 finalists by critically reading 
the concept proposals to determine which were financially viable and addressed the stated Mid-Crissy 
project goals. The board discussed the projects with the evaluation assistance of Glass, a hired museum 
consultant, and sought comments through a public meeting before making the first cut. It did not use a 
numerical rating or scoring system, but the board reached a unanimous decision about which proposals 
to cut and which to keep. Then the board interviewed the final three proponents, which included Lucas, 
and invited them to respond to the RFP. Steinberger recalled that the board members during the Mid-
Crissy project decision-making process were Nancy Bechtle, Dave Grubb, Bill Hambrecht, Charlene 
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 Case Number: OI-CA-16-0131-I      


Harvey, John Reynolds, Alex Mehran, and Paula Collins, but that only Reynolds, Mehran, and Collins 
remained on the current board.  


In 2005, Lucas, who was one of three finalists in a competitive, time-consuming, and expensive 
process, won the contract and built the Letterman Digital Arts campus on Presidio land. As such, 
Lucas had experienced successfully the Government contracting process at least once before 
submitting his proposal for the Mid-Crissy project. At the time of this interview, Lucas remained the 
leaseholder of the Letterman Digital Arts campus, although the business had been sold to Disney. 
Lucas had never held a seat on the Trust board. 


Lucas proposed his project idea to the board in 2010, before the board solicited RFCP’s. Lucas had a 
“grand idea” that he planned to finance personally, but the board informed him that the Mid-Crissy 
site, which the Presidio Trust Management Plan had designated for cultural use, was not being offered 
at that time. Steinberger believed that Lucas had a vision for the site, was passionate about his personal 
collection, and felt that a Beaux-Arts style of architecture was the proper format to embody his vision. 
Lucas made “modest tweaks” to his design during the proposal evaluation process, but the proposed 
building never came close to meeting the Guidelines. Steinberger stated that Lucas was inflexible and 
unwilling to modify the architecture to meet the Guidelines, which limited building height to a 
maximum of 45 feet to preserve the view of the Golden Gate Bridge from Presidio main post structures 
and public areas. In addition, the public and the board were not satisfied with the Lucas project’s nexus 
to the Presidio; Steinberger commented that this proposal was the “least connected to place” of the 
three finalists. He believed that Lucas had compelling, personal reasons to want his project there, but 
the lack of a direct link to the Presidio and the non-conforming architectural style created an impasse 
between Lucas and the board. 


Steinberger stated that the board communicated with the three finalist teams, identifying the strengths 
and weaknesses of their respective projects to obtain the best proposals from each of them. The board, 
however, spent the most time working with Lucas and his team because that project had the most 
issues to address. Polk added that some board members felt the Lucas project was close to meeting the 
criteria, but Lucas made it difficult by not compromising on the building. Carp stated that the Lucas 
team did not exhibit the level of cooperation that the Trust sought from a tenant partner and that the 
board members were disappointed and frustrated with Lucas. Lucas not as forthcoming as the other 
proponents; for instance, he initially refused and then delayed providing the schematics for his 
proposed building, while the other proponents responded in a timely manner to the board’s request for 
their drawings. Carp believed that the FOIA documents demonstrated that the Trust went out of its way 
to accommodate Lucas rather than being biased against him, and felt that the other two finalists might 
be upset to learn of the extensive efforts the Trust had made to work with Lucas. 


The board ultimately canceled the Mid-Crissy project solicitation because none of the finalists’ 
proposals completely satisfied the goals of the project. The board, however, remained hopeful about 
working with Lucas in the future because they felt that he had submitted the strongest proposal. The 
board offered him another site in the Presidio for his project, but Lucas never responded to the offer. 
The board voted unanimously to postpone the project indefinitely and had publicly stated from the 
beginning that not doing the project was always a viable option if no proposed project was deemed 
acceptable for the site. After postponing the project, the Trust made no plans to redevelop the Mid-
Crissy site in the near future. 
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Steinberger explained that the Trust hired Glass as an advisor on the Mid-Crissy project because of his 
expertise in the museum and cultural arena. Glass knew how to create a world-class facility, contact 
potential respondents, craft proper solicitation language, and evaluate proposals. Glass was paid on a 
retainer and was considered a contractor to the Trust. Glass was paired with former Trust employee 
Lombardi, who was the Mid-Crissy project manager. Glass’ relationship with the Trust ended when the 
project was canceled. 


Lombardi and Glass attended a board meeting when the original 16 concept proposals were received; 
they provided copies of the proposed projects to board members and gave a brief summary of each. As 
the Mid-Crissy project manager, Lombardi was the most acquainted with the proposals and, based on 
her experience at the Trust, could provide professional judgment about the compliance of the proposals 
with the stated goals of the project; she was not a decision maker, however, and did not present her 
opinion of the proposals to the board. Lombardi had exchanged emails with Department of the Interior-
designated board member John Reynolds, who Polk stated was frustrated because he felt like the rest 
of the board did not value his input.  


No one had seen the emails about the Lucas project exchanged by Lombardi and Glass before the 
FOIA request was processed; Carp stated that none of the emails had been forwarded by Lombardi to 
any other recipients besides Glass, and that the contents would have remained confidential if not for 
the FOIA request. Carp commented that the board was comprised of independent thinkers who would 
not have heeded a Trust staffer’s opinions anyway. Steinberger and Carp agreed that the comments in 
emails had no impact on the board’s decision. 


Steinberger took part in every deliberation and stated that the board never discussed Lombardi’s 
comments because they were unaware of them. The community, however, expressed concern that 
Lombardi was too vocal with her opinions about the Lucas project—before the FOIA and emails were 
public, Lombardi had made other comments—so the board requested her removal from the project 
manager position to avoid the appearance of a conflict of interest.  


While the Trust had no specific internal communications policy other than what general ethics policies 
covered, employees knew that their communications via Government electronic devices were subject 
to public requests for information. Steinberger stated that Lombardi’s comments were inconsistent 
with the spirit and professionalism of the Trust’s code of conduct as a Federal agency. He added that 
the email comments affected the Trust’s relationship with Glass in a similar way; the board and staff 
felt that Glass had failed to perform his contracted duties with the kind of professionalism they 
expected from a consultant. 


Lombardi, who had been with the Trust for approximately 13 years, served as the director of cultural 
and community affairs; the Mid-Crissy project was a special project assigned to her. After Lombardi’s 
email comments were uncovered through the FOIA response process, she resigned her position at the 
Trust. Steinberger stated that she should have known that her comments were without the bounds of 
the organization’s code of conduct. Lombardi had dedicated a major portion of her career to the Trust 
and Steinberger believed that she interpreted the Lucas design as a form of hubris. He explained that 
she resented Lucas’ lack of community inclusion during the project design, which may have caused her 
to react in an unprofessional manner; he added, however, that public servants must uphold the public 
trust, and her comments failed to do that. He believed that Lombardi’s comment that the Lucas 
building would “NEVER” be built, while perhaps inappropriately communicated, accurately reflected 
her experience and knowledge of Trust projects and the Guidelines. He stated that, in reality, the Lucas 
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proposed project would never have been approved by the board for the Mid-Crissy site because it did 
not meet the specifications. Steinberger did not believe Lombardi had any personal feelings against the 
project, but that she felt bullied by Lucas’ aggressive and uncooperative approach of exerting influence 
on the board to proceed with the project. Steinberger stated that Lombardi had taken no actions to 
“thwart or sabotage” the Lucas project.  


Agent’s Note: Steinberger shared that the Trust gave Lombardi the “hard choice” to voluntarily 
resign her position or to be terminated due to her email comments regarding the Lucas project. The 
Trust signed a non-disclosure agreement with Lombardi to keep the nature of her exit from the agency 
confidential, so this information should be restricted to OIG employees. 


Founding Trust executive director Craig Middleton served as the liaison between the board and staff. 
Middleton was a paid Federal employee, not an appointee or a decision maker, who oversaw the day-
to-day operations of the Trust. He was intimately involved in Mid-Crissy project and he accompanied 
the board to meetings with the three finalist proponents. Middleton voluntarily resigned from his the 
executive director position, but remained a Trust senior advisor until the end of January 2016. 
Steinberger did not believe that pressure regarding the Mid-Crissy project precipitated Middleton’s 
resignation. Michael Boland, the Trust’s Chief of Planning, Projects, and Programs, served as the 
interim executive director after Middleton resigned.  


Steinberger concluded that the Trust evaluated the Mid-Crissy proposal in an exceedingly transparent 
manner and that it was proud of the result because it upheld the public trust tenets of the agency. 
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CULTURAL INSTITUTION 








OPPORTUNITY 



The Presidio Trust (Trust) is seeking an experienced organization or a consortium of organizations to 
establish a cultural institution of note on the site of the former Commissary in the Crissy Field District 
of the Presidio of San Francisco. 


The: Trust has idr:nti fi0d the following six goals for this opportunity. Th0se goals were developed in 
recognition of the site's prominence and its natural and cultural setting, and they support the Trust's 
larger goal of providing the public with cultural and educational experiences of exceptional and 
enduring quality. The Trust is open to forming partnerships with interested parties and is interested in 
exploring ideas about the different ways that the facility could be operated and governed. 


1. 	 Enhance visitors' experience of the Presidio. 


2. 	 Provide programmatic offerings that are fresh and vital, that connect to broader themes, and 
that stimulate imagination and creativity. Offer cross-disciplinary programming that can be 
effective in advancing knowledge that has broad and lasting relevance. 


3. 	 Be compatible with the magnificent natural and cultural setting along Crissy Field and San 
Francisco Bay and responsive to the Trust's Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines and LEED 
requirements. 


4. 	 Complement current uses and activity in the Presidio, and integrate well with plans for Crissy 
Field and the Main Post. 


5. 	 Welcome a broad cross-section of Lhc communily in a manner Lhal rcflccls and reaffirms Lhc 
public nature of the Presidio. Be transparent and active in engaging the community. 


6. 	 Be economicaUy viable. 


EVALUATION PROCESS 


Schedule 


This RFCP initiates a two-step process. Concept proposals are due March 1, and will be reviewed 
within 30 days. The Trust may select several respondents, a single respondent, or may decide not to 
proceed with any of the proposals. 
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In the event that respondents to this RFCP are selected for further participation, they will be invited to 
submit fully-formed proposals in April. At that time, the Trust will request a detailed program proposal, 
architectural designs, a funding strategy, and an operations plan. The Trust's intent in undertaking a 
two-step process is to open the opportunity as widely as possible in order to benefit from the creativity 
a11d insight of respondents and the public. The Trnst expects to make a final decision in September 
2013. 


Transparency 


The former Commissary site is both spectacular and beloved by the public. The Trust will make the 
selection process , design consultation, and eventual programming as transparent as possible. Concept 
proposals will be posted on the Trust website along with project-related documents. The Trust will also 
respond to questions via FAQs that will be updated on the website. As part of the process, the Trust 
will require proponents selected for the second round to present their concepts to the public early in 


the spring. Proponents will also present their refined proposals before the end of the selection process. 


BACKGROUND 
Presidio of San Francisco 


The Presidio of San Francisco, founded in 1776 by Spain, is the birthplace of San Francisco. It was a 
U.S. Army post from 1846 to 1994, and was designated a National Historic Landmark District in 1962. 
Today, it is the gateway to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the largest urban national park 
in the country. The Presidio's 1,490 acres include 469 historic buildings, a 300-acre historic forest, 
diverse landscapes and natural areas, important archaeological sites, 24 miles of trails , scenic overlooks, 
and other recreational facilities. It is home to 280 native plant species and more than 200 species of 
birds and other wildlife. Approximately thirty-five hundred people work in the Presidio for businesses, 
non-profit and cultural organizations, and government agencies; another three thousand live in the 
Presidio. Four million people visit annually. 
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Crissy Field was the birthplace of West Coast Aviation. 
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Presidio Trust 


The Presidio Trust was established by the United 
States Congress in 1996 by the Presidio Trust Act 
(P.L. 104-333) to save an historic American place 
ancl transform it to fulfill a new national purpose. 
The Presidio's transformation into a national park 
site is one of the most interesting and remarkable 
base realignments in the country - one that is 
bringing together funding and expertise from 
government, the private and non-profit sectors, 
and the philanthropic community. 


The Trust has jurisdiction over the interior 
portions of the Presidio, or Area B. The National 
Park Service oversees the Presidio's coastal areas, 
or Area A. The former Commissary site is wholly 
within Area B. 


SITE DESCRIPTION 
The Presidio's Crissy Field district extends from 
the Marina Gate at Mason and Bay Streets to 
Fort Point and the Golden Gate Bridge. The 
Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines, which can 
be found on the Trust website, www.presidio. 
gov, address the area of Crissy Field east of 
Building 640 and west of Halleck, north of Doyle 
Drive and south of the Crissy Marsh and Mason 
Street. The Guidelines are intended to steer 
the redevelopment of the area in a manner that 
enhances the whole of Crissy Field, that takes 
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advantage of new connections to the 
Main Post, that protects the area's diverse 
resources, and that respects the character of 
the Presidio's National Historic Landmark 
District. The Guidelines apply to all projects 
in the Mid-Crissy area including building 
design as well as parking, circulation, and 
landscape upgrades. The Trust will use the 
Guidelines to evaluate project proposals. 


The former Commissary (Buildings 610/653), 
a one-story structure of approximately 93,000 
square feet, was built in 1989. The site is at 
the center of multiple efforts to transform the 
historic army post for public use: Crissy Field 
district itself, the Main Post to the south, and 
Tennessee Hollow Watershed to the east. 
Transecting all of these park-making efforts is 
construction of the Presidio Parkway, which 
replaces the 1937 Doyle Drive. 


Sports Basement, a popular retailer and 
fitness program provider, currently leases 
the building, and the Presidio Parkway 
construction is adjacent to the site. The 
Trust is working with Sports Basement to 
relocate its operation within the Presidio. 
The completion of the Presidio Parkway 
is scheduled for the end of 2016. Updated 
construction information can be found at 
www.presidioparkway.org 


2004 aerial CJ Former Commissary Site 


The Commissary was built by the U.S. Army in 1989. The 93,000 square foot building occupies one of the most prominent and beautiful 
locations in the Presidio. 
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Crissy Field 


Crissy Field is a largely open site facing the San 
Francisco Bay and the Golden Gate Bridge. 
Extensive improvements to Crissy Field have 
been undertaken by the Golden Gate National 
Parks Conservancy, the National Park Service, 
and the Presidio Trust with generous support 
from the community. Sensitivity to the area will 
be a key factor in evaluating proposals. 


The Crissy Marsh, the historic Crissy Airfield, 
and the Promenade have made the Presidio's bay 
front one of the region's premier recreational 
destinations. Building 603, to the east of the 
former Commissary, was rehabilitated to house 
the Crissy Field Center, a youth program center 
that is operated through a partnership of the 
Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy, the 
National Park Service, and the Presidio Trust. 


The Trust has overseen rehabilitation of the 
historic hangar buildings along West Crissy, 
which house indoor recreation facilities such as a 
climbing gym, trampoline gym, and a children's 
swimming school. 


East Beach features picnic areas, a cafe, and 
beach access. It is also the temporary home for 
the Crissy Field Center, which will move back to 
Building 603 after the completion of the Presidio 
Parkway. 


Main Post 


The Main Post is on the bluff south of the 
former Commissary. The Trust is revitalizing 
the Main Post as the heart of the Presidio. The 
Main Parade, which was a seven-acre parking 
lot at the center of the Main Post, has recently 
been transformed into an open green. The 
Presidio's first public lodging, Inn at the Presidio, 
opened in April 2012; additional lodging is 
contemplated in the Main Post. By the end of 
2013, the Officers' Club, one of San Francisco's 
oldest buildings, will reopen after a complete 
rehabilitation and will house a Heritage Center, 
cafe, and venues for special events. A state-of
the-art archaeology lab and education center 
occupy the buildings behind the Officers' Club. 


Tennessee Hollow Watershed 


The Trust is restoring the Tennessee Hollow 
Watershed, which runs through the eastern third 
of the Presidio into the Crissy Marsh. Creeks 
and wildlife habitat are being restored, new 
trails traverse the watershed, and facilities at El 
Polin Spring provide stewardship and outdoor 
education opportunities. 


Doyle Drive I Presidio Parkway 


Doyle Drive, the east-west roadway that was 
built in 1937 to connect San Francisco to the 
Golden Gate Bridge, is being replaced with the 


Presidio Parkway. The project is scheduled to 
be completed by the end of 2016. The Parkway 
will feature cut-and-cover tunnels that reconnect 
Crissy Field to the interior of the Presidio by 
way of the new tunnel-top bluffs. The principal 
bluff, the "Main Post Bluff," will form a striking 
backdrop to the site, and the former Commissary 
will be the primary point of intersection between 
Crissy Field and the Main Post. 


More information about the Presidio Parkway 
can be found at www.presidioparkway.org. 


Great Egret in Crissy Marsh 
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The 1937 elevated Doyle Drive is being replaced with the Presidio Parkway which will reconnect Crissy Field to the Presidio 's Main Post. The former Commissary is to the left. 
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Crissy Field evolved through the decades of intensive military use. The marsh was filled following the 1906 Earthquake and the area was used for the 1915 Panama Pacific International Exposition, attractions included a 
racetrack Before the Golden Gate Bridge was built in 7937, the area was a major airfield. Crissy Field was named for Major Dana Crissy, who died in October 1979 during one of the firsttranscontinental test flights 







Crissy Field was apublic recreational destination even whsn it was amilitarypost. Today, it is the Presidio's front yard. The marsh was restored in 2001; the social life of Crissy Field blends with 
its natural beauty. 
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PROJECT GOALS 
All proposals to develop the former Commissary 
site will be evaluated based on a demonstrated 
commitment to the six project goals . 


1. Enhance visitors' experience of the 
Presidio. 


As a national park site within the Golden Gate 
National Recreational Area and a National 
Historic Landmark District, the Presidio holds 
two of the nation's most important designations. 
Both the architecture and program proposed 
for a cultural institution in such a prominent 
location at the Presidio will be held to the 
highest standard. The Trust seeks a program that 
is at once a resource for the community and a 
national and international draw. 


2. Provide programmatic offerings that are 
fresh and vital, that connect to broader 
themes, and that stimulate imagination 
and creativity. Offer cross-disciplinary 
programming that can be effective in 
advancing knowledge that has broad and 
lasting relevance. 


Increasingly, museums of all kinds are looking 
to bring the arts, sciences, and history together 
to create a richer understanding of our world, of 
our culture and heritage, and to shape the future. 
It is hoped that the cultural institution will 
participate in cross-disciplinary programming 


and contribute to advancing knowledge that has 
broad and lasting relevance. 


The cultural institution must provide dynamic 
programming and changing exhibitions to 
engage repeat visitors. However the program 
is developed and whatever its ultimate focus, it 
must present multiple ways for visitors to engage 
with exhibitions, programs, and the site. 


The San Francisco Bay Area has become an 
international center for research and enterprise 
focused on advancing technology and science; its 
cultural and educational environment includes 
more than 85 museums and major universities. 
This extensive network of intellectual resources 
creates opportunities for partnerships and 
innovative programming; it also sets the highest 
standards for research, exhibition, and program 
offerings. 


3. Be compatible with the magnificent 
natural and cultural setting along Crissy 
Field and San Francisco Bay and responsive 
to the Trust's Mid-Crissy Area Design 
Guidelines and LEED requirements. 


Reuse of the former Commissary site would 
be implemented under the 2002 Presidio Trust 
Management Plan (PTMP) and its accompanying 
Programmatic Agreement (PA), which identify 
a public process for review under the National 
Environmental Policy Act and the National 
Historic Preservation Act. The process entails 


public engagement and input as well as 
consultation with the signatories and concurring 
parties to the PA. 


Consistent with the provisions of the PTMP and 
its PA, the Trust developed design guidelines for 
the Mid-Crissy Area, which includes the former 
Commissary site. After public engagement 
and consultation under the 2002 PA, the Trust 
finalized the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines 
in December 2011. The Guidelines are 
consistent with the planning guidelines for the 
Crissy Field district presented in the 2002 PTMP 
and delineate most of the major design elements. 
The chief objective of the Guidelines is to 
preserve and enhance views and be sympathetic 
with the dramatic natural and historic setting of 
Crissy Field. Further architectural consultation 
will be required once the final project has been 
selected. 


Adherence to the PTMP and Mid-Crissy 
Area Design Guidelines will allow for the 
most straightforward redevelopment process; 
departure from the Guidelines would likely 
add complexity and time. In the PTMP the 
Trust identifies reuse of the existing building 
as preferable. Should new construction prove 
desirable to better accomplish the Trust's goals, 
the Trust will work with proponents, the public, 
as well as signatories and concurring parties to 
the PA to review new construction, evaluate its 
impacts, and insure a successful project. 
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The Trust requires a LEED Gold rating, at a 
minimum, for this project, which provides an 
opportunity to utilize up-to-date technologies 
and to incorporate practices that directly 
promote the health of the Crissy Marsh and the 
San Francisco Bay. 


4. Complement current uses and activity in 
the Presidio, and integrate well with plans 
for Crissy Field and the adjacent Main Post. 


The Trust collaborates with many entities 
to deliver programs and events. In addition, 
Presidio partners such as the Golden Gate 
National Parks Conservancy and the National 
Park Service, the Golden Gate Bridge District 
and Presidio tenants, including the Walt Disney 
Family Museum, Futures Without Violence, 
the Y, the Thoreau Center, and others, provide 
programs and exhibitions for the public. 
Through coordination and collaboration with 
these agencies and organizations, the cultural 
institution should enrich the experience of the 
park. 


5. Welcome a broad cross-section of the 
community in a manner that reflects and 
reaffirms the public nature of the Presidio. 
Be transparent and active in engaging the 
community. 


The Presidio Trust's goal is to welcome the 
public and make the Presidio accessible to all. 
Outreach to underserved communities is an 
essential component of the Presidio's role as an 
urban national park site. The facility should have 
a welcoming, public character; its programs as 
well as marketing strategies should be designed 
to engage a diverse audience. The Presidio 
Trust will look for inclusive outreach and pricing 
strategies when evaluating project concepts. 


6. Be economically viable. 


The proposed concept must result in a program 
that is economically viable. The Trust is open to 
exploring partnership arrangements to develop 
and operate the facility, but at this time does 
not assume that it would directly subsidize the 
facility's operations. 


Charged by Congress to become financially 
independent of annual federal appropriations, 
the Trust generates revenues by leasing the 
park's buildings. All revenues are used to fund 
park operations, resource protection, public 
programs, and park enhancement projects. 
In balancing the diverse goals of different 
undertakings against this financial mission, the 
Trust looks to its tenants and partners to sustain 
their programs and also contribute to sustaining 
the Presidio. 


Alcatraz 
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SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS 

Schedule 


Request for Concept Proposals (RFCP) available 
November 15, 2012. 


Responses to the RFCP are due by 5:00 pm, 
March 1, 2013. 


Respondents must submit five (5) copies 
including a redacted or "public copy" that 
complies with the requirements of the Freedom 
of Information Act. (See Appendix 1, "Use 
and Disclosure") In addition, submitters must 
provide a PDF of the "public copy" of the 
concept proposal to be posted on the Trust 
website. All submittals become the property of 
the Trust. 


The Trust will conclude its initial review of 
concept proposals by April 1, 2013 and intends 
to issue an RFP inviting submittals of fully
formed proposals. 


Deliver proposal to: 
The Presidio Trust 
Attn: Tia Lombardi 
Director of Cultural Affairs 
103 Montgomery Street 
P.O. Box 29052 
San Francisco, CA 94129-0052 


Questions 
commissary@presidiotrust.gov 


Submittal Contents 


The submittal requirements are: 
1. Transmittal letter including 


a. Name of organization, or name and 
relationship of the organizations 
included in a consortium, if applicable 


b. Description of leadership structure 


c. Legal structure and date established, 
if applicable 


d. Name, title, address, phone number 
and email of individual(s) authorized to 
negotiate on behalf of submitting 
organization(s) 


2. Concept Proposal 
The Trust is looking for thoughtful responses that 
address the Project Goals and respond to the five 
Tasks listed below. Concept proposals should not 
exceed 20 pages, excluding attachments. 


TASK 1 Create a scenario for the best use of 
the former Commissary Building and site, and 
provide the Trust with your own evaluation 
ofhow your proposal meets the project goals. 
Include a concept for exhibition and education 
programs. 


The following are activities that have been 
contemplated for the site. These suggestions 
should not be considered as requirements - they 
are neither exclusive nor exhaustive - and should 
not constrain responses. 


1. 	 Exhibition spaces for permanent and 
changing exhibitions 


2. 	 Indoor and outdoor activities 


3. 	 Educational programs and activities 


4. 	 Access to Crissy Field, the San 
Francisco shoreline, and Presidio trails 


5. 	 Ancillary high-quality food service 


6. 	 Theater and penormance space 


7. 	 Large, visible green areas 


8. 	 Sculpture and art 


TASK 2 Propose a conceptual plan to repurpose 
the former Commissary site in a manner 
that responds to the Mid-Crissy Area Design 
Guidelines. 


Vignettes are welcome, but renderings and 
architectural plans will not be accepted at this 
stage of the process. Rather, please provide a 
narrative that describes the design and layout 
you envision and explain how the building will 
respond to the Design Guidelines. 


TASK 3 Describe a funding strategy both 
for achieving the initial capital costs and for 
.financing vngving vperativns. 


Identify potential revenue sources, such as retail, 
restaurant, and rental activities. 
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TASK 4 Describe how you envision that the 
facility could be best operated and governed and 
suggest what role the Trust might play. 


Describe also how partnerships with existing 
Presidio tenants, the National Park Service, the 
Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy, and 
educational, cultural, research, and business 
entities would enrich the program. 


TASK 5 Tell us what you think are the most 
important elements for success. 


General Information 


The Presidio Trust reserves the right to reject 
any and all responses and to waive technicalities 
as deemed to be in the best interest of the Trust. 
The Trust reserves the right to request additional 
information from a respondent(s) as deemed 
necessary to analyze responses. 


In the event it becomes necessary to revise 
any part of this solicitation, addenda shall be 
created and emailed to registered entities that 
have provided an accurate email address. The 
Presidio Trust is not liable for any cost incurred 
by the submitter prior to signing a contract. The 
contents of this submittal may be included in 
contractual obligations if a contract ensues from 
this process. 


Available Information 


Additional information and studies that are 
pertinent to this opportunity can be found on 
the Trust's website www.presidio.gov or in the 
Trust Library at 103 Montgomery Street. This 
information includes: 


1. 	 Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines 


2. 	 The Presidio Trust Management Plan 


3. 	 The Crissy Marsh Study 


4. 	 The Main Post Update 


5. 	 The Quartermaster Reach 
Environmental Assessment 


6. 	 The National Park Service's 1994 
General Management Plan Amendment 
for Area A ofthe Presidio of San 
Francisco (available in the Trust 
Library) 


Insurance Requirements 


Commercial General Liability, Business 
Automobile Liability, Workers' Compensation, 
and Professional Liability Insurance are 
required from entities that enter into a contract 
with the Presidio Trust. This information is 
being provided for informational purposes 
only. Insurance coverage and limits will be 
determined and an actual insurance requirement 
prepared based on the proposed project and 
operations. 


View East - Commissary in the background 


Photos courtesy of Robert IN. Bowen Family, Ca/trans District 
4 Photography, GGNRA Park Archives, Jay Graham. Brian 
Pobuda, San Francisco Chronicle, San Francisco Public Library, 
Terry Schmitt, Art Zendarski 
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Appendix 1 - Use and Disclosure 


Your submittal in response to this RFCP may be 
subject to the federal Freedom of Information 
Act ("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. §552. Under the 
FOIA, only certain categories of information 
submitted to and in possession of the federal 
government are exempt from disclosure to the 
public upon request. In your submittal, you 
must properly identify all information that you 
believe is exempt from disclosure under the 
FOIA. Information that is not properly identified 
may be released by the Presidio Trust ("Trust") 
without further review or consultation with you. 
Information that is properly identified may be 
released to a public requester under the FOIA 
only upon a finding by the Trust or by a court 
that it is not, in fact, exempt from disclosure. 


Among the FOIA exemptions that may apply 
to information you submit is one that exempts 
"trade secrets and commercial or financial 
information obtained from a person and 
privileged or confidential." 5 U.S.C. §552(b) 
(4) . Courts have further defined these terms 
in specific situations. You may wish to seek 
legal advice on this and other FOIA issues, 
including other exemptions that may apply to the 
information you submit. 


Ifyour proposal does not contain information 
that you believe is exempt from disclosure under 
the FOIA, you must submit a letter to the Trust 
along with your proposal indicating that nothing 
in the proposal is exempt from disclosure. 


Ifyour submittal contains information that 
you believe is exempt from disclosure under 
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the FOIA, you must mark the cover of each 
document submitted as part of your proposal 
with the following legend: 


The infomwtion specifically identified on pages 
__ ofthis document constitutes information 
which the submitter believes to be exempt 
from disclosure under the federal Freedom of 
Information Act. The submitter requests that this 
information not be disclosed to the public, except 
as may be required by law. 


You must also specifically identify the 
information on each page of the proposal on 
which exempt material appears, and must 
prominently mark each such page as follows : 


CONTAINS INFORMATION THAT IS 
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER 
THE FOIA 


You must also submit to the Trust an additional 
complete copy of your proposal marked 
prominently on the cover as a "REDACTED 
COPY" with the information that you believe is 
exempt from disclosure permanently redacted 
such that this public copy may be posted on the 
Trust website without further review. 


Failure to identify information in your submittal 
and/or failure to redact information from the 
public copy you submit will be treated by the 
Trust as a waiver of your claim to exemption 
from public disclosure under the FOIA for such 
information. 


The Trust shall use the information that you 
identify in your submittal only for the evaluation 


of your submittal. Please note, however, that 
if the Trust enters into a contract with you as a 
result of or in connection with the submittal, the 
Trust shall have the right to use the information 
as provided in the contract. In addition, if the 
same information is obtained from you or from 
another source, it may be used in accordance 
with such restrictions, if any, as may be placed on 
it by that source. 


If a request of the Trust under the FOIA seeks 
access to information in the submittal that 
you have identified as exempt from disclosure 
under the FOIA, the Trust will notify you at 
your current address on file with the Trust in 
accordance with Executive Order 12600, and 
the Trust will provide you with an opportunity, 
on an expedited basis, to submit additional 
evidence and written argument in support of 
your position. If the Trust determines that some 
or all of the information claimed by you to be 
exempt from the FOIA is, in fact, subject to 
disclosure by the Trust under the FOIA, the 
Trust will notify you of this determination before 
the information is released. In order to receive 
notice in such situations, you must ensure that 
the Trust at all times has your current mailing 
address, phone number, facsimile number (if 
any), and electronic mail address (if any) . 


Questions 
The Presidio Trust 
Attn: Steve Carp, FOIA Officer 
103 Montgomery Street, P.O. Box 29052 
San Francisco, CA 94129 
Phone: 415.561.5339 I Fax: 415.561.5308 
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Presidio Trust shoots down George Lucas' plan, 2 others 
Lucas to get another option away from Crissy Field site 


By 
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what  change will occur on land that has been leased to retailer Sports Basement since 2004.


ADVERTISEMENT


Teacher Degrees
phoenix.edu


University of Phoenix®. Education Programs for 21st Century Teaching.


The site is at the hinge where Crissy Field and the Presidio's Main Post will meet in 2016 when the reconstruction of Doyle Drive is


complete. That $1 billion project will tuck part of the approach to the Golden Gate Bridge into a tunnel that will be topped by a 10


acre blufflike park alongside what now is the Sports Basement parking lot.


That future, rather than the nondescript present, is what stirred the interest of Lucas and his rivals, each of whom proposed cultural


centers with environmental themes. It also is why such forces as the National Park Service weighed in during recent months, saying


any decision should be delayed until work on the new Presidio Parkway is complete.


According to members of the trust board, though, they want to resume planning the site before then.


ADVERTISEMENT


"I don't think we'll wait for two years," member Charlene Harvey said. "This is an important decision."


Lucas' highprofile support
The clear loser in Monday's decision is Lucas. His team had waged a vigorous lobbying campaign for the site that included backing


from Gov. Jerry Brown, San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee, U.S. Sen. Dianne Feinstein and, especially, House Minority Leader Nancy


Pelosi. There also was support from such cinematic heavyweights as Martin Scorsese.


"This is something that caught us completely by surprise," David Perry, a spokesman for Lucas, said of the idea that other large


development sites are available within the park, a National Historic Landmark District.


"For four years, we have been told that the only site available is the Sports Basement site, and we have worked and reworked our


plan to make it work," Perry said. "Now, literally in the past few hours, we hear there is an alternative site."


The filmmaker will continue to work with the trust, Perry said. "I know that they take their stewardship of the Presidio very


seriously," he said.


Lucas will weigh other offers that have come his way. "A lot of other people have asked us to dance, and we will start calling them


back," Perry said.


Conservancy 'grateful'
The response from the conservancy, Lucas' leading rival, was more enthusiastic.


That group helped oversee the restoration of Crissy Field, which has become San Francisco's most popular waterfront open space.


Last month, the latest version of its proposal for the Sports Basement site included a promise to "unreservedly endorse" any halt to


planning efforts there.


"We are grateful to the trust board for taking the long view about this park site ... by making a decision they believe is in the best


interest of the American people," conservancy President Greg Moore said in a statement. "The trust has come to a decision that is


considerate of the transformation that is occurring here over the course of the next several years," such as the new bluff.
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The only politician to comment Monday afternoon was Pelosi, who was instrumental in creating the Presidio Trust after the Army


base closed.


Rather than dwell on Lucas not getting the Crissy Field site, spokeswoman Evangeline George said in a statement that the House


minority leader "is pleased the board has come to a decision to productively work with each of the sponsors to examine alternate


locations within the Presidio."


The decision comes one week after a hearing where 500 people turned out to see presentations from each team and weigh in. Many


of the 96 comments that evening called for a delay.


There was no turning point in deciding to set aside the proposals for the site, board members said Monday.


"We have certainly heard from everyone in the world," Bechtle said. "The only creature I didn't hear was my dog. He has an opinion,


but he's not telling."


Chronicle columnists Phil Matier and Andrew Ross contributed to this report.


John King is The San Francisco Chronicle's urban design critic. Email: jking@sfchronicle.com Twitter: @JohnKingSFChron


© 2016 Hearst Communications, Inc.
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL
 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY REPORT
 


Case Title 
Collusion and Misconduct by Presidio Trust 
Employees 
Reporting Office 
Sacramento Office 


Case Number 
OI-CA-16-0131-I 


Report Date 
February 29, 2016 


Report Subject 
Interview of John Reynolds 


On February 29, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agents Lori Choquette and Tim 
Larson interviewed John Reynolds, the Secretary of the Interior’s designated member of the Presidio 
Trust (Trust) board, via telephone, regarding allegations of collusion and misconduct by Trust 
employees during the proposal evaluation process for the construction of a cultural institution on 
Presidio property (Mid-Crissy project). At Reynolds’ invitation, Joshua Steinberger, the Trust’s Chief 
of Strategy and Communication, participated in the conference call. The following is a summary of the 
information Reynolds provided during the interview, which was recorded with his consent. 


Former Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar appointed Reynolds to the Trust board of directors in 
2009. Reynolds applied for the position by writing to Salazar’s deputy chief of staff, submitting his 
resume, and interviewing with Salazar and a panel of Department of the Interior (DOI) staff members. 
As a board member, Reynolds advised and made decisions for Trust staff to implement and 
represented the Secretary’s and the National Park Service’s (NPS) positions on any subject before the 
board. Reynolds remained in his board position after Sally Jewell replaced Salazar as the Secretary of 
the Interior; Reynolds serves on the board at the pleasure of the Secretary. Unlike presidentially 
appointed members, the DOI-designated board member has no term limit.  


Reynolds attended the meeting in 2010 during which George Lucas presented to the board an 
unsolicited proposal to build a museum on the Mid-Crissy site. He felt that it was a “legitimate” project 
for the Trust to consider along with other potential proposals. Reynolds was concerned that the Lucas 
structure would not meet the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines (Guidelines) or pass the National 
Historic Preservation Act assessment and wondered what it would add to the public’s interpretation of 
the Presidio. The board immediately decided to solicit other proposals for the “iconic important site” 
because the Trust was committed to a competitive process for all major projects. Reynolds stated that 
the board informed Lucas that the potential project would be awarded via a competitive process “early 
enough that he knew that he wasn’t just going to be handed the site.” No one from the Trust had ever 
promised Lucas the Mid-Crissy site. 
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Lori Choquette/Special Agent Digitally signed. 
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The board worked with Trust staff to develop the evaluation process and they published the request for 
concept proposals (RFCP) on the official Trust website. Reynolds could not recall any particular 
emphasis to solicit a proposal specifically from the Golden Gate National Park Conservancy 
(GGNPC), but added that contacting GGNPC about the potential project would have aligned with the 
goal of reaching potential bidders and obtaining the best proposals from which to choose. He said that 
it was “perfectly legitimate” to gauge an organization’s interest by notifying it of the RFCP.  


Trust staff used the criteria posted in the RFCP to evaluate and provide an analysis of each submitted 
proposal to the board. The board discussed the proposals with staff after reviewing the staff report and 
each submitted proposal. Reynolds read each proposal and made his own evaluations; he believed that 
every board member did a “lot of homework” and “knew what they were talking about.” The board 
members initially narrowed the field to seven proposals, but further discussion led them to agree 
unanimously to invite five proponents to present their proposals to the board. He said that the board 
chose the proposals with the greatest depth and breadth compatible with the Trust’s vision for the site; 
narrow or undeveloped proposals were the first to be rejected. After the five presentations, the board 
discussed those proposals with input from the staff and invited three finalists to submit official 
proposals. He added that it was a “rigorously conducted competition” and that while he was “sure they 
were disappointed,” the two proponents winnowed from the five presenters raised no objections to the 
board’s decision. 


Trust Project Manager Tia Lombardi attended board meetings when the Mid-Crissy project was on the 
agenda; she was there to provide information and to implement board decisions. Lombardi did not 
voice her personal opinions or make any comments to the board about any of the proposals. Her 
comments included only the results of the staff reports. Reynolds stated that if Lombardi had expressed 
her personal opinion on the Lucas project or any of the others, the board would not have heeded it 
unless it was relevant. He commented that the board was “not reticent at all to reach its own opinions 
and conclusions.” Reynolds did not have a personal relationship with Lombardi and was unaware of 
any such relationships between her and the other board members. Reynolds stated that the board never 
requested Lombardi’s removal from the Mid-Crissy project manager position.  


Reynolds did not know about Lombardi’s email comments about the Lucas building during the 
decision-making process and did not believe the other members knew of them. From the beginning of 
the process, the board “was absolutely certain to a person that no building would be built unless it met 
the Guidelines.” As such, Lombardi’s comments expressed an opinion already held by the board, albeit 
presented in a different manner. After the release of the emails, the board members expressed 
disappointment that the staff had not been more discreet with personal comments; Lombardi’s email 
comments, however, had no effect on the board’s decision-making process because the members made 
their own decisions, remained unaware of the comments at the time, and adhered to the Guidelines. 


Reynolds stated that the board members felt the same way about Advisor Brent Glass’s email 
responses: they wished he had been more discreet. He added, however, that Glass’s interactions with 
the board were “absolutely professional” and that Glass was hired to present his opinions of the 
proposals. Glass was “straight forward” about his proposal evaluations and he determined that the 
Lucas project met some criteria while not meeting others. Reynolds believed the Trust would hire 
Glass in the future if his services were required and was unaware of any negative feelings held by 
board members regarding Glass. 


From the board’s perspective, Lucas’s building was the predominant issue with his proposal. While 
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some individuals expressed other concerns, all members agreed that Lucas had a “well-produced” 
proposal, but that it failed to meet the Guidelines. Reynolds specifically objected to idea of having 
students bussed into an underground entrance to the Lucas building and then leaving in the same way 
without visiting the Presidio park site; he believed the Lucas project lacked a connection to the 
Presidio. He was also concerned about the proposed structure and the Lucas team not providing the 
Trust with an opportunity to comment meaningfully about it during the design stages.  


The board informed Lucas and the other two finalists about the issues with their respective proposals 
and provided individualized suggestions to assist the proponents in addressing the concerns. The board 
instructed Trust staff to provide Lucas with a copy of the Guidelines and photographic examples of 
appropriate architectural styles for the Mid-Crissy site. Reynolds stated that the Guidelines were 
“explicitly clear” on the building height limitation, but that Lucas’s building never complied with the 
height restriction. Lucas was “not amenable in any way” to addressing the issues identified by the 
board and completely ignored the board’s suggestions. The Trust board and staff met with Lucas’s 
team twice as often as they met with the other two finalists because of the “recalcitrance of the Lucas 
folks to consider the information, our requirements.” He commented that the other two teams were not 
only receptive, but anxious to incorporate the board’s suggestions regarding their projects.  


Reynolds was not aware of whether Lucas or his team claimed to be treated unfairly by the Trust; 
when asked if he felt that the Trust had treated Lucas unfairly, he replied: “Absolutely not.” The 
“participating community” attending the public meetings generally was not in favor of the Lucas 
proposal; the majority preferred the GGNPC proposal. There were many written comments submitted 
to the Trust, however, in favor of the Lucas proposal. Of the three finalists, the board favored the 
Lucas proposal, but did not award the project to Lucas because his building did not meet the 
Guidelines. The board explicitly reserved the authority to not accept any proposals and suspend the 
project. 


The chairwoman of the board offered Lucas an alternate site on the Presidio grounds for his project. 
The board had not discussed that offer, but it would have accepted it if Lucas had agreed. The building 
still would have been subject to historic compliance review. Reynolds commented that the alternate 
site had better access, but lacked the iconic view of the San Francisco Bay and the Golden Gate 
Bridge. Reynolds believed that Lucas was seeking to locate his project on the Mid-Crissy site because 
of the view. 


At the last meeting with Lucas, the board told him that he could not build a museum on the Mid-Crissy 
site if it did not meet the Guidelines. Lucas refused to modify his building plans to comply with the 
Guidelines. The Trust board was disappointed that Lucas’s project will not be located in San 
Francisco. The board has not discussed any plans for the Mid-Crissy site since the project was 
suspended. 
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On January 21, 2016, Office of Inspector General (OIG) Special Agents (SA) Lori Choquette and Tim 
Larson interviewed Craig Middleton, former Executive Director for the Presidio Trust (Trust) in San 
Francisco, CA, regarding allegations of collusion and misconduct by Trust employees during the 
proposal evaluation process for the construction of a cultural institution on Presidio property (Mid-
Crissy project). At Middleton’s invitation, Trust Chief of Strategy and Communications Joshua 
Steinberger also attended the interview. Middleton and Steinberger signed Employee Voluntary 
Interview forms. The following is a summary of the information Middleton provided during the 
interview, which was recorded with his consent. 


Middleton formerly worked for Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi in Washington DC; Pelosi represented 
San Francisco and when the district lines were revised, the Presidio became part of her district. The 
Presidio was a U.S. Army base that closed in 1989; about that time, Middleton returned to California to 
work for Greg Moore at the Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy (Conservancy). He served as a 
staff member to the Conservancy council working with the National Park Service (NPS) to determine 
how to manage the Presidio. After the Trust was established in 1996 and former President Clinton 
appointed the board, Middleton became the first Trust staff employee. Jim Meadows became the first 
Trust executive director, a position he held for 4 years; Middleton became the interim executive 
director for 1 year after Meadows left and was hired as the permanent executive director in 2002. He 
resigned from the executive director position in February 2014 and ceased serving in that capacity in 
June 2014, but continued to work for the Trust as a senior advisor until the end of January 2016.  


Middleton’s goals for the Trust included creating an organization that was flexible enough to achieve 
financial self-sufficiency; the Trust achieved that goal at the end of fiscal year 2012. He also wanted to 
make the Presidio a relevant place for present and future generations while still recognizing its past 
significance. Middleton stated that the Trust adopted its strategic plan in the past year and that he 
decided it was a good time move onto something else. He said that everyone, including George Lucas, 
wanted to set their projects on the Mid-Crissy site. While Middleton generally enjoyed politics, he 
admitted that the Mid-Crissy project process was “really tough.” He added that he had worked at the 
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Trust for 18 years and did not want to tackle another big project. 


Middleton explained that the executive director was not a member of the board, but rather the person 
the board held responsible for Presidio and staff operations. He often met with the board and its 
committees and served as a go-between for the Trust board and staff. Middleton recalled only two or 
three board votes that were not decided unanimously, for which he credited the board’s in-depth 
discussions of issues. 


Middleton was active in the Mid-Crissy project, which consumed much of his time. He ensured the 
staff and board followed the evaluation and selection process because of hard lessons the Trust had 
learned in the past. For example, former board member Don Fisher presented an unsolicited project to 
the Trust in its early days; he proposed to pay for the construction of a museum on the Presidio that 
would house his vast collection. Fisher already had formulated the idea and the plans for the building, 
a glass structure, when he approached the board. The Trust then created design guidelines for the 
proposed site, the timing of which created community opposition; the public accused the Trust of 
designing the guidelines to suit the Fisher building, instead of the other way around. The Trust learned 
from that arduous and ultimately unsuccessful proposition that the public expected it to select projects 
through a competitive process. Middleton carried the institutional memory of that process and brought 
informed recommendations to the new board members.  


Middleton stated that the Mid-Crissy process was similar to the process used for the Letterman Digital 
Arts Campus (LDAC) project around 2005. During that process, George Lucas competed against other 
proponents for the site. After winning the project, Lucas’ proposal navigated the historic review and 
public comment process; thus, Lucas had traversed the long process of building a project on Federal 
land at least once before. Middleton added that Lucas knew the board from the LDAC project and that 
he remained one of the Trust’s largest tenants. 


Middleton recommended that the board delay the competition for the Mid-Crissy site until the design 
guidelines were established. The board created the Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines (Guidelines) 
with input from NPS, the National Trust for Historic Preservation, and the public. Establishing the 
guidelines prior to soliciting proposals for the site helped educate the potential proponents about the 
project requirements before they submitted proposals.  


The board took issue with Lucas’ proposal for the Mid-Crissy site. One member worried that the 
programming was unclear and insufficiently linked to the Presidio. Most members thought the Lucas 
museum would become a great draw for children, but the board unanimously felt that the architecture 
was wrong for the site. Lucas’ building exceeded the Guidelines’ specified maximum height of 45 feet. 
Middleton commented that the Bechtle Foundation had given the land, the largest gift in NPS history, 
for the purpose of preserving the view. Lucas’ 65-foot building would obscure the view of the Golden 
Gate Bridge from the Presidio main post and other public areas. The ornate style of the building, which 
incorporated caryatids and a dome inspired by the Palace of Fine Arts, also caused concern. The board 
felt that the architecture was inappropriate for the Presidio, as a national historic landmark, and that the 
building would not pass the historic review process. 


Lucas proposed his unsolicited museum idea to the board in 2010. The board never promised Lucas the 
Mid-Crissy site for his project. Having worked in this arena for 20 years at that point, it seemed clear 
to Middleton that obtaining approval for the building would have been difficult, even if the board had 
chosen it. The board explained this to Lucas and his team during many conversations. The board felt 
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strongly that the Lucas project presented a great opportunity and they wanted to make it work, but the 
building was inappropriate and would not be approved by historic process. The board presented Lucas 
with examples of structures that would be compatible with the site for clarity. For fairness, Middleton 
ensured that he interacted with the other two finalists each time he met with the Lucas team. He stated 
that the Conservancy had programmatic issues that he worked with them to address, and that the third 
finalist lacked the financial ability to complete the project. The Trust sent a letter to each of the 
finalists providing an additional month for them to produce their best possible product and listing the 
weaknesses each needed to address. Lucas knew that his building was his project’s main problem and 
that he would lose the project if he refused alter it, but the board never stated that Lucas would get the 
project if he changed the building. 


The Lucas team felt that Lucas was being treated unfairly by being forced to compete. The Trust 
actively sought proposals from other entities to take part in the competition. Middleton told Lucas that 
the Trust would conduct a robust competitive process, but thought that Lucas might not have expected 
the Trust to “beat the bushes” so vigorously. The Trust hired Brent Glass to advise the board 
throughout the solicitation and evaluation process and sent him to conferences to present the project 
opportunity to potential applicants. Middleton emphasized that the Trust had to safeguard the public 
land—the competitive process was designed to choose from the best possible projects for the site, not 
to thwart the Lucas project. The board wanted to ensure that potential proponents would not be 
dissuaded by Lucas’ fame and wealth by creating a way for them to compete without having to spend 
much money; thus the board solicited project ideas first through a request for concept proposals 
(RFCP). The board then winnowed the responses and invited select proponents, including Lucas, to 
submit formal proposals. 


Middleton stated that all proponents found supporters to lobby the board, but that Lucas pressured the 
Trust to do what he wanted through his influential supporters, including California Senator Dianne 
Feinstein, San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee, and California Governor Jerry Brown. Middleton said that 
even Congresswoman Pelosi, who understood the Presidio, felt that the Lucas project had the potential 
to be a good thing and was hard-pressed to understand why the Trust would not approve it. Senator 
Feinstein’s letter stated that the Trust should choose the Lucas project even though the planned 
building was 65 feet tall. Middleton felt that the “political stakes were quite high” on this project. 


Middleton attended the board meeting held with Lucas to inform him that the project was being 
postponed indefinitely. The board met with Lucas as a courtesy because he was an institutional friend 
and longtime tenant. The board again asked Lucas if he was willing to change the building, but never 
promised that he would be awarded the site for his project. The board tried to accommodate Lucas by 
offering him a site near the prestigious new Presidio entrance, where he would be permitted to build 
the 65 foot museum, but Lucas never responded. Middleton did not believe that the relationship 
between Lucas and the Trust remained good after the meeting, but he felt that the process had been 
very fair. He could not conceive a credible argument to refute the fairness of the transparent process. 
He thought that some people may have disagreed with the decision to solicit proposals, but he felt that 
strategy had made the process even fairer. Middleton believed that the Trust had gone as far as it could 
to accommodate Lucas while still keeping the process fair for other proponents. 


Middleton kept the Mid-Crissy project very close, acting as a gatekeeper between the staff and board. 
He stated that nothing went from the staff to the board without first going through him, and that he did 
not pass everything to the board. He wanted the process to be fair and unbiased by personal opinions. 
He explained that Mid-Crissy project manager Tia Lombardi’s role was to organize the staff meetings, 
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provide progress reports, develop the solicitations, and gather the responses. A panel of staff members 
completed a matrix evaluation and ranked the final three proposals based on several categories, which 
precluded any one opinion from affecting the outcome. The staff evaluations were divided between the 
Lucas and Conservancy projects. 


Middleton stated that the project attracted many high profile people because it was an important site. 
Angelo Garcia and other members of the Lucas team felt that Lucas was not being well-served by 
Lombardi. Lombardi told Middleton that she disliked the Lucas project. Middleton believed that her 
opinion was based on her personal taste as well as her experience at the Trust, which had educated her 
about the styles of architecture that would pass a historic review. Lombardi remembered that the failed 
Fisher project—which proposed a “glass box” building that was inappropriate for the site—had been 
costly to the Trust’s reputation. Based on the concern of a board member and others who had 
expressed concern that Lombardi was not as objective as she should be, Middleton removed her from 
the project manager position. Although he did not believe that Lombardi’s personal opinion of the 
Lucas proposal affected how she had conducted the process, he felt that even the hint of bias was 
sufficient to remove Lombardi.  


Much later, when Middleton saw the email comments between Lombardi and Glass—produced in 
response to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request—he was very upset with Lombardi. He did 
not believe that the emails had been shared with anyone other than Lombardi and Glass prior to the 
FOIA response, but he felt that the existence of the emails would generate questions about the fairness 
of the evaluation process because it looked like the project manager was biased against the Lucas 
proposal. He emphasized that the process was conducted in an extremely fair manner, which did not 
end the way Lucas wanted, but that the result was in the best interests of the Presidio. Middleton firmly 
believed that those emails—which he categorized as a “gossip session” between two individuals—had 
no effect on the board’s final determination because it had rendered its decision to postpone the project 
months before the emails were revealed.  


While Middleton could cite no specific policies that Lombardi’s emails violated, he stated that the 
Trust had always been quite concerned about integrity. Middleton described the Trust as an agency 
mired in controversy from its inception because the privatization of a national park had sparked much 
criticism. Based on that criticism, the Trust had worked long and hard to earn the public trust, which 
was put at risk when the emails between Lombardi and Glass were released. Middleton did not believe 
the emails made a “damn bit of difference” in the outcome of the project; he said they were more of an 
embarrassment than an issue. He had worked closely with Lombardi for many years, during which she 
had displayed complete commitment to the Presidio and the Trust. He stated that Lombardi was candid 
about her opinion, which he appreciated and felt originated from good intentions. He “hope[d] this 
doesn’t turn into a witch hunt where Tia is the witch.” He expressed his disappointment about the 
emails with Lombardi in what he said became an emotional meeting that concluded with her 
resignation from the Trust.  


Middleton met Glass years ago when Glass was the head of the American History Museum in 
Washington, DC. He respected Glass, whom he described as “brilliant,” but felt that Glass’ email 
responses to Lombardi were “unworthy of him.” He attributed Glass’ comments to a lapse in 
judgment, reflecting his exasperation with the Lucas team’s lack of responsiveness throughout the 
process. Middleton stated that Glass was an optimist who saw a real opportunity in the Lucas project if 
the Trust shaped the project programmatically and architecturally. Glass formerly had served as the 
Pennsylvania state historic preservation officer and had much experience in the architectural realm; 
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Middleton believed that Glass likely realized that Lucas would not compromise on his building. Glass 
interacted with and offered feedback to the board members at board meetings and during interviews 
with the finalists, which were always held in a group setting.  


Middleton felt that the other two finalists were significantly more responsive to requests the Trust 
made than Lucas’ team had been. He believed that the Lucas team delayed providing building 
drawings because they knew that the building was too tall. The public criticized the Trust for what it 
perceived as a bias in favor of Lucas due to the additional time allowed for Lucas to produce his 
building plans. Middleton thus found it interesting that some people claimed the process was biased 
against Lucas, when, if anything, the Trust went “overboard” trying to make that project work. In the 
end, the board—a group of people who wanted the Lucas project to succeed—voted unanimously 
against the project. 


Middleton encouraged the current Trust staff to complete design guidelines for the entire span of the 
Presidio so that when they received another unsolicited proposal, they would be prepared instead of 
reactive. He felt that accusations of bias could dissuade the Trust board and staff from taking on big 
projects in the future. 
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On February 8, 2016, U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI), Office of Inspector General (OIG) 
Special Agent Kenneth Colón and Special Agent in Charge Audra Dortch-Scott interviewed Brent 
Glass at his office located at 1921 Sunderland Place NW., Washington, DC, at 9:45AM. Colón and 
Dortch-Scott identified themselves as DOI OIG agents and advised Glass that the purpose of the 
interview was to discuss the proposal evaluation process for the construction of a cultural institution on 
Presidio property (Mid-Crissy project) in San Francisco, CA. Glass consented to be interviewed and 
agreed to have the interview audio recorded. The following is a summary of the information Glass 
provided during his interview. 


On December 2, 2011, Glass was hired by the Presidio Trust (Trust) as a consultant, at the request of 
Trust Executive Director Craig Middleton. Glass was to advise the Trust on developing a cultural 
institution at Crissy Field to enhance the cultural life of the Presidio.  


Glass’ experience and knowledge of museum management allowed him to consult with the Trust on 
the most appropriate cultural facility for the Mid-Crissy project. He directed the Smithsonian’s 
National Museum of American History for almost a decade and directed the State of Pennsylvania’s 
historical and museum commission, and served as the State of Pennsylvania’s historic preservation 
officer for 15 years. He also had extensive involvement in museum management and fund raising, 
board development, strategic planning, and executive leadership.  


Glass knew Middleton for many years before being hired by the Trust; the two had known each other 
since Glass worked at the Smithsonian Museum. In addition to the work on the Mid-Crissy project, 
Glass advised the Trust on the development of the Officer's Club—a different site within the park that 
was also being developed as a museum. Glass worked on the Mid-Crissy project from 2012 through 
January 2014, and he worked on the Officer's Club project during 2014.  


Middleton told Glass to report to Tia Lombardi, Project Manager for the Mid-Crissy project. There 
were other staff members from the Trust that he worked with from time to time, but Glass primarily 
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worked with Lombardi.     


Glass started his job at the Trust by doing an inventory of San Francisco cultural centers. As the city 
did not have a history museum, Glass had to learn where the strengths in the local and regional history 
were located, such as historical sites and museums. For this reason, Glass spent 1 week per month at 
the Trust. Crissy Field’s location at the entrance of San Francisco Bay and overlooking the Golden 
Gate Bridge, Angel Island, and Alcatraz, made it a “strategically wonderful site” to tell part of the 
Presidio’s history. 


After the initial surveys of the museums around San Francisco, Glass's initial recommendation was for 
the Trust to develop a site-specific museum. He submitted a written recommendation in June 2012 to 
Middleton and made a presentation to the Trust’s Board of Directors. This presentation took place 
before the request for concept proposals (RFCP) went out. 


Lombardi told Glass that film director George Lucas had provided a proposal for the Mid-Crissy 
project almost a year before Glass was hired at the Trust. Both Lombardi and Middleton told Glass that 
the Trust had agreed to compete the Mid-Crissy project, rather than implementing Lucas’ proposal.   


Glass never saw the original Lucas proposal, he was not sure in what form the proposal was presented 
to the Trust’s Board of Directors. Glass believed the Trust was not convinced that Lucas’ initial 
proposal was the best use of the Crissy Field site, and for that reason they employed Glass to provide 
other options for the site to the Trust. 


Glass stated that Lucas wanted to build a new construction to house his collection, which was 
composed of three parts: 


1.	 Illustrative art, which appeared on magazine covers like Normal Rockwell and other 20th 
century illustrators;  


2.	 Cinematic art, which was a collection of costumes and other things Lucas had used in the Star 
Wars films; and  


3.	 Digital art. 


Nothing in the Lucas proposal contained any history or parts of the history of the Presidio. 


In the summer of 2012, Glass met with Mary Murphy, attorney and former member of the Trust’s 
Board of Directors who was representing or was close to the Lucas organization. Lombardi and 
another attorney (Glass could not recall his name) were also present at that meeting. Glass expressed to 
the Lucas team his views for the Presidio site, but after the meeting he never heard back from them. 
Glass would have been happy to have kept meeting with the Lucas team in hopes to merge his ideas 
(history of the Presidio) with those of the Lucas team; at the time Glass met with Lucas’ team, there 
was no competition being considered. 


Glass explained that Lucas already had a presence at the Presidio and knew the members of the board 
because Lucas was a tenant at the Presidio. Lucas has an office building and a studio at the Presidio, 
but Glass was unsure if these properties were passed to Disney Company when they bought Lucas' 
company.   
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Glass explained that the Presidio Trust had a mandate to be financially self-sustained, and for that 
reason Glass believed that at the beginning the Trust’s Board of Directors were allowing anyone to do 
almost whatever they wanted as long as they brought funds to the Presidio. Glass also believed this 
was one of the reasons why Lucas was allowed to demolish existing buildings and build new ones for 
his Letterman Digital Arts Center.   


Glass stated that the National Park Service (NPS) wanted to ensure that whatever changes occurred at 
the Crissy Field site would be compatible with overall historic guidelines and the guidelines that a 
national park would follow when building a new facility.   


Glass stated that a prior failed building proposal to the Trust was like a "cloud" that shaped the reasons 
for competing the Mid-Crissy project. Glass stated that Don Fisher (founder of the GAP stores and 
former board member at the Trust) and his wife had proposed building a museum for contemporary art 
circa 2008 – 2009. It became very controversial publicly because the new building, which had already 
been approved at some levels in the Trust, would not have complemented the historic buildings at the 
Presidio. Due to the public opinion, the Trust asked Fisher to modify the building. Fisher decided to 
pull out of the project. At the time of Fisher’s proposal, the Trust had followed a process that was not 
publicly transparent and it did not want to make the same mistake with the Mid-Crissy project. Glass 
stated that this history was all well-documented in the media. After Fisher pulled out of the project, 
Lucas brought his proposal to the Trust’s Board of Directors, thinking that his concept was more 
traditional than Fisher’s and would be accepted. 


In September of 2012, Lombardi told Glass that the Trust’s Board of Directors decided to publish an 
RFCP for public response. At that time, the Trust asked Glass to develop guidelines for competing the 
RFCP. In November 2012, the RFCP was announced with responses due by March 1, 2013.   


In November 2013, there was an open house at the Trust for the Mid-Crissy project. The Trust tasked 
Glass with encouraging different organizations to submit proposals. Glass claimed that most of the 
proposals in response to the RFCP came from organizations or individuals who had previous 
interactions with the Trust, such as previous consultants and architects. 


Glass recalled that 16 proposals were submitted, for which Glass took no credit. Glass’ involvement 
with the teams submitting proposals was simply responding to their inquiries, encouraging and 
coaching them on how to put a proposal together, and explaining the guidelines. Glass expressed that 
the one guideline many teams had problems meeting was financial viability, a problem Lucas’ team 
did not have because Lucas was funding the project.       


Lombardi and Glass evaluated all 16 proposals based on the guidelines’ criteria, and then they 
recommended seven or eight proposals to Middleton, including the Lucas proposal. Glass 
recommended what he thought were the best proposals in response to the RFCP. Middleton presented 
five of the seven or eight proposals (including the Lucas proposal) to the Trust’s Board of Directors 
who then requested that these five teams present their proposals in person. These presentations took 
place in May or June of 2013. 


The Trust’s Board of Directors selected three out of the five teams to submit formal proposals. When 
the request for proposal (RFP) was publicly published, it was only for the three finalists picked by the 
Trust’s Board of Directors. All the guidelines for the RFCP and the RFP were posted within the RFCP 
and RFP, and the process was very transparent to the public. Glass did not have much interaction with 
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the three teams selected to submit proposals once the RFP was published. 


Glass stated that none of the members of the Trust’s Board of Directors were close friends of his, but 
John Reynolds was an associate of his, and they had worked together on the Flight 93 memorial 
commission. Reynolds is the chairman of the Flight 93 commission, and Glass was appointed to this 
commission in 2003. Glass has known Reynolds for many years. 


In October 2013, a team composed of Glass and 10 or 11 Presidio Trust staff members created and 
used a matrix to evaluate the three proposals. Lombardi was the team lead. By the end of October, the 
results were submitted to Middleton. The results were divided between the finalists, but Glass never 
added the responses to determine which was the most favorable.   


Based on Glass’ personal evaluation of the proposals, he felt that that Lucas' proposal was the weakest 
proposal submitted, because the other two met the guidelines more consistently. The Lucas proposal 
was "fine" but not for the Mid-Crissy project because it had no relationship to the Trust’s mission or 
the history of the Presidio. Glass stated that the Palace of Fine Arts would have been a perfect location 
for the Lucas museum. Glass was not opposed to building or having the Lucas museum, he just 
believed it was not a good fit for the Crissy Field site.   


Glass’ comments to Lombardi via email (which were obtained through the FOIA request) came out of 
frustration because his suggestions were not being acknowledged by the Trust’s Board of Directors. 
Further, Glass was frustrated by both the rumors in the press stating the project would be given to 
Lucas and the fact that the Trust’s Board of Directors were nonresponsive to these comments.  He does 
not regret the comments he made. In his opinion, they were meant to be read by only one person and 
not posted publicly. Glass was not doing a campaign to discredit Lucas or his proposal.  He stated that 
the "Hitler" quotes he used on the email came from two newspaper articles and he was not insinuating 
that Hitler and Lucas were alike; Hitler was a monster and Lucas is a philanthropic guy who created a 
landmark. Lucas is a cultural icon who supports education, and there is no comparison between the 
two. 


The Trust’s Board of Directors met in early November 2013—Glass was not a part of this meeting— 
and they asked all three teams to modify their proposals in the areas the Trust thought could be 
improved, extending the deadline to mid-January 2014. The Lucas proposal did not meet the guidelines 
in that the height of the building exceeded the guidelines. An effort was made to do photograph 
simulations to measure how high the building would be. The other two proposals were requested to 
change or expand some of the programmatic aspects and explain how they would be financially 
sustainable. 


At the same time, NPS had written to the Trust’s Board of Directors, stating they did not think the 
board should be in any hurry to pick a proposal to start the construction on the Mid-Crissy project.  
NPS did not feel any of the proposals were so strong that the Trust’s Board of Directors had to act on 
them at that time and recommended that they defer making a decision at that time. This letter was 
publicly posted on the Trust and the NPS websites. Glass added that other foundations and associations 
that were already investing money in the Presidio for the areas around the Crissy Field site also 
recommended that the Trust’s Board of Directors defer in making any decisions on the Mid-Crissy 
project at that time. Based on the public comments made, he thought the public was in favor of the 
Golden Gate Conservancy’s proposal. The Trust’s Board of Directors met and decided to defer the 
selection of the proposal. Glass was not present at that meeting, but he believed the public hearings and 
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comments made on the award of the proposal weighed heavily on the decision of the Trust’s Board of 
Directors. He never called Middleton or Reynolds to find out the reasons for the board making that 
decision, but believed they made the right one.  


Glass believed that if Lucas had made minimal changes to his proposal to conform to the Trust’s 
guidelines for the Mid-Crissy project, the proposal would had been accepted—even if the museum did 
not contain any Presidio history. Glass was aware that the Trust tried to accommodate Lucas by 
offering him space in other areas within the Presidio, but Lucas was only interested in the Crissy Field 
site and was unwilling to change his proposal.  


Glass stated that while he worked on the Mid-Crissy project, he participated on a total of three of the 
Trust’s Board of Director meetings to—  
 present his ideas for the Mid-Crissy project (which Glass felt the board liked);   
 attend Middleton’s presentation of the five proposals; and 


 discuss the process of the first public hearing.   


Glass did not recall ever seeing any board minutes from his meetings with the Trust’s Board of 
Directors. He assumed they were recorded, but has no firsthand knowledge. 
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INTRODUCTION 



The Presidi'I> [ru~(Tru~) develofi' desigr:i 
gaidelines earJ.y in1!.bt\ envirnnme~ review 
process t'o avoia ,t'i'iiinirnize,..and mihgate 
ii'npacts to the Presidio's natural, cultural, and 
archaeologicak_resources, and to ensure that 
projects are consistent with the agency's nians 
and commitments. The Trusthas developed 
design guidelines for the Mid-Crissy area, as 
identified in Figure 1, in anticipation of the 
completion of the Presidio Parkway1 in 2014, 
which will give the area new prominence as a 
visitor destination as well as ongoing interest in 
the reuse of Building 610 and possible expansion 
of Building 603 (Crissy Field Center). 


The Crissy Field district as defined in the 2002. 
Presidio Trust Atcin;igernent Plan (P1'AtP), 
extends from the Marina Gate at Mason and Bay 
Streets to the Golden Gate Bridge. It parallels Figure 1 Min-Crissy ~ n:a l:lo1mclaiy 


San Francisco Bay to the north and is <lefined by Mid-Crissy'"''" · 


a bluff to the south. The district can be roughly 
divided into four areas: West Crissy, Mid-Crissy, buildings along West Crissy are all that remain Mason Street is the district's main artery, and 
East Beach, and Cavalry Stables. Doyle Drive to tell this important story. Since the PTAtPwas is one of the boundaries between Areas A and 
runs adjacent to the bluff and has been a barrier completed, the Trust has made a number of B of the Presidio. Area B is Mason Street and 
between the waterfront and the Presidio's improvements to revitalize West Crissy and to south and is under the jurisdiction of the Trust. 
interior since 1937. interpret its history. The Trust has rehabilitated Area A is north of Mason Street and is under 


the West Crissy streetscape and overseen the jurisdiction of the National Park Service 
Crissy Field was the birthplace of West Coast 


rehabilitation and preservation plans for 11 of its (NPS). Ten years ago, the NPS and the Golden 
aviation. The restored airfield and related 


14 historic buildings. Gate National Parks Conservancy (GGNPC) 


1 Doyle Drive is being replaced by the Presidio Parkway. One of the many benefits of the new roadway is that it will reconnect Crissy Field to the Presidio's Main Post via cnt-and-cover tunnels in 
the Mid-Crissy area. 
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rehabilitated the Area A portion of Crissy Field, 
creating one of the most visited public areas 
in San Francisco. The GGNPC and the Trust 
rehabilitated Building 603 in 1999 to serve as 
a programs facility. Building 603 is currently 
being used by CalTrans as a project office for 
the Presidio Parkway effort. The Trust expects 
the GGNPC to reoccupy Building 603 once the 
Presidio Parkway project has been completed. 


Multiple efforts have focused on preserving and 
enhancing the rich ecology of Crissy Field. In 
2004, the Trust, NPS, and GGNPC completed 
the Crissy Marsh Expansion Study,2 which 
aualy.w<l the volume of water flowing in and out 
of the marsh and its ongoing function in order to 
understand what would be required to keep the 
marsh inlet open without periodic mechanical 
intervention. The study concluded that it was 
infeasible to expand the marsh enough to fully 
avoid mechanical breaching without having 
significant impacts on other park resources. In 
2010, the Trust completed an environmental 
assessment for Quartermaster Reach,'3 which will 
allow for the marsh's expansion south of Mason 


Street, re-establishing the ecological connection 
between Crissy Marsh and the Tennessee 
Hollow watershed. 


The J..ti&-Crissy.. A.reii'-Desigll Guidelill~s arre 
intended to guide the redevelop.!Jlept of the Mid
Crissy area in a'ffianner that enhances the whole 
of Crissy Field and1prot¥,;cts its di}'erse resom;ces. 
The Mid-Crissy Area includes four buildings 
and approximately 14 acres of open space. 
The Guidelines build upon prior planning and 
compliance efforts, including the 2001 Presidio 
Vegetation Atanagement Plan (l/AfP), the 2002 
Presidio Trust Atanagernent Plan (PT'AJP) , the 
2004 Presidio Ti-"ils and l1ikeways Plan (P1'11P),4 


the 2010 Quartermaster }leach Environmental 
A.ssessrne1Jt 5 and the multiple planning and 
compliance efforts completed in conjunction 
with the replacement of Doyle Drive with the 
Presidio Parkway. r; 


The Guidelilles provide direction for all projects 
in the Mid-Crissy area, including building reuse, 
parking, circulation, and landscape upgrades; 
they will be used by the Trust to reView, aevelop, 


and evaluate project p...r,.oposal~The Trust has 
consulted with parties to the Presidio Trust 
Progr"mmatic A.greement (PT'PA. ) about 
the Guidelines and has also solicited public 
comment.7 


The Afid-Crissy A.rea Desigll Guidelines 
document is divided into three sections: 


• 	 Section I outlines the historical development 
of the Mid-Crissy area. 


• 	 Section II reproduces the concept for the 
entire Crissy Field District (Area B) from the 
2002 PT'AfP. 


• 	 Section III pairs the general planning 
guidelines developed for the PT'A{P 
(on white pages) with design guidelines 
developed specifically for the Mid-Crissy area 
(highlighted in grey). 


2 Philip Williams&: Assodates, Ltd., March 16, 2004. Cris.~r Pie/cl M11rsli Expunsion Study. Final Report. (http://www.presidio.govfTrust/D oc.:uments/EnvironmentalPlans/) 
.l Presidio Trust, September 21, 2010. Qumtermuster Jleud1 E11viro111ne11tal Assessment. (http://www.prl:'si<l.io.gov/trust/projects/quartermas ter.htm) 
~All available at http://www.pr<::sitlio.gov/lnist/<lo1:u111cnls/cuvfronmentalplans/, 
" Loe cit. 
~ More informi1tiol'I on t·hc Presidio Parhvay. includrng cmvironmcnh1I <;omplinrwc rloc11nicnt<, is nvnilahlc n1 http://www.prc.<idioparkw11y.org/. 
1 Tt1 1: PTPA guJdes t·he Trust's processes for compl)nng with t·he National Historic Presetvl\Uon Act (NHJ>A). Parties (o the :eTPA include tbe Califomin State liistoric Prese1vation Officer, 
the Advisu')' C.:uuncil un Historic Prcs1:r\lation, und UH: National Park Si:rvlci: as sigm1t<.ny parties. und tlie Nal:ionnl Trust for l:l ish;nic l'r..:scrvnt iou und tl1c Pr~sl<lio H.htoricul Associut!ou as 
concurring pnrties. The Guidelines will f<1cilitnte re,~ew n.nd comment on specific projects by these pnrties. as well as b)•the public. DepencUng on the scale and type of projects proposed in this 
lln:a, acl<l.i timml '1.msultution under the P'TPA ma)' be requirttl 
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SECTION 1. MID-CRISSY AREA EVOLUTION 



The Mid-Crissy area changed considerably over 
time, and its overall historic integrity is low due 
to U.S. Army-era removal of buildings from the 
period of significance, the presence of large, non
historic buildings (chiefly Building 610/653), the 
creation of the Crissy Marsh in 2000, the removal 
of Doyle Drive, and the planned re-creation 
of the Main Post bluff. Mason Street is the 
primary historic feature in the area. Only three 
historic buildings remain in the sub-district: 
Buildings 603, 632, and 631. The following 
section documents the evolution of the Mid
Crissy area using a series of historic maps and 
aerials, all at the same scale. The footprint of 
Buildings 610/653 is shown in red on each map 
as a reference. 


The area that is now Crissy Field once consisted 
of an extended tidal marsh at the base of the 
bluffs that was separated from the bay by large 
sand dunes. The ecologically rich area provided 
bountiful resources for the Ohlone people of the 
area, who were called Yelamu in the northern 
peninsula. Ohlone people often lived at the bay 
shore, creating shellmounds in the areas they 
occupied. Beginning around the turn of the 20th 
century, the U.S. Army began to fill the site for 
use as stables, horse corrals and other utilitarian 
functions . At this time a Native Ohlone 
shellmound was discovered; archaeologists 
from UC Berkeley quickly documented the 
site before it was reburied as the last of the 
former marsh was filled. In 1915, the Pana111a 
Pacific International Exposition (PPIE) brought 
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Figure 2 
Mid-Crissy awa - hi slu ri l' b11il,li11gs. 


sweeping change to Crissy Field as a whole, 
constructing a vast, temporary "city" of exhibit 
halls, as well as a racetrack and polo field. The 
onset of the World War I cut the PPIE short, 
and the exposition buildings were replaced with 
a large cantonment of densely-built barracks 
buildings, oriented perpendicularly to the 
shoreline. Infrastructure, including the Mason 
Street Rail Line, connected the Presidio to Fort 
Mason and the Port of San Francisco during 
this time. The World War I cantonment was 
removed as the airfield functions extended to the 


- Mid-Crissy Are;1 Hounda1v 


Jlis tor'k Huildings wi\'hi11 tlw ,\ rca Bo11nclarv 


east beginning in 1921, but Crissy Field closed 
as an active airfield by 1936 due to treacherous 
flying conditions and advances in air power 
technology. By 1941 the Mid-Crissy area largely 
consisted of motor pool, storage and warehouse 
buildings, many of which remained until the 
1980s. The present-day organization of the 
Mid-Crissy area largely dates to 1989, when the 
remaining motor pool buildings were removed, 
and the Commissary (Building 610/653, now 
Sports Basement) and associated parking were 
constructed. 
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Table 1 

Existi11g S!rnc·lurcs and :\rch1cological Siles. 
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SECTION II. 2002 P//\//PCRISSY FIELD DISTRICT CONCEPT 



The following text is excerpted directly from the 
2002 P7'1\;f P. pages 70 to 78.8 


PLANNING CONCEPT 


Crissy Field will remain the "front yard" of 
the Presidio, with uses~and imnrovements that r- . ~ "'' 
complement the spectacular bayfronU.p_~rk that 
the Crissy Field slwreline~Area A) has-become. 
Sensitive site enhancements and visitor-oriented 
uses will transform the area south of Mason 
Street in "Area B" into a friendly, welcoming 
place. Important open spaces, historic resources, 
and natural resources will be protected and their 
viability ensurea. The ~residio Trust will work 
with the National Park~Service-tO'ensure that 
tlre successfuUmprovernents m'acle,M' Area A 
a-re. carefully considered and complemented by 
activlties and changes within Area B~ 


Character, Land Use, and Open Space 


Originally an ecologically rich stretch of coastal 
marsh, the Crissy Field (Area B) planning district 
has been dramatically reconfigured by years of 
use. In 1921, when an airfield was established on 
the site, Crissy field was the first and only Army 
Air Service coast defense station on the West 
Coast. Military use of Crissy Field continued 
through the 1970s. 


Area A of Crissy Field, managed by the 
National Park Service, is largely open space that 


encompasses the historic airfield (newly restored 
as open space) , an 18-acre tidal marsh, wetland, 
beach and dunes, a shoreline promenade, 
meandering trails, and dedicated bike lanes 
along Mason Street. The Area A section of 
Crissy Field has become a popular bayfront park 
for recreational activities. The Torpedo Wharf 
complex is another popular site for visitors, with 


a newly established warming hut and continued 
use of the pier for fishing. 


The Crissy Field (Area B) planning district 
south of Mason Street contains about 40 
buildings, including the crescent of former 
airplane hangars and airfield support buildings 
at the west end, historic warehouses at the east, 
and the Commissary and p)(l in the center. 


Figure 12 
The Tmst will seek appropriate uses for buildings south of M•c~on Street that c;omplemm1t and enhanee existing hayfront a<:tivities . 


PTMP, pp. 70-78 (httpJ/library.presidio.gov/<loc·uments/ptip!PTMP/d1apt3_c:rissylield.pdl). 

!! The PX (Buildings 605/606) was demolished in 2010 a~ part of the Doyle Drive replacement project. 
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The former Cavalry Stables, constructed in 1914 
to support Army cavalry troops, lie south of the 
histo1ic airfield in a small forested valley facing 
the bay. Both Areas A and B of Crissy Field 
contain known prehistoric sites, and the potential 
for finding additional prehistoric and historic 
sites is high. 


Some of the district's natural values, such as 
the marsh and bay views, are obvious; others 
are more subtle, taking the form of hidden 
remnant wetlands and rare serpentine habitats. 
Important natural vegetation in the planning 
district includes the most intact and diverse 
dune community in San Francisco. Remnant 
seeps, creeks, and wetlands are found in the 
Cavalry Stables area and on the cliffs adjacent to 
Doyle Drive. The planning district also contains 
remnants of Tennessee Hollow, once linked to 
the former Crissy Marsh; today, its waters reach 
the bay through storm drains. 


The cultural and recreational amenities of the 
bayfront area will be part of a larger visitor
oriented district composed of Crissy Field and 
the Main Post. In addition to the shoreline 
opportunities in Area A, people will be able to 
walk along a pedestrian promenade on the south 
side of Mason Street. PreferreQ.lJ'Wldill.g uses 
will include cultural f aciliJies and educaticw..al 


rograin s celebrating the.area's dive-rse histori.cal, 
cultural, 'Imd.matural re-sources. Reu_B.e uf 'tl1~ 


Comm{~5ary as a museum space wiili be~a pnD'rity; 


an alternative museumJocation woul'a lbe within 
the, 1hang<irsa long West Crissy Fiel3°. 


Some lodging along Crissy Field would be 
appropriate, and could be accommodated 
through rehabilitation of Stillwell Hall and 
adjacent structures; possibly with an annex or 
addition. Other buildings will offer recreational 
activities and serve visitor needs. Replacement 
construction south of Mason Street would 
require future site-specific public input and 
analysis. l:}he planning guidelines set forth1in 
th1'S;8lan are intended to ensJlreJtPat anyo nfi)l 
develop_mentwou1d be sensiti l:.e tp the prevailing 
arnhitectural treatm'El'i1t~al1!1:·wiassing, and 
Nrientation of the lristoJi~_ilding clusters. 


Major open space connections from Crissy Field 
(Area B) to other areas of the Presidio will be 
pursued, and existing connections enhanced. 
Projects will include the restoration and 
extension of the Tennessee Hollow creek system 
and riparian corridor to link the Crissy tidal 
marsh, and improvements to the connections 
between the Cavalry Stables area and Crissy 
Field (Area A). Important remnant natural 
features, including sand dunes, serpentine 
habitats, and riparian areas near Doyle Drive, 
the bluffs, the Cavalry Stables area, and the 
Tennessee Hollow creek corridor, will be 
protected and restored in accordance with the 
Vegetation Management Plant (VA{P). 


Figure 13 
Looking out towa1d historit Criss~· Field. 
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The Presidio Trust is committed to the long term Preferred uses at the Cavalry Stables will be 
health of the Crissy Marsh, and in collaboration cultural and educational. The stables and paddock 
with the National Park Service and the Golden for the U.S. Park Police Mounted Patrol will 
Gate National Parks Association, ha~ initiated a remain and be a place for telling the story of the 
technical study to consider options for ensuring the cavalry and the role of the Army in the patrol 
long-term ecological viability of the marsh. and management of early national parks. The pet 


Planning District Area 120 acres 



(::.:J Historic Building 



c=J Generalized Areas of Development 


Existing Total Building Area 610,000 square feet 



[DJ Non-Historic Building 
 Maximum Permitted Building Area up to 640,000 square feet 


• - - •• El Presidio Boundary Maximum Demolition 40,000 square feet 



Planning District Boundary 
 Maximum New Construction 70,000 square feet 


- - - Area B Boundary Land Use Preferences cultural. educational, lodging, and recreation 


cemetery will be maintained at its present size as 
a point of interest and meaning for the Presidio 
community. The long-term location of the Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area Park Archives 
and Records Center, currently located in one of 
the former stables buildings, will be determined 
through a park facilities needs a~sessment. 


PLANNING CONCEPT SUMMARY 


Crissy Field (Area Bl: Bayfront 
Recreation and Cultural Destination 


Rehabilitate and reuse the historic line 
of buildings along Mason Street for 
uses compatible with open space and 
recreational opportunities provided in 
Area A. 


• 	 Protect and restore remnant natural 

systems to the greatest extent possible. 



• 	 Pursue appropriate measures to ensure 

the ongoing health of the Crissy Marsh. 



Enhance connections between Tennessee 
Hollow and Crissy Field 


Ccmsider eventual reuse of the 
Commissa't(~g wifh nearb~ Bnildin~ 
6110 for museum space. 


Pursue the rehabilitation of Stillwell Hall 
for lodging. 


• 	 f)nsuu; that-any..new-construction is sj,.ted 
and ~gurell to be c01Dpatible with the 
histQrio aistriGt:: 


Figure 14 
C:risw F1l'ld IArl'a ll ) - llay ln11tl Hl'< rl'aliun a111l C1di11ral Dt•slfoatiu11. 
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Access and Circulation 


The Marina Gate at Mason Street will remain 
the primary entrance to Crissy Field (Area B), 
supplemented by access from the Main Post 
along Halleck street and from the stables area 
along McDowell Avenue. Mason Street, the 
historic road that extends from the boundary 
between Areas A and B, will continue to be the 
central circulation spine of Crissy Field. A north
south connector for vehicles, pedestrians, and 
bicycles travelling between the Main Post and 
Crissy Field will be maintained. 


The California Department of Transportation's 
planning for Doyle Drive will directly affect 
circulation at Crissy Field. The project could 
yield several transportation benefits for the 
Presidio. Future studies will also explore a 
possible land connection between the Main 
Parade Ground at the Main Post across Doyle 
Drive to Crissy Field (Area B). 


New transit services, such as the Presidio internal 
shuttle service and the MUNI E-Line streetcar if 
extended from Fisherman's Wharf in the future , 
could serve future cultural and educational 
amenities located at Crissy Field (Area B). 
Another future possibility is a water taxi/ferry 
service located at Torpedo Wharf in Area A, 
connecting Crissy Field with other parts of the 
San Francisco waterfront and areas of visitor 
interest such as Angel Island and Marin County. 


Parking at Crissy Field (Area B) is limited and 
scattered in lots of varying sizes south of Mason 
Street. Smaller lots in between and behind 


buildings supply a moderate amount of parking the National Park Service on overall parking 
for the western part of Crissy Field (Area B) management strategies for Crissy Field (Areas A 
and overflow parking for the East Beach area. and B). 
The Presidio Trust will continue to work with 


Figure 15 
( ;11ll 11r,tl and cd11cati011al 11s.:s arc prc· l<' nnl for ih1· historic Caval ry Slahlcs. 


Figure 16 
A co1ic:t!ptual sk etd1 sho\\ri 11 ~ t l1v revh al o f' \i\/esl C ri ssy F'ld<l'.I\ l1i storit· bui ldings wi tl1 lirn ill'd TIPW L'Oll slrni.: tion and a visitur focus. 
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SECTION Ill. PTMPCRISSY FIELD DISTRICT PLANNING GUIDELINES AND 
MID-CRISSY AREA DESIGN GUIDELINES 


In the 2002 PTMP, the Trust established 
planning guidelines for the Crissy Field 
District. They are divided into four 
categories: Spatial Organization and Land 
Patterns; Buildings and Structures; Open 
Space, Vegetation, & Views; and Circulation 
and Access. Building on the PTMP 
planning guidelines, the Trust has 
developed site-specific design guidelines 
for the Mid-Crissy area, which are 
highlighted in grey and follow each 
excerpt from the PTMP. 


1. SPATIAL ORGANIZATION AND LAND 
PATTERNS 


Crescent ofHangar Buildings. The main 
organizing feature of the Crissy Field (Area B) 
district is a 1.4-milc row of former industrial 
buildings tucked against a bluff overlooking the 
historic airfield, former rail lines, and marsh lands 
along old Mason Street. These buildings and 
related support structures at Crissy Field's west 
encl provide a backdrop to the restored airfield. 
At the east end, warehouses mark the Mason 
Street entrance. The major exception to this 
pattern is in the PX/Commissa1y area, where non
historic post-World War II buildings are oriented 
toward adjacent parking lots rather than to Mason 
Street and the bay beyond. The relatively large 
floor plans of these buildings stand in marked 
contrast to the repeating rhythm of historic 
Crissy Field warehouses and hangar structures 
elsewhere along the row. 


Stables and Bluffs. The former Cavalry Stables, 
a distinctive cluster oflow-scale brick buildings 
nestled in a valley break from the west bluffs, 
are oriented toward the bay, somewhat separate 
from the rest of Crissy Field. When viewed from 
the waterfront promenade, the bluffs frame the 
crescent of buildings against a backdrop of open 
space. Views from the bluffs include dramatic 
vistas of the historic airfield, marsh, and San 
Francisco Bay. 


1a. PTMPPlanning Guidelines 


• Preserve the historic line of buildings along 
Mason Street at the east and west ends. 
Reinforce the context of the historic airfiel<l. 


• Reinforce the southern Mason Street edge, 
in areas set apart from the historic clusters, 
through mo<lifications or replacement of 
existing non-historic buildings or other site 
improvements. 


• Protect and restore remnant natural systems 
(including coastal bluffs ) to the greatest extent 
possible. 


San Francisco 
Bay 


Figure 17 
Line ar urg;mu zation o l' h ui\cli ngs ovu l'louking l11 slorir ai ilicld 
und r11 ursh . 
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1 b. Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines - Spatial Organization and Land Patterns 


• Reuse Building 610 for a publio use that 
compJem ents the:-public character of Crissy 
Field; muscum_.ys,pacc will bM,Prfarity. 


• Maintain the existing visual and physical 
separation between the Mid-Crissy building 
cluster and the airfield buildings by 
maintaining the western edge of Building 
610's footprint to its current location, and 
maintaining the open character around 
Buildings 631 and 632. 


• Maintain and enhance the open space on top 
of the Ohlone shellmound west of Building 
610, and avoid obstructive uses or site 
amenities at this location. 


• Reinforce Mason Street's southern edge 
by orienting structures to Mason Street. 
Remove non-historic Building 653 
(Commissary refrigerator wing) to increase 
open space along the Mason Street corridor 
and to open east/west views. Open Building 
610's north fai;ade to engage the street and 
the views to the north. 


• Retain the historic visual and physical 
relationship between Building 603 and 
Mason Street. 


• 	 1Ensure'that any new construcJion or 
bvil.ding gddiJfons a:re sited 'filid configur~dl 
to b<.>. compatible w.ith fhe historic 
distribt, and ar~ sensitive to thep.r;.~ailing 


architectural treatment, scaltt mass_ing, and 
m:ie.ntation of~the histOri'Cbuilaing clusters. 


• 	 Protect and restore remnant wetlands 
and willow woodlands on the adjacent 
bluffs (along the southern edge of the site) 
in accordance with the VMP. Minimize 
impacts of light pollution, avoiding harm to 
nocturnal wildlife and ecosystems, through 
careful design of all lighting to avoid glare, 
light trespass, or contributions to sky-glow. 


• 	 Although most of the Mid-Crissy Area is 
designated as "designed landscape" in the 
VMP, take measures to contribute to the 
ongoing health of the Crissy Marsh by using 
on-site stormwater detention systems to 
minimize runoff and maximize groundwater 
recharge, planting predominantly native 
plant species in new landscaping, and 
restoring native habitat, as appropriate. 
These measures should be consistent with 
the site-specific land-use restrictions within 
the Commissary/PX Land Use Control 
(LUC) Area (reference p. 25). 
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Figure 18 
Disti11t:t l 1 i s to 1 · i ~ lmil11i11 g clnst<'rs 


2. BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES 


Distinct Clusters ofHistoric Buildings. 
The historic buildings at Crissy Field (Area 
B) are organized into distinct clusters facing 
Mason Street. Air hangars, warehouses, and 
administrative buildings at the western edge of 
the historic airfield, and the warehouse cluster 
at the east end are oriented toward Mason 
Street and the former rail lines that once served 
the Presidio's north waterfront. The historic 
Crissy Field buildings form a consistent built 
edge along the south side of Mason Street. The 
buildings are relatively modest in scale, creating 
a distinctive rhythm along the street broken 
only by the setback of historic Stillwell Hall 
(Building 650) and the adjacent buildings. The 
former Cavalry Stables are set apart from the 
main space of Crissy Field, and form a separate 
building ensemble. 


Open, Industrial Architecture. The historic 
buildings at Crissy Field (Area B) are 
characterized by white walls and red roofs, with 
an openness that allows for strong connections 
between interior uses and street life . The stables 
are low-scale brick buildings with slate roofs. 


2a. PTMP Planning Guidelines 


• 	 Rehabilitate historic building clusters and 
their landscapes to re-activate the Mason 
Street edge along the historic airfield. 


• 	 Ensure that.new buildings or building 
additio~ are coQJpatible, with adjacen 
histork buildings in scale, massingiand 
mat@rials, and that their design inte,grates the 
historic relationsll.lp of indoor and outdoor 
spaces. 


• 	 Site any new buildings or building additions 
in a manner that respects historic Mason 
Street and other aspects of the historic 
context. 


• 	 Protect steep bluff slopes. Prese~e vie~s to 
and fronn he'lbluffs arrd Main,.Post !Jr keeping 
the...height of any-new buildings or building 
additions hclow the bluff profil!!!:! (30 to 45 
feetl 


• 	 In the siting of new buildings and site 
improvements, consider the effects on both 
known and as-yet unknown archaeological 
sites at Crissy Field (Area B). 


San Francisco 

Bay 
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2b. Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines - Buildings and Structures 


• 	 Retain and rehabilitate historic buildings in a 
manner that is consistent with the Secretary 
ofInterior's Standards for the Treatment 


ofHistoric Properties. Design building 
additions and/or auxiliary structures, if any, 
to be subordinate in sguare footage, mass, 
~ scale.to historic bu'ildin~s. S,ite building 
additions and/or auxiliary ·StructureHO as not 
to mmpete With the historio-entrances or 
featu.r.es sudW.oad!µg dl'lcks~Orrient new 
construction to_maintain historic.r_elatiQlli;h.!ps 
to Masm1 Street. 


• 	 Respect the simple architecture and repetition 
of forms that characterize Crissy Field in new 
construction and building additions. Bely 
on massing, use,Qf com,p,_atible~fonestration 


patterns and building form, rather than 
arplied decoration to give new buildings or 
additions a distinct idenfity. 


• 	 Differentiate new construction and building 
additions from existing historic buildings, yet 
maintain compatibility according to guidance 
from the Secretal)' ofInterior's Standards 
for Reh11bilitcition. Dcsig!n he,sc,:ale and 
dimensions of-new building elements-tQ, 
respol!d sensitively to the scale of otheI:Crissy 
Beta structtf.res. 


• 	 Remodel non-historic Building 610. Any 
remodel of Building 6\fO shOUld aim to 
create a_contemporary struct].lre th.at is 
compatible....with the histpric....m:chitecture that 
ohgracteri.zes Gri.5sy Fteltl. Remodeling may 
include but is not limited to replacing the 
fac;ade and roof, reconfiguring the structural 
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system, modifying or expanding the existing 
mezzanine, removing or reorganizing interior 
walls, modifying the building footprint, 
constructing modest additions, and adding 
compatible fenestration. The objective 
should be to reference the simple geometric 
volumes of other Crissy Field structures. 


• 	 Reduce the scale of the Commissary 
structure (Buildings 610/653) by demolishing 
Building 6.53, the former refrigerator wing, 
which is approximately 5,000 square feet. 
Demolished square footage may be used in 
building additions, so long as the total area 
of the building footprint does not exceed 
97,000 square feet, which is the size of the 
existing building's footprint. Additions may 
not be built on the west and south sides, but 
may be built on the east and north sides. A 
70-foot setback from Mason Street must be 
maintained (see Figure 19). 


• 	 Additions to historic buildings (Buildings 
603, 631, 632) will be subject to additional 
consultation and-where necessary-further 
study, including but not limited to historic 
structure reports. 


• 	 For all buildings, use materials that are 
visually compatible with the historic Crissy 
Field buildings (such as stucco and concrete). 


he color pale_tte s_hould complement the 
range of colors that predominates at Crissy 
Fiel3, including Presidio White, terra cotta 
red (found in roofing tiles), and trim colors in 
brown and/or white. 


• Preserve views from the Main Post toward Crissy 
Field, the Bay and Golden Gate, and from Crissy 
Field to the National Cemetery and Main Post, 
by keeping the height of n~ construction below 
the bluff profile (eJevation 45 feet), which is 
approximately 35 feet~ab_ove the existing ground 
elevation atc.oJBuildillg6rn and 603 (-see Figure 
19). 


• Consider the appearance of building roofs from 
the future Main Post Bluff, Presidio Promenade, 
and Cemetery Bluff. Hide mechanical systems 
and other unattractive features that are often 
located on rooftops. 


• Create openness in building far,;:ades of Building 
610 that allow for strong connections between 
interior uses and street life and/or exterior 
spaces. 


• Reorient Building 610 to Mason Street, and 
create a welcoming entrance. Open the building's 
north fac;ade to the spectacular views of Crissy 
Field, San Francisco Bay, and the Golden Gate 
Bridge. Consider the appearance of all building 
elevations from the Presidio Parkway. 


• Avoid impacts to adjacent cultural and natural 
resources, including the nearby bluff slopes, the 
Crissy Marsh, and archaeological sites. Avoid 
construction on the west side of Building 610, 
where an archaeological site is located. 


• Relying on the most current science-based and 
regionally specific projections of future sea level 
rise, explore appropriate, innovative and effective 
approaches to reduce flood damage during the 
expected life of the project. 
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• 	 For all buildings, integrate green design and 
building practices in conjunction with the 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) rating system to achieve a 
minimum LEED Silver certification; follow 
the Secretary ofthe Interior's Guidelines 
on Sustainability for Rehabilitating Historic 
Buildings. 


• 	 For all buildings, locate any roof-mounted 
sustainable features such as photo-voltaic 
panels, solar hot water heaters, and green 
roofs with consideration toward views from 
both the Main Post and from ground level at 
Crissy Field. 


• 	 For all buildings, disconnect the gutters and 
downspouts from the Presidio's storm water 
system, when possible, to discharge into an 
on-site stormwater detention system. Utilize 
grey water within the buildings, if possible. 


(E) BLUFF: 49' AT COUR1YARD OF BUILDING 105 (BLUFF ELEVATION VARIES BETWEEN 40-60') 


FUTURE BLUFF 


r- (E) DOYLE DR: 48.5' 
I (TO BE OEMO'ED) _,._EUN: 49.55' 	 -$- HEIGHT LIMIT OF NEW 


••• - - ••• • • - - - • - •• - • - ••• - - - • - ••• - - • - - - BUILDING ENVELOPE 
f ELEV: 42•45 ' NOT TO EXCEED 45' 


rrI 
~~--=::;;_~~~~~----'==-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-<e~~ ~lP' 


x ELEV· 28 47' 


6610 6653 
(TO BE DEMO'EO) 


HA.'5rm sr. 


A B 


Figure 19 Il<'ight Limit ofNr:w Bnilding Envt'lnp<' 


Sedim1 depieting t'i<'vations and Ii mils of new h11ilding em t'iop~. 
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• 	 Avoid impacts to the two archaeological 
areas of the National Historic Landmark 
District within the Mid-Crissy area that 
have been designated as having national 
significance, and are actively managed to 
preserve their integrity. These areas should 
be designed and maintained in such a way 
that facilitates interpretation and allows for 
future research. 


• 	 Initiate archaeological identification efforts 
early in any design process that anticipates 
excavation for landscaping, utilities or 
construction in areas of Pre-contact 
Sensitivity. Additional native Ohlone sites 
could exist in these locations beneath the 
surface at various depths. 


• 	 Conform with site-specific land use 
restrictions within the Commissary/PX 
Land Use Control (LUC) area or undertake 
further remedial action in consultation with 


Figure 20 
the DTSC and RWQCB to allow currently 


Sub-surface constraints in the Mi<l-Crissy area. 
restricted land uses, including: 


• 	 Residential housing, schools, hospitals, 
playgrounds and day care centers. • Maintain existing barriers to soils within the • Manage any soils within the LUC area 


LUC area such as pavement, buildings, and disturbed during future development in • 	 Expansion of saltwater ecological habitat 
landscaping to prevent direct physical access conformance with regulatory requirements. areas or special status habitat areas. 
with underlying soils that contain residual 
contaminates of concern. 
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3. OPEN SPACE/VEGETATION/VIEWS 


Bluffs, Dunes, and Marsh Land. The diverse 
natural habitats of Crissy Field (Areas A and 
B) include bluffs, gra~sy area~ , and marsh. The 
western coastal bluffs provide an ecologically 
important backdrop to the lowlands , offering 
areas of dense forest and native plant 
communities such as bluff scrub, coastal scrub, 
live oak woodland, and serpentine scrub. In 
contrast, the portion of Crissy Field north of the 
bluffs is a Bat, open area, with a grassy airfield 
and undulating dunes. 


Bay Views. The Mason Street corridor is open, 
offering views across the restored airfield aud 
marsh to the Golden Gate Bridge and the bay. A 
few stands of trees exist along the Golden Gate 
Promenade, and a hedgerow of trees defines 
the eastern border of Crissy Field (Area B). 
The gently sloping hollow at the Cavalry Stables 
offers splendid views under the Doyle Drive 
viaduct across Crissy Field to the bay beyond. 


3a. PTMP Planning Guidelines 


• Create safe and inviting open space 
connections between Crissy Field (Area B) 
and other districts of the park (i.e., Main 
Post, Letterman, and Fort Scott). 


• Preserve Mason Street as an open 
strectscape with expansive views. Retain 
the "open" setting and feel of Crissy Field; 
limit the introduction of vast, new landscape 
plantings. 


• Explore options for open space connections 
between the Main Parade Ground at the 
Main Post and Crissy Field (Area B) as part 
of Doyle Drive's reconstruction. 


• Reconstruct Doyle Drive to preserve views 
to and from the bluffs and Main Post, 
and maximize views along Halleck Street, 
Tennessee Hollow, and from the Cavalry 
Stables. 


• Preserve the hollow at McDowell Avenue 
(where the Cavalry Stables are located) as a 
grassy, open clearing surrounded by forested 
steep slopes. 


• Protect and restore the ecological 
communities on the western bluffs . 
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Figure 21 
Opc:11 space co1111c:ctiu11s liutwcu11 low coastal a11d upla11Ll lialJitat. 


Figure 22 
Tlie Tnist is cun1mitted Lo lit<' long-tt:nn l1t'alth ol C ri,1sy J\lursl1. 
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3b. Mid-Crissy Area Design Guidelines - Open Space/Vegetation/Views 


• Enhance Mason Street's open streetscape and 
improve views by maintaining a built setback of at 
least 70 feet from the south edge of Mason. 


• Develop a landscape design and approach for 
the Mid-Crissy area that is compatible with the 
historic, simple, "open", utilitarian character 
of the area, and consistent with the VMP 
designation of the area as "designed landscape 
zone:'' 


• Maintain an open space connection between 
both the Main Parade Ground and Main Post 
bluff and Crissy Field. Site new construction 
including buildings to avoid impeding views 
ofCrissy Field, the San Francisco Bay, and 
the Golden Gate Bridge from the Main Post 
bluff and views of the Main Post from Crissy 
Field. Develop a landscape treahnent that 
complements adjacent uses. 


• ReC'Ognize Ohlone archaeological resources 
through an appropriate treatment developed 
in C'Onsultation with Ohlone groups. Pursue 
initiatives that elevate the visibility ofthis hidden 
layer of the Presidio's past, in a manner that 
facilitates inteipretation as one of the primaiy 
themes of the area, while also ensuring its long


tenn preservation. 


• 	 Bluff plantings should be low in character, 
low maintenance, and evoke the feeling of the 
historic bluff (per the Doyle Drive Historic 
Preservation Criteria). 


• 	 Locate site utility equipment, such as 
transformers, backflow preventers, and irrigation 
C'Ontrollers, and trash C'Ollection and storage 
areas away from open spaces, road corridors, and 
important landscape features. 


• 	 Use paving materials that are compatible with 
the Crissy Field palette of materials. Comply 
with Presidio Trust requirements for concrete 
color for paving, curbs, and sidewalks. 


• 	 Select street lighting and street furnishings from 
the Presidio Landscape Standards. Minimize 
impacts oflight pollution in designing exterior 
lighting. New building elements should 
incoiporate bird-safe design standards. Follow 
the Presidio tenant sign policy when specifying 
exterior signage. 


• 	 Implement sustainable design , maintenanm and 
water management practices in new designed 
landscapes, including the use ofnative and 
drought tolerant plants to minimi7..e the need for 


irrigation. 


• 	 Utiliz.e plants from the Presidio's approved plant 
list, and consider use of a native plant palette in 
order to complement the nearby Crissy Marsh 
area. Implement green landscape practices, 
including plumbing new landscapes for irrigation 
with reclaimed water when available. 
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Figure 23 
Ccmcq1tual <liagrarn ol' Mid-Criss; Arca vt:gctation, parking, a11d circulation, c:-1 
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4. CIRCULATION AND ACCESS 


Mason Street. Mason Street, where a rail line 
once connected Crissy Field to Fort Mason and 
lower Fort Mason, is the main vehicle circulation 
route through Crissy Field. The principal access 
point is from the east, through the Marina Gate. 


Connections from the South. Connections to 
Mason Street from the south are along Gorgas 
Avenue (connecting to Letterman), Halleck 
Street (connecting to the Main Post), and 
McDowell Avenue (connecting to the Caval:ry 
Stables). 


4a. PTMP Planning Guidelines 


• 	 Maintain historic Mason Street as the 
primary east-west circulation spine at Crissy 
Field (Area B) and enhance pedestrian and 
bike access. 


• 	 Enhance pedestrian connections to the 
Main Post, the Letterman complex, and the 
Caval:ry Stables. 


• 	 Enhance access with transit links to the rest 
of the Presidio and the city. 


• 	 Consider establishing new parking areas 
for Crissy Field and Main Post visitors in 
locations that are unobtrusive yet readily 
accessible to activity areas. 
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Figure 24 
Mason Street and key connections. 
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4b. Mid-Crissy Design Guidelines - Circulation and Access 


• 	 Create safe, inviting, and accessible pedestrian 
<IJld bicycle access that mnnects Buildings 610 
<llld 603 to the Main Post, both at the end of 
Montgomery Street and at the Main Post transit 
center. 


• 	 Maintain historic Mason Street as the primary 
east-west circulation spine. Enh<lllce bike acc..-ess 
through the mrridor with bike lanes along the 
south side of Mason Street, in addition to existing 
lanes on the north side. 


• 	 By maintaining a 70-foot built setback, develop 
the northern edge of the site (along the 
south side of Mason Street) as a mntinuous 
i<IJldscaped pedestri<lll promenade that stretches 
from Halleck Street and Building 603 to Building 
640 (see Figure 23). 


• 	 Enmurage tr<msit and bicycle use by locating a 
Presidio shuttle stop and secure bkycle parking 
adjacent to Building 610 along Mason Street, and 
by creating a mnvenient, accessible, mmpatibly 
designed pedestrian mnnection between 
Buildings 610 and 603, and the Main Post tnmsi.t 
center (see Figure 23). 


• 	 Reduce the visual impact of parking by locating 
it along the southern edge of the site adjacent 
to Doyle Drive and the base of the blufl; and by 
using vegetation, landfonns, or other landscape 
features to mask views of it from Mason Street 
and the Main Post bluff (see Figure 23). Use 
penneable pavement, bioswdles or other on-site 
stonnwater management strategies to reduce 
runoff from parking lots. 


• 	 In ac..'COr<l<lllc-e with agency objectives, target 
reductions in impenneable hardscape and 
efled:ively manage parking in the sub-district. 
Currently, there are 457 parking stalls and 
approximately 12 acres ofbuildings and 
pavement in the 15.5-acre Mid-Crissy sub
district. New designs should include a minimum 
of350 parking spaces in tlm vicinity of Building 
610 and 30 parking spaces in tl1e vicinity of 
Building 603. Design surface parking to serve all 
area users, not specific tenants. Target an overall 
reducation of 5 acres of impermeable surface 
(former PX and hardscape) tl1at exists in the 
sub-district. 


• 	 Manage vehicular movement, such as passenger 
drop-off, deliveries, and loading, in such a way as 
to minimize tniffic disruption on Mason Street. 
Implement parking regulation, including parking 
meters and signage, mnsistent witl1 other areas 
of the Presidio. 


• 	 Manage tl1e location of streetlights, signage, 
parking meters, and other structures to 
avoid visual clutter on historic streetscapes. 
Coordinate site fixtures and furniture with 
adjac-ent areas. Maintain the current width and 
alignment ofhistoric streets. 
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